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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

Office for Civil Rights 

Attention: Conscience NPRM, RIN 0945-ZA03 

Hubert H. Humphrey Building 

Room 509F 

200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20201 

March 27, 2018 

RE: Public Comment in Response to the Proposed Regulation, Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights 

in Health Care RIN 0945-ZA03 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing on behalf of Community Catalyst in response to the request for public comment on the 

proposed rule entitled, "Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care" published January 26.1 

Community Catalyst is a national non-profit advocacy organization dedicated to quality affordable 

health care for all. Since 1997, Community Catalyst has been working to build the consumer and 

community leadership required to transform the American health system. With the belief that this 

transformation will happen when consumers are fully engaged and have an organized voice, Community 

Catalyst works in partnership with national, state and local consumer organizations, policymakers and 

foundations, providing leadership and support to change the health care system so it serves everyone -

especially vulnerable members of society. 

This proposed regulation would exacerbate the challenges that many patients -- especially women, 

LGBTQ people, people of color, immigrants and low-income people -- already face in getting the health 

care they need in a timely manner and at an affordable cost. The rule would expose vulnerable patients 

to increased discrimination and denials of medically-indicated care by broadening religious health care 

provider exemptions beyond the existing limited circumstances allowed by law. Moreover, while 

protecting health providers who deny care, the rule would provide no protections for patients who are 
being denied care - even in emergencies. As drafted, the rule would not even require that patients be 

informed of all their potential treatment options and referred to alternative providers of needed care. 

1 Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations of Authority, 83 Fed. Reg. 3880 (proposed Jan. 26, 2018) 
(to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt. 88) [hereinofter Rule]. 
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Indeed, this proposal runs in the opposite direction of everything the American health system is striving 

to achieve in the pursuit of "patient-centered care." We urge the administration to put patients first, 

and withdraw the proposed regulation because of the serious problems enumerated below. 

1. The rule improperly seeks to expand on existing religious refusal exemptions to potentially allow 

denial of any health care service based on a provider's personal beliefs or religious doctrine. 

Existing refusal of care laws (such as for abortion and sterilization services) are already being used across 

the country to deny patients the care they need.2 The proposed rule attempts to expand on these laws 

in numerous ways that are directly contrary to the stated purpose of the existing laws. Specifically, the 

Department and its Office for Civil Rights (OCR) are attempting to require a broad swath of entities to 

allow individuals to refuse "any lawful health service or activity based on religious beliefs or moral 

convictions (emphasis added)."3 

This expansive interpretation could lead to provider denials based on personal beliefs that are biased 

and discriminatory, such as objections to providing care to people who are transgender or in same-sex 

relationships. We are aware of cases in which this type of unjust denial of care has occurred, such as a 

California physician's denial of donor insemination to a lesbian couple, even though the doctor routinely 

provided the same service to heterosexual couples. 4 

We are also concerned about potential enabling of care denials by providers based on their non

scientific personal beliefs about other types of health services. For example, certain religiously-affiliated 

hospitals and individual clinicians have refused to provide rape victims with emergency contraception to 

prevent pregnancy5 based on the belief that it can cause an abortion, even though there is no scientific 

evidence that this is the case. Providers could conceivably be motivated by the proposed rule to object 

to administering vaccinations or refuse to prescribe or dispense Pre-exposure Profylaxis (PrEP) 

medication to help gay men reduce the risk of HIV transmission through unprotected sex. 

2. The rule would protect refusals by anyone who would be "assisting in the performance of' a health 

care service to which they object, not just clinicians. 

The rule seeks to protect refusals by any "member of the workforce" of a health care institution whose 

actions have an "articulable connection to a procedure, health services or health service program, or 

research activity." The rule includes examples such as "counseling, referral, training and other 

arrangements for the procedure, health service or research activity." 

2 See, e.g., Refusals to Provide Health Care Threaten the Health and Lives of Patients Nationwide, NATL WOMEN'S L. CTR. {2017), 
ht tps: //nw lc.org/resou rces/refusa ls-to-provi de-h ea Ith-care-threat en-the-hea I th-an d-1 iv es-of-pa tien rs-nationwide/; Uttley, L., et 

al, Miscorrioge of Medicine, MergerWatch and the ACLU {2013), https://www.aclu.org/report/miscarriage-medicine. 
3 

See Rule supra note I, at 12. 
4 Hardaway, Lisa, Settlement Reached in Cose of Lambda Legal Lesbian Client Denied Infertility Treatment by Christion 
Fundamentalist Doctors, Lambda Legal, September 29, 2009, accessed at 
https://www.lambdalegal.org/news/ca 20090929 settlement-reached. 
5 Erdely, Sabr ina, Doctors' beliefs con hinder patient care, SELF magazine, June 22, 2007, accessed at 

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/19190916/print/1/displaymode/1098/ 
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An expansive interpretation of "assist in the performance of' thus could conceivably allow an 

ambulance driver to refuse to transport a patient to the hospital for care he/she finds objectionable. It 

could mean a hospital admissions clerk could refuse to check a patient in for treatment the clerk finds 

objectionable or a technician could refuse to prepare surgical instruments for use in a service. 

On an institutional level, the right to refuse to "assist in the performance of' a service could mean a 

religiously-affiliated hospital or clinic could deny care, and then also refuse to provide a patient with a 

referral or transfer to a willing provider of the needed service. Indeed, the proposed rule's definition of 
11 referral" goes beyond any common understanding of the term, allowing refusals to provide any 

information, including location of an alternative provider, that could help people get care they need.6 

The proposed rule thus could be read as allowing health providers to refuse to inform patients of all 

potential treatment options. A 2010 publication of the National Health Law Program, "Health Care 

Refusals: Undermining Quality of Care for Women," noted that "refusal clauses and institutional 

restrictions can operate to deprive patients of the complete and accurate information necessary to give 

informed consent."7 

3. The rule does not address how a patient's needs would be met in an emergency situation. 

There have been reported instances in which pregnant women suffering medical emergencies -

including premature rupture of membranes (PPROM) and ectopic pregnancies8 
-- have gone to hospital 

emergency departments and been denied prompt, medically-indicated care because of institutional 

religious restrictions.9 This lack of protections for patients is especially problematic in regions of the 

country, such as rural areas, where there may be no other nearby hospital to which a patient could 

easily go without assistance and careful medical monitoring enroute.10 

The proposed rule fails to address treatment of patients facing emergency health situations, including an 

emergency requiring miscarriage management or abortion, thereby inviting confusion and great danger 

to patient health. The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act ("EMTALA") requires 

hospitals that have a Medicare provider agreement and an emergency room or department to provide 

to anyone requesting treatment an appropriate medical screening to determine whether an emergency 

medical condition exists, and to stabilize the condition or if medically warranted to transfer the person 

6 See Rule supra note I, at 183. 
7 The NHeLP publication noted (at page 21) that the Ethical and Religious Directives for catholic Healthcare Services, which 
govern care at Catholic hospitals, limit the information a patient can be given about treatment alternatives to those considered 
"morally legitimate" within Catholic religious teachings. (Directive No. 26). 
• Foster, AM, and Smith, DA, Do religious restrictions influence ectopic pregnancy monogement? A notional qualitative study, 
Jacob Institute for Women's Health, Women's Health Issues, 2011 Mar-Aprl; 21(2): 104-9, accessed at 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21353977 
9 Stein, Rob, Religious hospitals' restrictions sparking conflicts, scrutiny, The Washington f>ost, January 3, 2011, accessed at 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health-environment-scJence/religlous-hospltals-restrictions-sparking-conflicts
scrutiny/2011/01/03/ABVVxmD st.ory.html?utm term=.cc34abcbb928 
1° For example, a 2016 study found there were 46 Catholic-affiliated hospitals that were the federally-designated "sole 
community providers" of hospital care for their geographic regions. Women needing reproductive health services that are 
prohibited by Catholic health restrictions would have no other easily accessible choice of hospital care. Uttley, L., and Khaikln, 
C., Growth of Catholic Hospitals and Health Systems, MergerWatch, 2016, accessed at www.MergerWatch.org 
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to another facility.11 Under EMTALA every hospital is required to comply- even those that are 

religiously affi liated.12 Because the proposed rule does not mention EMTALA or contain an explicit 

exception for emergencies, some institutions may believe they are not required to comply with 

EMTALA's requirements. This could result in patients in emergency circumstances not receiving 

necessary care. 

4. Health care institutions would be required to notify employees that they have the right to refuse to 

provide care, but would not be required to notify patients about the types of care they will not be able 

to receive at that hospital, pharmacy, clinic or doctor's office. 

The rule sets forth extensive requirements for health care institutions, such as hospitals, to notify 

employees about their refusal rights, including how to file a discrimination complaint with OCR. The rule 

requires posting of such notices on the employer's website and in prescribed physical locations w ithin 

the employer's building. The rule also sets forth the expectation that OCR would investigate or do 

compliance reviews of whether health care institutions are following the posting rule.13 

By contrast, the rule contains no requirement that patients be notified of institutional restrictions on 
provision of certain types of care. Such notification is essential because research has found that patients 
often are unaware of service restrictions at rel igiously-sponsored health care institutions. 14 

5. The rule conflicts with other existing federal laws, including the Title VII framework for 

accommodation of employee's religious beliefs. 

The Proposed Rule generates chaos through its failure to account for existing laws that conflict with the 

refusals of care it would create. For example, the proposed rule makes no mention of Title Vll,15 the 

leading federal law barring employment discrimination, or current Equal Employment Opportunity 

Commission (EEOC) guidance on Title Vll.16 Title VII requires reasonable accommodation of employees' 

or applicants' sincerely held religious beliefs, observances, and practices when requested, unless the 

accommodation would impose an "undue hardship" on an employer.17 For decades, Title VII has 

11 42 U.S.C. § 1295dd(a)-(c) (2003). 
12 In order to effectuate the important legislative purpose, institutions claiming a religious or moral objection to treatment must 
comply with EMTAI.A, and courts agree. See, e.g., Shelton v. University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, 223 F.3d 220, 
228 (3'd Cir. 2000); In re Baby K, 16 F.3d 590,597 (4th Cir. 1994); Nansen v. Medical Staffing Network, Inc. 2006 WL 1529664 
(W.D. Wis.); Grant v. FaiNiew Hosp., 2004 WL 326694, 93 Fair Empl. Proc. Cos. (BNA) 685 (D. Minn. 2006); Brownfield v. Daniel 
Freeman Marina Hosp., 208 Cal. App. 3d 405 (Ca. Ct. App. 1989); Barris v. County of Los Angeles, 972 P.2d 966, 972 (Cal. 1999). 
13 

The notice requirement is spelled out in section 88.5 of the proposed rule. 
•• See, for example, Freedman, Lori R., Luciana E. Hebert, Molly F. Battistelli, and Debra B. Stulberg, Religious hospital policies 
on reproductive care: what do patients wont to know? American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology 218, no. 2 (2018): 251-el, 
accessed here: http://www.ajog.org/artlcle/S0002-9378(17)32444-4/fulltext; also Guiahi, Maryam, Jeanelle Sheeder, and 
Stephanie Teal, Are women aware of religious restrictions on reproductive health at Catholic hospitals? A suNey of women's 
expectations and preferences for family planning core, Contraception and Stu Iberg, D., et all, accessed here: 
http://www.contraceptionjournal.org/article/S0010-7824(14)00358-8/fulltext; Do women know when their hospital is Catholic 
and how this affects theircore? Restrictions in Catholic Hospitals (PARRCH) notional suNey, Contraception, Volume 96, Issue 4, 
268-269,accessed here: http://www.co ntraceptionjourna/ .org/ a r ticle/S0010-7824( 17)30235-4/ful I text: a 
15 42 u.s.c. § 2000e-2 (1964). 
16 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, U.S. EQUAL EMP'T. OPPORTlJNITY COMM'N (2018), 
https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/tlt levii.cfm. 
17 See id. 
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established the legal framework for religious accommodations in the workplace. When a health care 

worker requests an accommodation, Title VII ensures that employers can consider the effect an 

accommodation would have on patients, coworkers, public safety, and other legal obligations. The 

proposed rule, however, sets out an entirely different and conflicting standard, leaving health care 

employers in the impossible position of being subject to and trying to satisfy both. Indeed, when similar 

regulations were proposed in 2008, EEOC Commissioners and Legal Counsel filed comments that raised 

similar concerns and stated clearly that Title VII should remain the relevant legal standard.18 

Furthermore, the language in the proposed rule would seem to put health care entities in the position of 

being forced to hire people who intend to refuse to perform essential elements of a position, even 

though Title VII would not require such an "accommodation." For example, there is no guidance about 

whether it is impermissible "discrimination" for a Title X-funded health center not to hire a counselor or 

clinician whose essential job functions would include counseling women with positive pregnancy tests 

because the applicant refuses to provide non-directive options counseling, even though the employer 

would not be required to do so under Title Vll.19 It is not only nonsensical for a health care entity to be 

forced to hire someone it knows will refuse to fulfill essential job functions, but it would also foster 

confusion by imposing duties on employers far beyond Title VII and current EEOC guidance. 

6. There is no provision protecting the rights of health care providers with religious or moral 

convictions to provide (not deny) services their patients need. 

The proposed rule ignores those providers with deeply held moral convictions that motivate them to 

provide patients with health care, including abortion, transition-related care and end-of-life care. The 

rule fails to acknowledge the Church Amendment's protection for health care professionals who support 

or participate in abortion or sterilization services, which OCR has a duty to enforce. 20 

Doctors are, in effect, forced to abandon their patients when they are prevented by health care 

institutions from providing a service they believe is medically-indicated. This was the case for a doctor in 

Sierra Vista, Arizona, who was prevented from helping end a patient' s wanted, but doomed, pregnancy 

after she suffered premature rupture of membranes. The patient had to be sent to the nearest non

objecting hospital, which was 80 miles away, far from her family and friends. The physician described 

the experience as "a very gut wrenching thing to put the staff through and the patient, obviously."21 

7. The proposed rule carries severe consequences for patients and would exacerbate existing 

inequities. 

a. Refusals of core make it difficult for mony individuals to access the care they need 

18 Letter from EEOC Commissioners and General Counsel (Sept. 24, 2008), available at 
https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/foia/letter~/2008/titlevii religious hhsprovider reg.html. 
19 See Rule supra note 1, at 180-181. 
'
0 See The Church Amendments, 42 U.S.C. § 300a-7(c) (2018). 

21 Uttley, L, et all, Miscarriage af Medicine, MergerWatch and t he ACLU (2013), p. 16, https:f/www.aclu.orrJ report/miscarriage
medidne. 
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Across the country, refusals of care based on personal beliefs have been invoked in countless ways 

to deny patients the care they need.22 One woman experiencing pregnancy complications rushed to 

the only hospital in her community, a religiously affiliated facility, where she was denied the 

miscarriage management she needed because the hospital objected to this care.23 Another woman 

experiencing pregnancy loss was denied care for 10 days at a religiously affiliated hospital outside 

Chicago, lllinois.24 In New Jersey, a transgender man was denied gender affirming surgery at a 

religiously affiliated hospital which refused to provide him a hysterectomy.25 A patient in Arkansas 

endured a number of dangerous pregnancy complications and could not risk becoming pregnant 

again. She requested a sterilization procedure at the time of her Cesarean delivery, but her Catholic 

hospital provider refused to give her the procedure. 26 Another woman was sent home by a 

religiously affiliated hospital with two Tylenol after her water broke at 18 weeks of pregnancy. 

Although she returned to the hospital twice in the following days, the hospital did not give her full 

information about her condition and treatment options.27 

b. Refusals of care are especially dangerous for those already facing barriers to care 

Refusals of care based on personal beliefs already make it difficult for many individuals to obtain 

health care and have real consequences for those denied the care they need because of a clinician's 

or hospital's religious beliefs. When women and families are uninsured, locked into managed care 

plans that do not meet their needs, or when they cannot afford to pay out of pocket for services or 

travel to another location, refusals bar access to necessary care.28 This is especially true for 

immigrant patients who often lack access to transportation and may have to travel great distances 

to get the care they need. 29 In rural areas there may be no other sources of health and life 

preserving medical care.30 When these individuals encounter refusals of care, they may have 

nowhere else to go. 

22 See, e.g., supra note 2. 
23 See Kira Shepherd, et al., Bearing Faith The Limits of Catholic Heolth Core for Women of Color, PUB. RIGHTS PRIVATI' CONSCIENCE 
PROJECT 1, 6 (2018), https://www.law.columbia.edu/ sites/default /files/microsites/gender-sexuality/PRPCP/bearingfait h.pdf. 
24 See Julia Kaye, et al., Health Care Denied, AM. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 1, 12 (2016), 
https://www.aclu.org/sites/defa ult/fi les/field document/ healthcareden ied.pdf . 
25 See Kira Shepherd, et al., supra note 23, at 29 .. 
26 See The Patient Should Come First: Refusals to Provide Reproductive Health Care, NAr'L WOMEN'S L. CTR. (2017), https:ljnwlc
ciw49tixgw51bab.stackpathdns.com/wp-cont ent/ uploads/2017 /05/ Refusals-FS.pdf : Sandhya Somashekhar, A Pregnant Woman 
Wanted her Tubes Tied. Her Catholic Hospital Said No., WASH. Posr (Sept. 13, 2015), 
ht t ps:// www. wash i ngton post.com/ n ati ona I/ a -pregna n t-woma n-wa nted-her-tubes-tied-her-ca tho I ic-hospital-sa id
n o/201S/09/13/bd 203 8ca-5 7ef-1 le5-8bbl-b488d231bba2 story.html?utm term-.8c022b364b75. 
27 See Kira Shepherd, et al., supra note 23, at 27. 
28 In 2016, an estimated 11 percent of women between the ages of 19 to 64 were uninsured. Single mothers, women of color, 
and low-income women are more likely to be uninsured. Women's Health Insurance Coverage, KAISER FAMILY FouNo. l, 3 (Oct. 31, 
2017), ht tp:// fi les. k ff. org/ attachment/fact-sheet -wo mens-h ea Ith-Insur a nee-coverage. 
29 Athena Tapales et al., The Sexual and Reproductive Health of Foreign-Barn Women in the United States, CONTRACEPTION 8, 16 
(2018), http:// www.contraceptionjournal.org/ article/S0010-7824(18)30065-9/pdf: Nat'l Latina Inst. For Reproductive Health & 
Ctr. For Reproductive Rights, Nuestra Vaz, Nuestra Solud, Nuestro Texas: the Fight for Women's Reproductive Health In the Ria 
Grande Valley 1, 7 {2013), http://www.nuestrotexas.org/pdf/NT-spread.pdf. 
30 Since 2010, eighty-three rural hospitals have closed. See Rural Hospital Closures: January 2010- Present, THE Cem G. SHEJ>S CTR 
FOR HEALTH SERVS. RES. (2018), http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/ rural-health/rural-hospital-closures/ . 
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This reality is especially troubling because individuals who already face multiple and intersecting 

forms of discrimination may be more likely to encounter refusals. For example, new research shows 

that In 19 states, women of color are more likely than white women to give birth in Catholic 

hospitals.31 Catholic-affiliated hospitals must follow the Ethical and Religious Directives (ERDs) 

which provide guidance on a wide range of hospital matters, including reproductive health care, and 

can keep providers from offering the standard of care.32 Providers in one 2008 study disclosed that 

they could not provide the standard of care for managing miscarriages at Catholic hospitals, and as a 

result, women were delayed care or transferred to other facilities at great risk to their health.33 The 

reach of this type of religious refusal of care is growing with the proliferation of both the types of 

entities using religious beliefs to discriminate and the number of religiously affiliated entities that 

provide health care and related services.34 

We concur with the comments submitted by the National Health Law Program (NHeLP) that the 

regulations fail to consider the impact of refusals on persons suffering from substance use disorders. 

Rather than promoting the evidence-based standard of care, the rule could allow practitioners to 

refuse to provide, or even recommend, Medication Assisted Treatment (MAT) and other evidence

based interventions due simply to a personal objection. 

Stigma associated with drug use stands in the way of saving lives.35 America's prevailing cultural 

consciousness -- after decades of treating the disease of addiction as largely a criminal justice and 

not the public health issue it is -- generally perceives drug use as a moral failing and drug users as 

less deserving of care. For example, a needle exchange program designed to protect injection drug 

users from contracting blood borne illnesses such as HIV, Hepatitis C, and bacterial endocarditis was 

shut down in October 2017 by the Lawrence County, Indiana County Commission due to their moral 

objection to drug use, despite overwhelming evidence that these programs are effective at reducing 

harm and do not increase drug use.36 One commissioner even quoted the Bible as he voted to shut it 

down. Use of MAT to reverse overdose has been decried as "enabling these people" to go on to 

overdose again.37 

In this frame of mind, only total abstinence is seen as successful treatment for substance use 

disorders, usually as a result of a 12-step or faith-based program, even though evidence for 12-step 

31 
See Kira Shepherd, et al., supra note 23, at 12. 

32 See id. at 10-13. 
33 Lori R. Freedman, When There's a Heartbeat: Miscarriage Management in Cathalic-Owned Hospl tols, AM. J. Pue. HEALTH 
(2008), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2636458/. 
34 See, e.g., Miscarriage of Medicine: the Growth of Catholic Hospitals and the Threat to Reproductive Health Care, AM. CIVIL 

LIBERTIES UNION & M ERGER WATCH (2013), htt ps:ljwww.aclu.org/files/assets/growth-of-catholic-hospitals-2013.pdf. 
35 Ellen M. Weber, Failure of Physicians to Prescribe Pharmocotheropies for Addiction: Regulatory Restrictions and Physician 
Resistance, 13 J. HEALTH CAREL. & POL'Y 49, 56 (2010); German Lopez, There's a highly successful treatment for apioid 
addiction. But stigma is holding it back., https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017 /7 /20/15937896/medicat ion-assisted
treatment-methadone-buprenorphlne-naltrexone. 
36 German Lopez, An Indiana county just halted o lifesaving needle exchange program, citing the Bible, Vox, Oct. 20, 2017, 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/ 20/ 16507902/indiana-lawrence-county-needle-exchange. 
37 Tim Craig & Nicole Lewis, As opioid overdoses exact a higher price, communities ponder who should be saved, WASH. POST, Jul. 
15, 2017, https://www. wash ington post. co m/world/as-o pioid-overdoses-exact-a-h igher-price-communit ies-po n d er-who
should-be-saved/ 2017 /07 /15/l ea91890-67f3-1 l e 7-8e b5-cbccc2e 7bfbf _story .html ?utm_ termaa.4184c42f806c. 
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programs is weak. The White House's own opioid commission found that "negative attitudes 

regarding MAT appeared to be related to negative judgments about drug users in general and 

heroin users in particular."38 

People with substance use disorders already suffer due to stigma and have a difficult time finding 

appropriate care. This rule, which allows misinformation and personal feelings to get in the way of 

science and lifesaving treatment, would not help achieve the goals of the administration; it could 

instead trigger countless numbers of deaths. 

By expanding refusals of care, the proposed rule will exacerbate the barriers to health care services 

patients need. It is evident that the harm caused by this proposed rule will fall hardest on those 

most in need of care. The Department should remember, under Executive Order 13563, an agency 

may only propose regulations where it has made a reasoned determination that the benefits justify 

the costs and where the regulations are tailored "to impose the least burden on society."
39 

The 

proposed rule plainly fails on both counts. Although the proposed rule attempts to quantify the 

costs of compliance, it completely fa ils to address the costs and burdens to patients who may be 

denied care and who then may incur and experience even greater social and medical costs.40 

Moreover, the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment requires the government to 

adequately account for just these sorts of consequences when considering whether to grant 

religious exemptions and, in fact, bars granting an exemption when it would detrimentally affect any 

third party.41 Because the proposed rule would cause substantial harm, including to patients, it 

would violate the Establishment Clause.42 

8. The Department is abdicating its responsibility to patients 

The proposed rule exceeds OCR's authority by abandoning OCR's mission to address health disparities 

and discrimination that harms patients.43 Instead, the proposed rule appropriates language from civil 

38 Report of the President's Commission on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis, Nov. 1, 2017, 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/ sites/wh itehouse .gov /fi !es/images/Final_ Report_ Draft_ 11-1-2017. pdf 
39 Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review, Executive Order 13563 (Jan. 18, 2011), 
https:ljobamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-offlce/2011/01/18/executive-order-13563-improving-regulation-and

regulatory-review. 
40 See Rule supra note 1, at 94-177. 
4 1 U.S. Const. amend. I; Cutter v. Wilkinson. 554 U.S. 709, 720, 722 (2005) (to comply with the Establishment Clause, courts 
"must take adequate account of the burdens a requested accommodation may impose on nonbeneficiaries" and must ensure 
that the accommodation is "measured so that it does not override other significant interests") (citing Estate of Thornton v. 
Caldor, 472 U.S. 703, 710 (1985)); see also Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 s. Ct. 2751, 2781 n.37 (2014); Holt v. Hobbs, 

135 S. Ct. 853, 867 (2015) (Ginsburg, J., concurring) . 
42 Respecting rellgious exercise may not "unduly restrict other persons, such as employees, in protecting their own interests, 
interests the law deems compelling." See Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, 134 S. Ct. at 2787. When considering whether the birth 
control coverage requirement was the least restrictive means in Hobby Lobby, the Court considered that the accommodation 

offered by the government ensured that affected employees "have precisely the same access to all FDA-approved 
contraceptives as employees of companies whose owners have no religious objections to providing coverage." See id. at 2759. 
In other words, the effect of the accommodation on women would be "precisely zero." Id. at 2760. 
43 OCR's Mission and Vision, DEP'TOF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS. (2018), https://www.hhs.gov/ocr/about-us/leadership/mission• 
and-vision/index.html ("The mission of the Office for Civil Rights is to improve the health and well-being of people across the 
nation; to ensure that people have equal access to and the opportunity to participate in and receive services from HHS 
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rights statutes and regulations that were intended to improve access to health care and applies that 

language to situations for which it was not intended. By taking the language of civil rights laws and 

regulations out of context, the proposed rule creates a regulatory scheme that is not only nonsensical 

but is affirmatively harmful. For example, the notice and certification of compliance and assurance 

requirements simply do not make sense when applied to the laws the proposed rule seeks to enforce.44 

The Department, including OCR, has an important role to play in ensuring equal opportunity to access 

health care and ending discriminatory practices that contribute to poor health outcomes and health 

disparities.45 If finalized, however, the proposed rule will represent a radical departure from the 

Department's mission to combat discrimination, protect patient access to care, and eliminate health 

disparities. Through robust enforcement of civil rights laws, OCR has worked to reduce discrimination in 

health care by ending overtly discriminatory practices such as race segregation in health care facilities, 

segregation of people with disabilities in health care facilities, categorical insurance coverage denials of 

care for transition-related care, and insurance benefit designs that discriminate against people who are 

HIV positive, among other things.46 

Nevertheless, there is still work to be done, and the proposed rule seeks to divert limited resources 

away from ending discrimination. De facto segregation, for example, continues to contribute to poorer 

health outcomes for Black people. According to one study, over half of the racial disparity in survival for 

heart attack patients can be attributed to the lower performance of hospitals that serve predominantly 

people of color.47 Black women are three to four times more likely than white women to die during or 

after childbirth.48 According to a recent report, do<;tors often fail to inform Black women of the full 

range of reproductive health options regarding labor or delivery, possibly due to stereotypes about 

Black women's sexuality and reproduction.49 Young Black women said they felt they were shamed by 

programs w ithout facing unlawful discrimination; and to protect the privacy and security of health information in accordance 

with applicable law."). 

•• See Rule supra note 1, at 203-214. 
45 As one of Its first official acts in 1967, the Office of Equal Health Opportunity undertook the massive effort of inspecting 3,000 

hospitals to ensure they were complying with Title Vi's prohibition against discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national 

origin. 42. u.s.c. § 2000d (1964). After this auspicious start, the Office of Equal Health Oppqrtunity which would eventually 

become OCR would go on to ensure that health programs and activities it regulated complied with key anti-discrimination laws 

including Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. § 794 (1973), Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 

20 U.5.C. § 1681 (1972), the Age Discrimination Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 6101 (1976), and Section 1557 of the Affordable Care 

Act, 42 U.S.C. §18116 (2010), among others. Through robust enforcement of t hese laws, OCR has worked to reduce 

discrimination in health care. 
•• See, e.g., Serving People with Disabilities in the Most Integrated Setting: Community Living and Olmstead, DEP'T Of HEALTH AND 

HuMAN SERVS. (2018), https:ljwww.hhs.gov/civll-rights/for-individuals/special-topics/community-living-and

olmstead/index.html; Protecting the Civil Rights ond Health Information Privacy Rights of People Living with HIV/AIDS, DEP'TOf 
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS. (2018), https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/special-topics/hiv/index.html; National Origin 
Discrimination, DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS. (2018), https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/special-topics/national

origin/index.html; Health Disparities, DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS. (2018), https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-

i nd ivi duals/ special-top ics/h ea Ith-dis pa rl ties/index. htm I. 
47 See Skinner et al., Mortality after Acute Myocardial Infarct/an in Hospitals that Disproportionately Treat African-Americans, 
NATL INSTIT. OF HEALTH l (200S), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1626584/pdf/nihms13060.pdf. 
43 See Nina Martin, Black Mothers Keep Dying After Giving Birth. Shalon Irving's Stary Explains Why, NPR (Dec. 2017), 

https: //www. n pr .o rg/2017 / 12/0 7 /5 6894 8 782/black-mot hers-kee p-dyi ng-after-givi n g-bi rth-s ha Ion-I rvlngs-sto ry-expl ai ns-why. 
49 CTR. FOR REPR0D. R1Gtm, NAT'l LATINA INST. FOR REPR0D. HEALTH & SiSTERSONG WOMEN OF COLOR REPROO. JUSTJCE COLLECTIVE, Reproductive 
Injustice: Racial and Gender Discrimination in U.S. Health Care 20-22 (2014), available at 
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providers when seeking sexual health information and contraceptive care, due to their age and in some 

instances, sexual orientation.50 

Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals also encounter high rates of discrimination in health 

care. 51 Eight percent of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and queer people and 29 percent of transgender people 

reported that a health care provider had refused to see them because of their actual or perceived sexual 

orientation or gender identity in the year before the survey.52 

As NHelP's comments note, many people with disabilities receive home and community-based services 

(HCBS), including residential and day services, from religiously-affiliated providers. Historically, people 

with disabilities who rely on these services have sometimes faced discrimination, exclusion and a loss of 

autonomy due to provider objections. Group homes have, for example, refused to allow residents with 

intellectual disabilities who were married to live together in the group home.53 Individuals with HIV- a 

recognized disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) - have repeatedly encountered 

providers who deny services, necessary medications and other treatments citing religious and moral 

objections. One man with HIV was refused care by six nursing homes before his family was finally forced 

to relocate him to a nursing home 80 miles away.54 Given these and other experiences, the extremely 

broad proposed language at 45 C.F.R. § 88.3(a)(2)(vi) that would allow fil!Y individual or entity with an 

"articulable connection" to a service, referral, or counseling described in the relevant statutory language 

to deny assistance due to a moral or religious objection is extremely alarming and could seriously 

compromise the health, autonomy and well-being of people with disabilities. 

OCR must work to address these disparities, yet the proposed rule seeks to prioritize the expansion of 

existing religious refusal laws beyond their statutory requirements and create new religious exemptions 

where none had previously existed rather than using already limited resources to protect patient access 

to health care. The proposed rule will harm patient care and is antithetical to OCR's mission- to 

eliminate discriminatory practices that contribute to persistent health inequality.55 

hnps://www.reproductiverights.org/sites/crr.civicactions.net/files/documents/CERD Shadow US 6.30.14 Web.pdf 
[hereinafter Reproductive Injustice]; IN OUR OWN VOICE: NATL BIACX WOMEN'S RePROO. Jusnce AGENDA, The State of Block Women & 
Reproductive Justice 32-33 (2017), available at http://blackrj.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/FINAL

lnOurVoices_Report_final.pdt. 
so Reproductive Injustice, supra note 10, at 16-17. 
51 See, e.g., When Health Care Isn't Coring, LAMBDA LEGAL 5 (2010), 
https ://www. lambda leg a I .org/sites/ default/files/publications/ down loads/whcic-report_ when-hea Ith-ca re-i snt-caring_ 1. pdf. 
52 See Jaime M. Grant et al., Injustice at Every Turn: a Report of the National Tronsgender Discrimination Survey, NATL GAY AND 

lesBIAN TASK FORCE & NATL CTR. FOR TRANSGENDER EQUALITT, 
http://www. thetaskforce .erg/static _html/downloads/reports/ reports/ntds _ ful I. pdf. 
53 See Farziana v. Independent Grp. Home Living Prag., No. B-cv-00370 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 26, 2014) (dismissing lawsuit agajnst 
group homes, including a religiously affiliated group home, that refused to allow married couple with intellectual disabilities live 
together). Recent regulations have reinforced protections to ensure available choice of roommates and guests. 42 C.F.R. §§ 
441.301(c)(4)(vi)(B) & (D). 
s, NATL WqMEN's LAw CTR., Fact Sheet: Health Core Refusals Harm Patients: 
The Threat ta LGBT People ond Individuals living with HIV/AIDS, (May 2014), available ot https://nwlc.org/wp
content/uploads/2015/08/lgbt_refusals_factsheet_OS-09-14.pdf. 
55 See supra note 42. 
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9. The proposed rule will make it harder for states to protect their residents 

The proposed rule will have a chilling effect on the enforcement of and passage of state laws that 

protect access to health care and prevent discrimination against individuals seeking medical care. The 

preamble of the proposed rule discusses at length state laws that the Department finds objectionable, 

such as state laws that require anti-abortion counseling centers to provide information about where 

reproductive health care services can be obtained or whether facilities have licensed medical staff, as 

well as state laws that require health insurance plans to cover abortion.56 Moreover, the proposed rule 

invites states to further expand refusals of care by making clear that this expansive rule is a floor, and 

not a ceiling, for religious exemption laws.57 

10. The proposed rule will undermine critical federal health programs, including Tit le X 

The proposed rule would seemingly allow health care entities to receive grants and contracts under 

HHS-funded programs or other federal health programs, such as Tit le X, the only domestic family 

planning program, while refusing to provide key services required by those programs.58 For instance, 

Congress has specifically required that under the Title X program, providers must offer non-directive 

pregnancy options c.:ounseling59 and current regulations require that pregnant women receive 

"referral[s] upon request" for prenatal care and delivery, adoption, and/or pregnancy termination.60 

Under the Proposed Rule, the Department would seemingly allow ent ities to apply for and receive 

federal funds while exempting them from the core legal and programmatic duties upon which such 

funds are generally conditioned. 61 The Proposed Rule creates uncertainty about whether Title X grantees 

may ensure that ttie sub-recipients they contract with to provide Title X services actually provide the 

services the program was designed and funded by Congress to deliver. Such actions are particularly 

concerning in the context of federally supported health programs, such as Title X, which are meant to 

provide access to basic health services and information for low-income populations. 62 When it comes to 

Title X, the Proposed Rule would not only sanction conduct at odds with pre-existing legal requirements, 

but could also undermine the program's fundamental objectives. Every year millions of low-income, 

including under-insured, and uninsured individuals, rely on Title X clinics to access services they 

otherwise might not be able to afford.63 

Conclusion 

The proposed rule will allow religious beliefs to dictate patient care by unlawfully expanding already 

harmful refusals of care. The proposed rule is discriminatory, violates multiple federal statutes, ignores 

56 See, e.g., Rule, Supra note 1, at 3888-89. 
57 See id. 
58 

See Rule supra note 1, at 180-181, 183. See also Ti tle X Family Planning, U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS. (2018), 
https://w ww.hhs.gov/opa/title-x-family-planning/index.html; Title X an Introduction to the Notion's Famil y Plannlng Program, 
NATL FAMILY PLANNING & REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH Assoc. (2017) (hereinafter NFPRHA), 
https://www.nationalfamilyplannmg.org/file/Title-X-101-November-2017-final.pdf. 

" See, e.g., Consolidat ed Appropriations Act of 2017, Pub. L. No. 115-31, 131 Stat. 135 (2017). 
60 See What Requ irements Must be Met by a Family Planning Project?, 42 C.F.R. § 59.S(a){S) (2000). 
61 See, e.g., Rule supra note 1, at 180-185. 
62 See N FPRHA supra note 34. 
63 See id. 
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congressional intent, fosters confusion and harms patients, all of which are contrary to the 

Department's stated mission. For all of these reasons, Community Catalyst calls on the Department to 

withdraw the proposed rule in its entirety. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Robert Restuccia 

Executive Director 

Community Catalyst 
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National 

Family Planning 
& Reproductive Health Association 

March 27, 2018 

US Department of Health and Human Services 

Office for Civil Rights 

Attent ion: Conscience NPRM, RIN 0945- ZA03 

Hubert H. Humphrey Building, Room 509F 

200 Independence Avenue SW 

Washington, DC 20201 

Attn: Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care NPRM, RIN 0945-ZA03 

The National Family Planning & Reproductive Health Association (NFPRHA) is pleased to provide 

comments on the US Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) notice of proposed rulemaking 

(NPRM), "Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care," RIN 0945 - ZA03. 

NFPRHA is a national membership organization representing the nation' s publ icly funded fami ly 

planning providers, including nurse practitioners, nurses, administrators, and other key health care 

professionals. NFPRHA's members operate or fund a network of more than 3,500 health centers and 

service sites that provide high- quality family planning and other preventive health services to millions of 

low-income, uninsured, or underinsured individuals in SO states and the District of Columbia. Services 

are provided through state, county, and local health departments as well as hospitals, family planning 

councils, Planned Parenthoods, federally qualified health centers and other private nonprofit 

organizations. 

NFPRHA is deeply concerned that this NPRM ignores the needs of the patients and individuals served by 

HHS' programs and creates confusion about the rights and responsibilities of health care providers and 

entities. Because they receive Title X, Medicaid, and other HHS funds, NFPRHA members would have no 

choice but to comply with this rule: failure to do so could lead to termination of current or pending HHS 

funds, as well as return of money previously paid to NFPRHA members for services they have provided. 

This means hundreds of millions of dollars in federal funding are at stake for NFPRHA members if they 

run afoul of the rule . Without federal support, many of our members would be forced to drastically scale 

back the services they provide to their patients or to close completely. Because NFPRHA members 

represent the vast majority of Title X clinical locations that serve people who cannot afford to pay for 

health care on their own, this would leave many low-income and uninsured or under-insured patients 

without access to fami ly planning and other critical health care services. 
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Although this NPRM claims the authority to interpret numerous statutes of concern and interest, NFPRHA 

wi ll limit its comments primarily to the unjustified and unauthorized expansion of the Church 

amendments (42 USC 300a-7), Coats-Snowe amendment (42 USC 238n), and Weldon amendment (e.g. 

Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2017, Pub. L. 115- 31, Div. H, Tit. V, sec. 507(d)) (together, "Federal 

health care refusal statutes"). Because this NPRM encourages unprecedented d iscrimination against 

patients and opens the door to undermining the intent and integrity of key HHS programs, including the 

Title X family planning program, it should be withdrawn. 

*** 

Background on the 2008 Health Care Refusal Regulations 

In the decades- long history of the federal health care refusal statutes, none of which delegate 

rulemaking authority to HHS, regulations purporting to clarify and interpret these laws have been 

promulgated only once, in late 2008. 

In 2008, HHS promu lgated an NPRM purporting to interpret and enforce the federal health care refusal 

statutes claiming "concern .. . that there is a lack of knowledge on the part of States, local governments, 

and the health care industry" of the refusal rights contained within these statutes. (73 Fed. Reg. at SO, 

278). Despite allowing only a 30- day comment period, HHS received more than 200,000 comments in 

response to the proposed rule- the vast majority of which opposed the rule as unnecessary, 

unauthorized, and overbroad.1 Notably, HHS conceded, it received "no Comments indicating that there 

were any [federal] funding recipients not currently compliant with [the underlying statutes]" (73 Fed. 

Reg. at 78,095). HHS published a final rule on December 19, 2008, which did not materially differ from 

the NPRM and was immediately subject to legal challenge by multiple parties, including NFPRHA and 

seven state attorneys general.2 

In 2011 , HHS rescinded those aspects of the 2008 ru le that were "unclear and potentially overbroad in 

scope," but maintained those parts of the rule establishing an enforcement process for the Federal 

health care refusal statutes and began an "initiative designed to increase the awareness of health care 

providers about the protections provided by the health care provider conscience statutes, and the 

resources available to providers who believe their rights have been violated." (76 Fed. Reg. at 9969). 

This rule remains in effect. 

1 Comments to Provider Conscience Regulations, 73 Fed. Reg. 50274 (August 26, 2008) (to be codified at 45 CFR 

88). 
2 National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association et al v. Leavitt, No. 09- cv- 0005 5 (Dist. Conn. Jan. 

1 5, 2009) State of Conn. et al. v. United States of America, No. 09- cv- 00054 (Dist. Conn. Jan. l 5, 2009); Planned 
Parenthood Federation of America v. Leavitt, No. 09- cv- 00057 (Dist. Conn. Jan. 1 5, 2009); State of Conn. et al. v. 
United States of America, No. 09-cv- 00054 (Dist. Conn. Jan. 15, 2009). 

2 
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According to the current NPRM, since 2008, "OCR [Office for Civi l Rights] has received a total of forty

four complaints [related to Federal health care refusal laws], the large majority of which (thirty- fou r) 

were filed since the November 201 6 election." (83 Fed. Reg. at 3886). To place that figure into context, 

OCR in total received approximately 30, 1 66 complaints in fiscal year (FY) 201 7. 

*** 

The NPRM overstates statutory authority and seeks to dramatically expand the reach of the underlying 

statutes. 

For decades, federal healt h care refusal statutes have given specified individuals and institutions certain 

rights to refuse to perform, assist in the performance, and / or refer for abortion and /or steril ization 

services . Despite the lack of a congressional mandate to do so, the NPRM seeks to dramatically expand 

the scope and reach of these laws , as well as grant overall responsibi lity for ensuring and enforcing 

compliance with those statutes to OCR, using identical language to many aspects of the now- rescinded 

2008 regulation that faced widespread opposition at that time.3 

The Church amendments were enacted by Congress in the 1 970s in response to debates about whether 

the receipt of federal funds required recipients to provide abortion or steril ization services. These 

provisions make clear, among other things, that: 

• The receipt of federal funding under the Public Health Service Act (PHSA) (42 U.S.C. § 201 et seq.) 

does not itself obligate any individual to perform or assist in the performance of steril ization or 

abortion procedures if those procedures are contrary to the individual' s rel igious or moral beliefs 

(Church (b)(l )); and, 

• Health care personnel employed by certain federally funded programs and faci lities cannot be 

discriminated against in terms of employment, promotion , or the extension of staff or other 

privileges for performing or assisting in the performance of sterilization o r abortion services, or 

refusing t o perform or assist in the performance of such services based on their religious or 

moral bel iefs (Church (c)(l )). 

In 1996, Congress adopted the Coats amendment in response to a decis ion by the accred iting body for 

graduate medical education to require O8/ GYN residency programs to provide or permit abortion 

training. The Coats amendment prohibits federal, state , and local governments from discriminating 

against health care entities, such as "individual physicians, postgraduate physician training programs, or 

. .. participant[s] in a program of training in the health profession," that refuse to provide or require 

training in abortions or individuals who refuse to be trained to provide abortions. 

3 Comment of the National Family Planning & Reproductive Health Association to Provider Conscience Regulations, 

Tracking Number 8072403d to 73 Fed. Reg. 50274 (proposed August 26, 2008) (comment dated September 25, 

2008) (to be codified at 45 CFR 88). 

3 
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Since 2004, Congress has attached the Weldon amendment to the annual appropriations measure that 

funds the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education (Labor-HHS). That 

amendment prohibits federal agencies and programs and state and local governments that receive 

money under the Labor- HHS Appropriations Act from d iscriminating against individuals, health care 

facilities, insurance plans, and other entities because they refuse to provide, pay for, provide coverage 

of, or refer for abortion. 

The Church, Coats-Snowe, and Weldon amendments were never intended to provide individual health 

care providers and / or entities with the myriad and expansive rights of refusal this NPRM seeks to 

achieve. Without statutory authorization, the NPRM expands the reach of the Church, Coats-Snowe, and 

Weldon Amendment beyond what was contemplated by Congress and is permitted by existing federal 

law, by expanding the categories of individuals and entities whose refusals to provide information and 

services are protected; expanding the types of services that individuals and entities are al lowed t o refuse 

to provide; and expanding the types of entities that are required to accept such refusals. For example: 

• Despite the plain language of the Weldon amendment, the NPRM attempts to extend it to apply 

to funding beyond that appropriated by Labor- HHS appropriations and to non- governmental 

entities, as well. The statute of the Weldon amendment states: 

"(1) None of the funds made available in this Act may be made available to a 
Federal agency or program, or to a State or local government, if such agency, 

program, or government subjects any institutional or individual health care entity 

to discrimination on the basis that the health care entity does not provide, pay 

for, provide coverage of, or refer for abortions. 

Yet § 88.3(c) of the NPRM adds new language that applies the Weldon amendment's prohibitions 

not only to federal agencies and programs and state and local governments that receive Labor

HHS funds, but also to "fa]ny entity that receives funds through a program administered by the 
Secretary or under an appropriations act for the Department that contains the Weldon 
amendment' [emphasis added]. 

This language broadens Weldon's reach in two impermissible ways: 1) it extends the restr ictions 

to entities that do not even receive funding via Labor-HHS appropriations, to apply to funding 

through any program administered by HHS; and, 2) it applies the restrictions of the Weldon 

amendment beyond the statutory reach of federal agencies o r programs, or state or local 

governments, to any entity receiving certain federal funds. These extensions of Weldon's reach 

are clearly contrary to both the plain language of the Weldon amendment and to congressional 

intent. 

• Whi le the Church amendment prevents PHSA funds from being used to require individuals and 

institutions to, among other things, "assist in the performance" of abortions and steril izations, 

and prevents employment discrimination against those who refuse to do so, § 88.3 of the NPRM 

4 
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transforms this statutory shield into a sword, creating out of whole cloth a categorical right of 

refusal for any rec ipient of PHSA funds. Moreover, § 88.2 of the NPRM provides an 

unprecedentedly and unjustifiably broad definition of the term "ass ist in the performance" that 

runs counter to congressional intent and common sense. The NPRM would define "assist in the 

performance" as participating "in any activity with an articulable connection to a procedure, 

health service or health service program, or research activity" [emphasis added] . In other words, 

HHS proposes to create refusal rights for anyone who can s imply express a connection between 

something they do not want to do and an abortion or steri lization procedure (e.g., scheduling 

appointments, processing payments, or treating complications). Even the sole instance of 

previous rule making under the Church amendments in 2008, which was rescinded before it ever 

took effect, was not so broad. 

• Likewise, the NPRM's definition of referral / refer seeks to dramatically expand the scope and 

reach of the Coats-Snowe and Weldon amendments and runs counter to congressional intent and 

common sense. Section 88.2 of the NPRM defines "referral/refer for" abortion to include: 

"the provision of any information (including but not limited to name, address, 

phone number, email, website, instructions, or description) by any method 

(including but not l imited to notices, books, disclaimers, or pamphlets, online or 

in print), pertaining to a health care service, activity, or procedure, including 

related to availabil ity, location, training, information resources, private or public 

funding or financing, or directions that cou ld provide any assistance in a person 

obtaining, assisting, training in, funding, financing, or performing a particular 

health care service, activity, or procedure, where the entity or health care entity 

making the referral sincerely understands that particular health care service, 

activity, or procedure to be a purpose or possible outcome of the referral." 

This definition would impair the abil ity of health care professionals to fulfill their legal and 

ethical duties of providing complete, accurate, and unbiased information to their patients. For 

examp le, as discussed further below, the NPRM could be read to permit employees of Title X

funded health centers and other federally funded entities to refuse to provide information and 

referrals to patients, without ever addressing patient needs and in clear violation of the 

fundamental tenets of informed consent. 

As interpreted by the NPRM, the Church, Coats- Snowe, and Weldon amendments would be radically 

expanded to create far- reaching protections for individuals and entities that would refuse to provide 

patients not only with health care services, but also the most basic information about their medical 

options and that seek to obstruct the ability of certain patients to access any care at all. This is 

impermissible and, as discussed below, would cause unprecedented harm to patients and undermine t he 

integrity of key HHS programs. 

5 
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This NPRM goes beyond HHS' statutory authority and shou ld be withdrawn. If HHS promulgates a final 

rule, however, it must identify the source of its legal authority, if any at all, to promulgate these 

regulations and to alter and expand the meaning of the statutory language. 

*** 

The NPRM attempts to grant OCR oversight authority and enforcement discretion that is overly broad 

and vague; unduly punitive; and ripe for abuse. 

While some of the investigative authority and enforcement powers of the current NPRM appear to 

comport with similar provisions in other areas subject to OCR oversight and enforcement authority, the 

NPRM 1) includes new, troubling provisions that are vague, overly broad, and overly punitive; and 2) as a 

whole, appear to impart in OCR authority and enforcement discretion that is ripe for abuse. 

Indeed, while the NPRM claims to "borrow ... from enforcement mechanisms already available to OCR to 

enforce similar civil rights laws," the NPRM contains troubling differences. For example, the NPRM states 

that investigations may be based on anything from 3rd party-complaints to news reports, and yet at the 

same time appears to give OCR the authority to withhold federal financial assistance and suspend award 

activities, based on "threatened violations" alone, without first allowing for the completion of an informal 

resolution process. (See 83 Fed. Reg. at 3891, 3930-31 ). By contrast, the Department of Justice (DOJ) 

regulations implementing T itle VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1 964 (prohibiting discrimination on the basis 

of race in federally funded programs) state that DOJ will not take such drastic steps to respond to actual 

or threatened violations un less noncompliance cannot first be corrected by informal means. (See 28 

C.F.R. § 42.1 08(a)). When combined with other aspects of the NPRM, concern over the breadth and 

potential harm of such provisions is obvious and legitimate. For instance: 

• Under § 88.6, the NPRM includes a 5-year reporting requirement that requires any recipient or 

sub-recipient subject to an OCR compliance review, investigation, or complaint related to the 

health care refusal rules to inform any current HHS "funding component" of the 

review/ investigation/ complaint, as well as to disclose that information in any appl ication for new 

or renewed "Federal financial assistance or Departmental funding." Once again , this is distinct 

from the DOJ regulations enforcing Title VI, which only require disclosure of compliance reviews 

(not every investigation or complaint, regardless of whether it is unfounded) over the past two 

years. (28 C.F.R. § 42.406(3)). Yet the NPRM fails to explain the purpose of the vastly expanded 

reporting requirement and period . In light of the broad investigative authority and harsh 

penalties described above, this leaves affected entities with significant concern about how such 

information is intended to be used and whether it wil l unfairly prejudice consideration of 

applicants for federal funds or penalize currently funded entities in ways that cou ld be extremely 

harmfu l. 

The NPRM also includes very troubling language that appears to be little more than a pretext for 

defunding entire classes of providers, which it cannot do. The preamble text accompanying § 88. 7 

6 
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states , "The Director may, in coordination with a relevant Department component, restrict funds for 

noncompliant ent ities in whole or in part, including by limiting funds to certain programs and particular 

covered entities, or by restricting a broader range of funds or broader categories of covered entities' 

[emphasis added). This delegation of authority is not only far beyond the scope of the underlying laws 

but seems designed to grant arbitrary authority that is ripe for abuse, with no mechanism of due process 

or oversight to prevent entire categories of providers or programs from being penalized without cause. 

To the extent § 88. 7 seeks to create a back door to excluding certain family planning providers from the 

Title X and Medicaid programs- efforts that have been repeatedly rejected by the courts- it, again, 

exceeds the scope of the agency' s authority and will do not hing more than harm the health and well 

being of patients. 

Given the lack of evidence that the system currently in place cannot adequately handle complaints, as 

well as any sufficient justification for departing from the processes used to ensure compliance with other 

federal statutes, HHS must, at a minimum, adequately explain the reason for these changes, what 

safeguards exist to prevent abuse , and demonstrate that this language is not simply a pretext for 

unlawful ly excluding certain categories of providers from participating in federally funded programs. 

*** 

The NPRM opens the door to undermining the intent and integrity of key HHS programs, including the 

Title X family planning program. 

The NPRM ignores the reality that some individuals and entities are opposed to the essential health 

services that are the foundation of longstanding, critical HHS programs l ike Title X. In the arena of health 

care, and particularly family planning and sexual health, HHS- funded programs cannot achieve their 

fundamental , statutory objectives if grantees, providers, and contractors have a categorical r ight to 

refuse to provide essential services, such as non-directive pregnancy options counseling. 

The Title X family planning program was created by Congress in 1970 "to assist in the establishment and 

operation of voluntary family planning projects which shall offer a broad range of acceptable and 

effective family planning methods and services" (42 USC 300). Title X proj ects are designed to "consist of 

the educational, comprehensive medical, and social services necessary to aid individuals to determine 

freely the number and spacing of their chi ldren" (42 CFR 59). 

In 2014, more than 20.2 m illion women in the United States were in need of publ icly funded 

contraceptive services. Women in need of publicly funded family planning services is defined as fol lows: 

"1) they were sexually active (estimated as those who have ever had voluntary vaginal intercourse, 2) 

they were able to conceive (neither they nor their partner had been contraceptively sterilized, and they 

did not believe they were infecund for any other reason); 3) they were neither intent ional ly pregnant nor 

trying to become pregnant; and , 4) they have a family income below 250% of the federal poverty level. In 

addition, all women younger than 20 who need contraceptive services, regardless of their family income 

are assumed to need publicly funded care because of their heightened need- for reasons of 
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confidentiality- to obtai n care without depending on their family's resources or private insurance."4 In 

the face of this widespread need, publicly funded family planning and sexual health care provides a 

crucial safety net for women and famil ies. The impact of these services cannot be underestimated. 

Without publicly funded family planning services, there would be 67% more unintended pregnancies (1.9 

million more) annually t han currently occur.5 

Congress has specifical ly required that "all pregnancy counseling shall be non- directive" (Public Law 

110- 161, p. 327), and current regulations require that pregnant women receive "referral(s] upon 

request" for prenatal care and delivery, adoption, and /or pregnancy termination (42 CFR 59.S(a)(S)). 

Despite the incred ible success of the Title X program and the critical services it provides, Title X has 

been chronically underfunded, with no new service dollars al located in nearly a decade. It is a testament 

to the dedication of the existing Title X network to meeting the goals of the program that, despite 

limited resources , these providers still serve more than four million patients per year.6 

However, in addition to the overly broad definitions of "referral" and "assist in the performance" 

discussed above, by proposing a definition of "discrimination" that appears to jettison the longstanding 

framework that balances individual conscience rights with the ability of health care entities to continue 

to provide essential services to their patients, the NPRM seems designed to allow entities that refuse to 

provide women with the basic information, options counseling, and referrals required by law to compete 

on the same footing for federal money with family planning providers who adhere to the law and provide 

full and accurate information and services to patients. The NPRM thus threatens to divert scarce fami ly 

planning resources away from entities that provide comprehensive family planning services to 

organ izations that refuse to provide basic family planning and sexual health care services. Diverting 

funds away from providers offering the full range of family planning and sexual health services would 

not only seriously undermine public health, especially for the low- income, uninsured, and under

insured, but would also be contrary to congressional intent and explicit statutory requirements of the 

Title X family planning program. 

The NPRM likewise creates confusion about whether Title X grantees may ensure that the subrecipients 

they contract with to provide Title X services actually provide the services the program was designed and 

funded by Congress to deliver. To the extent that the rule seeks to immunize subrecipients who refuse 

to provide essential services and complete information about all of a woman 's pregnancy options, it 

undermines the very foundation of the Title X program and the health of the patients who rely on it. 

In addition to potential issues with the selection of grantees and subrecipients, the proposed definition 

of "discrimination" also poses significant employment issues for all Title X- funded health centers. As 

4 Jenn ifer Frost et al, Contraceptive Needs and Services, 2014 Update (New Yor k: Guttmacher Institute, 2016). 

s Jennifer Frost et al, Publicly Funded Contraceptive Setvices at U.S. Clinics, 20 l 5 (New York: Guttmacher Institute, 

April 2017). 

s Christina Fowler, Family Planning Annual Report: 2016 national summary(Research Triang le Park, NC: RTI 

International, 2017). 
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discussed further below, the language in the NPRM could put Title X- funded health centers in the 

position of being forced to hire people who intend to refuse to perform essential elements of a position. 

For example, the rule provides no guidance about whether it is impermiss ible "discrimination" for a Title 

X-funded health center not to hire a counselor or clinician whose essential job functions would include 

counseling women with positive pregnancy tests because the individual refuses to provide non- directive 

options counseling. Furthermore, the NPRM does not provide guidance on whether it is impermissible 

"discrimination" for a Title X- funded state or local health department to transfer such a counselor or 

clinician out of the health department's family planning project to a unit where pregnancy counseling is 

not done. 

Because the NPRM threatens to undermine the integrity of key HHS programs, including the Title X family 

planning program, HHS must, at a minimum, clarify that any final rule does not conflict with preexisting 

legal requirements for and obligations of participants in the Title X program, or of employers, as set 

forth under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1 964, discussed below. 

*** 

The NPRM fails to sufficiently address patient needs or achieve the careful balance struck by existing 

civil rights laws and encourages unprecedented discrimination against patients that will likely impede 

their access to care and harm their health. 

The stated mission of HHS is "to enhance and protect the health and well-being of all Americans." Yet, 

the NPRM elevates the religious and moral objections of health care providers over the health care needs 

of the patients who HHS is obligated to protect. The NPRM appears to allow individuals to refuse to 

provide health care services or information about available health care services to which they object on 

religious or moral grounds, with virtually no mention of the needs of the patient who is turned away. 

Patients should not be forced to bear the brunt of the objector's religious or moral beliefs, particularly to 

the detriment of their own health. In fact, legal and ethical principles of informed consent require health 

care providers to tell their patients about all of their treatment options, including those the provider 

does not offer or favor, so long as they are supported by respected medical opinion. As such, health care 

professionals must endeavor to give their patients complete and accurate information about the services 

available to them. 

Furthermore, the NPRM fails to address serious questions as to whether its purpose is to upset the 

careful balance struck in current federal law between respecting employee's religious and moral beliefs 

and employers' ability to provide their patients with health care services. Title VII provides a balance 

between health care employers' obligations to accommodate their employees' religious beliefs and 

practices (including their refusal to participate in specific health care services to which they have 

religious objection) with the needs of the patients they serve. Under Title VII, employers have a duty to 

reasonably accommodate an employee or applicant's religio us beliefs, unless doing so places an "undue 

hardsh ip" on the employer. This law provides protection for individual belief wh ile still ensuring patient 

access to health care services. The NPRM provides no gu idance about how, if at all, health care 
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employers are permitted to consider patients' needs when faced with an employee's refusal to provide 

services. 

The NPRM ignores the needs of patients and fails to consider whether an employer can accommodate 

such a refusal without undue hardship. In so doing, the NPRM invites health care professionals to violate 

their legal and ethical duties of providing complete, accurate, and unbiased information necessary to 

obtain informed consent. The failure of health care professionals to provide such information threatens 

patients' autonomy and their ability to make informed health care decisions. 

Title VII is an appropriate standard t hat protects the needs of patients and strikes an appropriate 

balance. At a minimum, HHS should clarify that any final rule does not conflict with Title VII. 

*** 

The NPRM vastly underestimates the financial burden it woumd impose on federally funded health care 

providers who already operate with limited resources. 

NFPRHA is particularly we ll positioned to comment upon the extremely burdensome effect the NPRM wil l 

have on the variety of public and private entities awarded federal dollars to provide health services to 

underserved communities. 

As an initial matter, for a non-lawyer to simply read and understand the regulatory language and the 

lengthy preamble of the NPRM requires numerous hours - much longer than the roughly "10 minutes per 

law" estimated by HHS. (See 83 Fed. Reg. at 3913). A Final Rule, which would respond to prior 

comments and provide explanation and commentary elaborating on the Regulation, would require the 

same at minimum. Moreover, given the magnitude of funds at stake, the complexity and ambiguity o f 

the NPRM's employment provisions, and the diverse staffing arrangements among recipients of federal 

funds, many NFPRHA members will need to pay for the time of legal counsel to review and consult with 

them on how to adjust their policies and practices prior to certifying compliance. This w ill also require 

time and cost for legal counsel to research and advise how, or if, it is possible for an entity to achieve 

compliance with the rule as well as with potentially conflicting obligations under State or other Federal 

laws. A reasonable estimate of these tasks alone would include at least several hours of attorney as well 

as multiple hours of executive and management staff time - not just the average of 4 hours (total) per 

year of lawyer and staff time estimated by HHS. (See 83 Fed. Reg . at 3913). 

In particular, it appears that policies and practices to comply with the Department's articulated standard 

wi ll be different than those necessary to comply with existing federal laws such as Title VII. Thus, in 

estimating an average of 4 hours (total) per year to update pol icies and procedures and retrain staff (see 

83 Fed. Reg. at 3913), the NPRM utterly fails to account for: 
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• Time and cost for legal and human resources or executive staff to review and revise job postings, 

job descriptions, job application materials, interview and hiring policies and practices, and other 

employment recruitment and hiring materials. 

• Time and cost for legal and human resources or executive staff to review and revise employee 

manuals and handbooks, and other employment related policies and documents. 

• Time and cost to devise and provide trainings for managers and other supervisory staff on 

interviewing, hiring, and responding to accommodation requests from employees and volunteers 

who object to participating in the provision of certain health care services. 

• Time and cost of hiring and training additional employees and / or paying and retraining existing 

employees for additional hours to accommodate other employees who refuse to provide services. 

While these comments do not attempt to identify and detail each of the likely costs that NFPRHA 

members and other regulated entities would face if the NPRM was finalized, they demonstrate the 

qualitatively and quantitatively substantial costs overlooked by HHS in its NPRM. In light of these 

burdens and the HHS's inability to demonstrate a countervailing need for the rule, NFPRHA strongly 

urges HHS to withdraw the NPRM. Failure to do so will result in substantial resources being diverted 

away from providing critical health care to patients in an already underfunded family planning safety net. 

*** 

NFPRHA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the NPRM, "Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights 

in Health Care." If you require additional information about the issues raised in these comments, please 

contact Robin Summers at rsummers@nfprha.org or 202-552-01 50. 

Sincerely, 

Clare Coleman 

President & CEO 
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March 27, 2018 

U.S. Depanment of Health and Human Services 
Office for Civil Rigl11s 
Allenrion. Conscience NPRM, RIN 0945-ZA0J 
Hubert H. Humphrey Building 
Room 509F 
200 Independence A venue, S. W. 
Washington, D.C. 2020 I 

RE: Public Comment in Response to the PrOJJOSed Rnle, Protecting Statutory Conscience RightS 
i11 Health Care RlN 0945-ZA0J 

To Whom II May Concern: 

I am writing on behalf of Boston Medical Cence r (BMC), a priva1e, nm-for-profi1, 4 87-bed, 
academic medical center located in Boston, Massachusetts, in response 10 the request for public 
comment regarding the proposed rule entitled. "Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care" 
published January 26. 20 18. BMC is the primary teaching affi liate for Boston University' s School of 
Medicine. h is 1he busiest trauma and emergency services cemer and 1he larges! safely net hospital in 
New England. BMC is dedicated to providing acc,essib le health care to everyone. 57% of its patients 
are from under-serv<)d populations and 32% o f patients do not speak English as a primarl' language. 
Seeing more than one million patient visits a year in ov-er 70 medical specialties and subspecialcies, 
BMC physicians are leaders in their fields with the most advanced medical technology at 1heir fingenips 
and working alongside a highly-ski lled nursing and professional staff. BMC's mission is lo provide 
excep1 ional care, wi1hou1 except ion co all patients. BMC's staff is committed to providing quality care 
to every patient and family member with respect, warn1th and compassion. 

Providing quality, consistent patient care is a priority at our hospital. Through its commitment to 
serve everyone. BMC offers numerous outreach progra ms and services. BMC offers lnterpreter 
Services in over 250 Languages, 24 hours a day. We are proud of the diversrty of our patients and 
employees and hold strong in our belief that many faces create our greatness. BMC has a long history o f 
caring for lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgender and gender queer (gender non-conforming) (LGBTQ) 
patients. ln 2016 BMC proudly establi shed its Center for Transgender Medicine and Surgery (CTMS), 
which is the firs t medical center in New England to provide a comprehensive transgender hlealth care 
program and is a leader na1ionally in the delivery oftra11sgender medical care. BMC recognizes that the 
transgender patient population has been severely marginalized because of discri mination and bias, which 
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has resulted in significant health disparities for this group. The 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey Report, 
prepared by the National Center for Transgender Equality. found 1ha1 one-third of the survey 
respondents reported having a1 leas1 one nega1ive health care related experience because of being 
transgender and nearly one-fourth, of the almost 28,000 respondents, did not seek health care due to a 
fear of mistreatment by health care providers because of being transgender. As a result of the historical 
harm and mistreatment faced by transgender people, many health care institutions throughout the United 
Stales are providing more iargeted health care services for transgender and LGBQ patients and thereby 
working towards decreasing the health care disparities for LGBTQ patients that are still pervasive 
throughout the United Stales. 

The Depa.rtment of Health and Human Services' Proposed Rule "Protecting Sta1u1ory 
Conscience Rights io Health Care", as currently drafted, has the potential to significantly detract from 
the progress made and increase the health disparities faced by the LGBTQ patient population. First the 
proposed rule, under the notion of religious protection, overreaches with an embedded ca1c h-all 
provision that esse111ial ly states that no emiry shall discrimina1e against a physician or other health care 
personnel for refusing to perform "any lawful health service" on grounds that "it is contrary to [the 
health care provider's) religious beliefs or moral convictions." (Proposed Rule §88.3(a)(2)(v)). Th is 
provision is too broad, Second, both federal and stale laws already protect individual health care 
employees from discrimination on 1he basis of their religious be liefs. For example, to be in compliance 
with the existing federal and Massachusetts laws, BMC has a policy, as do many other hospitals, thal 
establishes a proced ure to excuse an employee from participating in a patient' s care or trea1ment when 
the prescribed care or treatment conflicts with the employee's values, ethics, or religious beliefs. The 
existing protections are meaningful and familiar to health care providers who have navigated these 
personal obligations alongside their commitment to providing seamless, respectful health care to 
pa1ients. There is no need to au1,'111ent 1he existing protections . .Ihin!, HHS' proposed re1,'Ulation creates 
a complex, burdensome notice and reporting process for organiza1ions and hospitals ilm is not only 
unnecessary and threatens to undermine the continuity of patient care, but also results in significant 
additiona l costs at a lime when we as a society are trying to bring down the cost of health care in the 
United Stares. Einallx. the proposed rule docs not address what should happen in emergency 
deprutments or emergent care situations in which a patient's life is in danger. There are specific 
requirements under the federal Emergency Medical aad Labor Treatment Act (EMT ALA) that prohibit 
hospi1als wi1h emergency depar1ments from refusing to trea1 people based on their insurance status or 
ability to pay. EMT ALA requires hospitals to provide "an appropriate medical screening examinat ion 
within the capabi lity of the hospital's emergency department, including ancillary services routinely 
available in emergency departments, 10 detem1ine whether or not an emergency medical condition 
exists." (42 C.F.R. 489.24(a)(l)(i)). The proposed rule is silen1 on how EMTALA' s requirements can 
be reconci led with its cal ch-all provision. For these recasons and as further explained below, we urge 
the J>epartrnent to withdraw the proposed rule. 
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l. The proposed rule attempts to inap1>ropriatdy broaden religious exemptions in a way that 
would deny patients medically necessary care and could lead to discrimination against 
entire patienl groups. 

Hospitals and health care organizations are in the business of providing health care services and 
informa1ion to patiems and communities. The broad and undefined nature of the proposed rule gives 
individual providers' beliefs priority over life-saving patient care and threatens to prevent the provision 
of services to patients in need. The lack of defmition, structure, and guidelines will leave health care 
providers without Slandards and structures to guide the provision of necessary care to the most 
vulnerable populations, including LGBTQ people. 

The broad scope of the proposed mle's catch-all provision and the health care workers it applies to 
will make it possible for some providers to deny cena.i11 treatments or to decli ne to see cenain patients. 
The proposed rule contemplates extending the interpretation of existing statutory exemptio·ns, for 
procedures such as abonion and sterilization, far beyond the current standards. Forty-five states, 
including Massachusetts. have state laws that protect health care providers who object to participating in 
abortion procedures and several states also ii1clude prote1.1ions fur providers who do not want to 
participate in s1eriliz.a1ion procedures. ' Massachuseus General Law Ch. 112 §121 provides a proLOcol 
through which a health care provider shall not be discriminated against for nm participating in a 
patient's care or treatment related to abortion and sterilization. These type of state laws and the existing 
federal laws (Church Amendment, Coats-Snowe Amendment and the Weldon Amendment) already 
provide health care provider prmection. Hospital policies throughout the country should reflect 
compliance with their state and federal laws. For example, BMC has a policy that delineates a protocol 
so that an employee "shall not be required to panicipate in tubal ligations, vasectomies, abortions, or any 
other procedures that confl ict with his/her ethical principles unless the patient 's life is in immediate 
danger." The BMC policy is tailored co address specific procedures that may be contrary 10 a provider's 
religious beliefs or ethical pri nciples, it also makes a reforence to "any other procedure" that may 
conflict with a provider's ethical principle and outlines a specific method (in writing) by w.hich a 
provider can request to be relieved from cenain pat ient care dut ies, while taking patient safety into 
consideration. The existi ng protections are sound and protect the religious beliefs and mar.al convictions 
of BMC's health cru·e providers, as we.I I as ensure tbat necessary patient care is provided_ 

1 "Rej11si11~ 10 Prov;de Heaflh Services'' Published on 0 11/lmacher h/Sli/11/e 
(https://www.guttmacher.org.) March I, 2018. See https://www.guttmacher.org/state
policy/explore/refusing-provide-health-services 
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Roger Sevirino, Director of HHS' Office of Civil Rights stated in an interview that "The way these 
conscience claims work is rhat providers do nor deny service to patients because of identities. Whar 
happens is providers choose nor to provide or engage i11 cenain procedures ar a11.•·1 The problem with 
this approach is that the scope of what procedures are oovered by rhe proposed rule are nor clear. The 
proposed rule certai·nly emphasizes abortion. sterili zation and assisted suicide, but Se1.1ion :S8.J (a)(2Xv) 
is a catch-all proviscon tltar essential ly empowers any p:hysician or other health care perso1u1el "to refuse 
to perform or assist in the performance of such service or activity on rhe grounds that doing so would be 
contrary to bis or her religious beliefs or moral convictions, or because of bis or her religious beliefs or 
moral convictions." 

Under HHS' proposed rule a provider could be seen as empowered to refuse 10 provide any health 
care service or information for a religious or moral reason - extending beyond abortion and sterilization 
procedures, to other types of procedures in general and other areas ofhealtl1 care services, such as the 
provision of Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP), infertili ty care, hormone therapy and or her non-surgical 
gender transition-related services, and possibly even HIV treaunem wider the auspices of .. a,iy"' service. 
The language of the proposed rule extends beyond specific procedures to health care services in general. 
Tl1is is problematic because, as drafted, the catch-all provision could also be viewed as protecting a 
health care provider who refuses LO Lreat a transgender person for a condition that is completely 
unrelated to a gender transition procedure, such as providing treatment for a broken leg, cancer care, the 
flu or appendicitis. uf the health care provider asserts that caring for a transgender person is contrary to 
his/her moral conviction. The language of this proposed rule potentially authorizes discrimination by 
health care providers towards an entire patient group re_gardless of the procedw·e, treatment or service 
that is needed. 

2. The proposed rule conflicts with Title VU and fails to inform hospitals of the boundaries of 
the rule when the exemption may cause an undue hardship on the hospital. 

Title Vil of the Civi l Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e) already requires employers to reasonably 
accommodate the si:ncerely-held religious beliefs, observances, and practices of its applicants and 
employees, when requested, unless the accommodation would impose an undue hardship on business 
operations, which is. defined as more than a de miuimis cost. The proposed regulation fails 10 mention 
Title Vil and the bala,1cing of employee rights and provider hardships. BMC and other hospitals and 
health organizations are at a loss as to how to reconci le the proposed rule and Title VII given the dearth 
of litigation on the subject and the lack of explanation in the proposed rule. 

1 "New 1iwup /11i1iatives: A win for cm11-abortio11 activisrs. protectio11sfor ·'conscieuce ·· o.bJectio11s" By 
Jessica Ravitz, CNN, January 19, 20 18. 
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The Equal Emptoyment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) addressed this problematic intersection in 
its public comment ·in response to the 2008 Federal Health Care Conscience Rule that had rhe 
substantively identical legal problem, noting that: "Lmroducing another standard under the Provider 
Conscience Regulation for some workplace discrimination and accommodation complaints: would 
disrupt this j udiciall y-approved balance and raise challenging questions about the proper scope of 
workplace accommodation for religious, moral or ethical beliefs." ln this public comment the EEOC 
concluded that, •T it le Vil should continue to provide tbe legal standards for deciding all workplace 
religious accommodation complaints. HHS's mandate to protect the conscience rights of health care 
professionals could be met through coordination between EEOC and l:IHS 's Office for Civil Rights, 
which have had a process for coordinating religious discrimination complaints wider Title Vil for over 
25 years." On this point, Boston Medical Center agrees with the EEOC. 

3. The proposed rule ere.ates additional and unnecessary cost for hospitals. 

The proposed rule requires each hospital to make routine assurances, certifications and employee 
and public notifications related to compliance with its requirements. The Proposed Rule' s Notice 
.Requirement, * 88.5, requires that notices concerning the Federal Health Care Conscience and 
Associated Anti-DiscriminaLion Protections be placed on hospital websiLes, posted in prominem and 
conspicuous physical locations in every department where notices to the public and noLices to their 
workforce are customarily posted. T his section also makes reference to including the notification in 
personnel manuals, employment applications and student handbooks. The costs associated with these 
requirements are unnecessary because most hospitals, i11cluding BMC, already have policies and 
references in employee manuals that respect religious freedoms and offer relief to employees from 
patient care duties that conflict with an individual ' s religious beliefs or ethical principles. 

Furthem,ore, according to the proposed rule' s preamble (Table 4: Summary of Costs) the estimated 
financial burden for the proposed rule will be $312.3 million in the first year and $125.S million, annual 
recurring costs, during years two to five. The total estimated burden for compliance with this proposed 
mle, over its first five years, is $814.3 million dollars; over three-quarters ofa bilJion dollan;. This is an 
exorbitant amount of money for the facilities within the: health care industry to spend at a time when 
there are calls to action and efforts being made to bring down the cost o f health care throughout the 
United S tates. The ;return on investment will not justify the estimated burden, especially sinice there are 
already protections in place at the federal and state level related to conscience obj ections to participating 
in procedures such as abortion, sterilizat ion and assisted suicide. 
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4. The proposed rule lacks safoguards to ensure patients would receive emergency care as 
required by federnl law and ethicnl standards. 

The proposed rule is dangerously silent in regards to ensuring patient wellbeing. The Jack of 
consideration of patients' rights is evidenced by the fact that the proposed rule contains no provision to 
ensure 1hat patients receive legally available, medically warramed treatment. Any extension of religious 
accommodation sho uld always be accompanied by equally extensive protections for patiems 10 ensure 
that their medical • eeds remain paramount, and that they are able to receive both accurate information 
and quality health services. 

The proposed rule also fails 10 addre.ss potential cooflicrs with emergency care requirements. Under 
the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMT ALA) (42 U.S.C. § I 395dd), a hospital 
receiving government funds and providing emergeocy services is required to provide medical screening 
and stabi lizing treatment to a patient who has an emergency medical condition (including S<lvere pain or 
labor) (42 U.S.C. § t39Sdd(a) and (b)). However, !lie proposed regulation contains a blanket righ1 of 
refusal for physician s. with no discussion of their duties under EMT ALA or how conflicts should be 
resolved. In fact, the proposed nile's preamble specifically identifies as problematic the 2016 American 
Congre&s ofObs1c1ricians and Gynecologists reafiirmation of its e1hics opinion 1ha1 providers have an 
obligation to provide care regardless of !lie provider's personal moral objections if a referral is not 
possible or would negatively impact the patient' s bealth. This reaffimiation is a tenet of providing 
necessary care for al l who are in need. The requirements of EMT ALA must be reconciled with the 
elements of the proposed rule, since EMTALA contains signiftcam civil penalties (up 10 $50,000 for 
each violation) m prevent hospitals and physicians from disregarding their duties in treating al l patients 
in similar manner (4 2 U.S.C. § 139Sdd(d)(I)). 

Conclusion 

BMC is commined to providing exceptional care, withom exception 10 everyone in our 
community. Hospitals and health systems exist to treat patients and provide them with access to the 
information they need for treatment Entities that serve patients must be committed to respecting both 
the values of health care workers and the patients and th e commun ities they serve in a way 1hat allows 
for !lie delivery of care. BMC respect.s the dignity and r ights of its diverse employees and patients. Our 
vision is to meet the health needs oftbe people. of Boston and beyond by providing high quality 
comprehensive care 10 all, particularly mindful of the needs of vulnerable populations. HHS 's proposed 
rule would stymie our ability to do this. The sweeping catch-all provision and the undefined boundaries 
of this proposed rule will have a chilling effect on the provision of life saving and medical ly necessary 
health care, result in significant unnecessary costs and contradict existing federal and state laws. BMC 
StTongly urges the Department to withdraw the propose,d rule. Altemat·ively, the rule should be re
proposed and (I) narrowed in scope IO, at a minimum, remove the broad and vague catch-a.II language 
found in §88.3, (2) be drafted in a way that it does not contradict or is silent towards existing federal 

Page 6 of7 
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laws, such as Title VI] and EMT ALA and (3) should not include an expensive and burdensome 
notification and certificat ion protocol. 

If you would like additional information, please contact Melissa Shannon, Vice-President of 
Government Affairs at (617) 638-6732 or melissa.shannon@bmc.org or Wendoly Ortiz Langlois, 
Associate General Counsel at (617) 638-7901 or wendoly.langlois@bmc.org. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Walsh 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Boston Medical Center 
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The Honoml,lc Alex M. Az.1r, LI 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
Hubert H. Humplucy Building 
200 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington. DC 2020 I 

JAIMES L. MADARA, MO 
EXE-CUTIVE\11CE PRESIDENT.a.O 

ama,assn.c11•9 
r 13 12 H 6-&-SOQO 

Re: Protecting Staniiory Conscience Rights in Hcaltl1 Care: Delegatjons of Authority (RIN 0945-
ZA03), 83 Fed. Reg. 3880 (January 26. 20 L8) 

D<,ar Secretary A2ar: 

On behalf of tl1e ph)'sic,an and medical student members of lhc American Medical Association (AMA), I 
run writing to provide comments to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in response to 
the Notice of 'Proposed Rulcmaking (Proposed Rule or Proposal) on ·'Protccrutg Statutory Conscience 
Rights in Health Can:: Delegations of Autl,ority .. , issued br lhe Office of Civil Rights (OCR). In its 
Proposed Rule, OCR proposes to revise e~isting regulations and creme new regulations ro interpret and 
enforce more than 20 federal statutory provisions related 10 conscience and religious freedom. Under 
OCR 's broad interpretation of tl,esc provisions, individuals, hcalt11 care organiz.~1ions, and other entities 
would be aJlowed to refuse to provide or participate in medical treatment. services, infom1atio11, and 
referrals to which they have religious or moral objections. This would include services related 10 
abortion, contraception (including sterilization)> vaccination~ end-of-life care, mcntaJ health. and global 
health support. an.d could include heallh care services provided to patients who are lesbian, gay . bisexual. 
transgendcr. and queer/questioning (LGBTQ). 

For the reasons di.scussed below. lhe AMA believes lhe Proposed Rule would undermine patients· access 
to medical care and infonnation. impose barriers 10 physicians· and healdt care insti1utions • ab Li ii)' to 
provide lrcatmcnt.,. impede advances in biomedical rcsca:rch, and create confusion and uncertainty among 
physicians, other J1ealth care professionals~ and heaJth care institutions about Lheir legaJ and ethfoal 
obligauons to treat patients We are very concerned dtat d1e Proposed Rule would legitimize 
discrimination against vulnerable patients and in fact create a right to refuse to provide certain lrc.atmcats 
or services. Give11 our concerns, we urge HJ-1.S to withdraw d1is Proposal 

The AMA supports conscience protections for ph)'sicians and other health professional personnel. We 
believe that no pl,ysician or other professional persormcl should be required to pcrfom1 an act tllat violates 
good medical judgment. and no pbysician. hospital. or hospital personnel sbotLld be required to perfonn 
any act !hat violates personally held moral principles. As moral agents m !heir 0\\11 right, physicians are 
infom1ed by and committed to diverse cultural, religious, and philosophical traditions and beliefs. 
According 10 the AMA rode o(Med/cal E1hlcs. ··physicians should have considerable latitude 10 practice 
in <1ccord with well-considered, deeply held beliefs !hat :ire central 10 their self-identities."' 

AMA PlAZA I 330 N. WABASH AVE. I SUITE 39300 I CHICAGO, IL 606 11<5885 
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Conscience protections for medical students and residents are also warranted. The AMA supports 
educating medical students, residents, and young physicians about the need for physicians who provide 
termination of pregnancy services, the medical and public health importance of access to safe termination 
of pregnancy, and the medical, ethical, legal, and psychological principles associated with termination of 
pregnancy, while maintaining that the observation of, attendance at, or any direct or indirect participation 
in abortion should not be required. 

Nonetheless, while we support the legitimate conscience rights of individual health care professionals, the 
exercise of these rights must be balanced against the fundamental obligations of the medical profession 
and physicians' paramount responsibility and commitment to serving the needs of their patients. As 
advocates for our patients, we strongly support patients' access to comprehensive reproductive health care 
and freedom of communication between physicians and their patients, and oppose government 
interference in the practice of medicine or the use of health care funding mechanisms to deny established 
and accepted medical care to any segment of the population. 

According to the AMA Code of Medical Ethics, physicians' freedom to act according to conscience is not 
unlimited. Physicians are expected to provide care in emergencies, honor patients' informed decisions to 
refuse life-sustaining treatment, and respect basic civil liberties and not discriminate against individuals in 
deciding whether to enter into a professional relationship with a new patient. Physicians have stronger 
obligations to patients with whom they have a patient-physician relationship, especially one oflong 
standing; when there is imminent risk of foreseeable harm to the patient or delay in access to treatment 
would significantly adversely affect the patient's physical or emotional well-being; and when the patient 
is not reasonably able to access needed treatment from another qualified physician. The Code provides 
guidance to physicians in assessing how and when to act according to the dictates of their conscience. Of 
key relevance to the Proposed Rule, the Code directs physicians to: 

• Take care that their actions do not discriminate against or unduly burden individual patients or 
populations of patients and do not adversely affect patient or public trust. 

• Be mindful of the burden their actions may place on fellow professionals. 
• Uphold standards of informed consent and inform the patient about all relevant options for 

treatment, including options to which the physician morally objects. 
• In general, physicians should refer a patient to another physician or institution to provide 

treatment the physician declines to offer. When a deeply held, well-considered personal belief 
leads a physician also to decline to refer, the physician should offer impartial guidance to patients 
about how to inform themselves regarding access to desired services. 

• Continue to provide other ongoing care for the patient or formally terminate the patient-physician 
relationship in keeping with ethics guidance. 

The ethical responsibilities of physicians are also reflected in the AMA's long-standing policy protecting 
access to care, especially for vulnerable and underserved populations, and our anti-discrimination policy, 
which opposes any discrimination based on an individual's sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, race, 
religion, disability, ethnic origin, national origin or age. We are concerned that the Proposed Rule, by 
attempting to allow individuals and health care entities who receive federal funding to refuse to provide 
any part of a health service or program based on religious beliefs or moral convictions, will allow 
discrimination against patients, exacerbate health inequities, and undermine patients' access to care. 
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We would like to note that no statutory provision requires the promulgation of rules to implement various 
conscience laws that have been in existence for years. We believe physicians are aware of their legal 
obligations under these requirements and do not think that the promulgation of this rule is necessary to 
enforce the conscience provisions under existing law. OCR has failed to provide adequate reasons or a 
satisfactory explanation for the Proposed Rule as required under the Administrative Procedure Act 
(APA). As OCR itself acknowledges, between 2008 and November 2016, OCR received 10 complaints 
alleging violations of federal conscience laws; OCR received an additional 34 similar complaints between 
November 2016 and January 2018. In comparison, during a similar time period, from fall 2016 to fall 
2017, OCR received over 30,000 complaints alleging violations of either HIP AA or civil rights. These 
numbers demonstrate that the Proposed Rule to enhance enforcement authority over conscience laws is 
not necessary. 

OCR's stated purpose in revising existing regulations is to ensure that persons or entities are not subjected 
to certain practices or policies that violate conscience, coerce, or discriminate, in violation of federal laws. 
We believe that several provisions and definitions in the Proposed Rule go beyond this stated purpose and 
are ambiguous, overly broad, and could lead to differing interpretations, causing unnecessary confusion 
among health care institutions and professionals, thereby potentially impeding patients' access to needed 
health care services and information. The Proposed Rule attempts to expand existing refusal of care/right 
of conscience laws-which already are used to deny patients the care they need-in numerous ways that 
are directly contrary to the stated purpose of the existing laws. For example, one provision of the Church 
Amendments allows individuals who work for or with entities receiving grants or contracts for biomedical 
or behavioral research entities to refuse to participate in "any lawful health services or research activity" 
based on religious beliefs or moral convictions specifically related to the service or research activity to 
which they object. But the Proposed Rule attempts to broaden this provision to allow individuals to 
refuse to perform aspects of their jobs based on a mere reference to a religious or moral beliefregardless 
of whether it relates to the specific biomedical or behavioral service or research activity they are working 
on. Such an attempted expansion goes beyond what the statute enacted by Congress allows. 

We are concerned that the scope of the services and programs that would be covered under the Proposed 
Rule is broader than allowed by existing law. While OCR claims that it is trying to clarify key terms in 
existing statutes, it appears that they are actually redefining many terms to expand the meaning and reach 
of these laws. For example, "health program or activity" is defined in the proposed regulatory text to 
include "the provision or administration of any health-related services, health service programs and 
research activities, health-related insurance coverage, health studies, or any other service related to health 
or wellness whether directly, through payments, grants, contracts, or other instruments, through insurance, 
or otherwise." Likewise, "health service program" is defined in the proposed regulatory text to include 
"any plan or program that provides health benefits, whether directly, through insurance, or otherwise, 
which is funded, in whole or in part, by [HHS]." These definitions make clear that OCR intends to 
interpret these terms to include an activity related in any way to providing medicine, health care, or any 
other service related to health or wellness, including programs where HHS provides care directly, grant 
programs such as Title X, programs such as Medicare where HHS provides reimbursement, and health 
insurance programs where federal funds are used to provide access to health coverage, such as Medicaid 
and CHIP. The definitions inappropriately expand the scope of the conscience provisions to include 
virtually any medical treatment or service, biomedical and behavioral research, and health insurance. 
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Furthcnnorc, the :Proposed Ruic ·s new and expanded definitions often exceed, or rue not in accordance 
with. existing definitions con!ained within the existing laws OCR seeks 10 enforce. For example. '11eahh 
care enti1y'' is defiaed under lhe Coats and Weldon AmendmenlS 10 include a limited and speci:fic range 
of individuals aad entities involved in the delivery of health care. However, 1hc Proposed Ruic allempls 
to combine separate definitions of "health care entitr'' fouod in differen1 statutes and applicable in 
different circumstances into one broad tcnn by iuc1uding a wide range of individuals. e.g., noL j,ust health 
care professionals, but any personnel, and institutions. including not only health care fucilitfos and 
insurance plans .. but also plan sponsors and state and foe.al governments. This i111pem1issibly expands 
statutory definitions and "" II create confusion. 

We are also concerned that the proposed rule expands the range of health care institutions and individuals 
who may refuse to provide services, aad broadens the scope of what qualifies as a refusal under lhe 
~pplicable law beyond the actual provision ofhe..i.lth care services to infonnation and counselin.g about 
health services. as well as referra.ls. For example, '·assist in tl1e perfom1ance" is defined as ··pa1ticipating 
in any program OIi' activily with an articulable connectioo to agivco procedure or service.·' The defmit.ion 
also states that it includes ~·counsel.ing, referral, training. and other arrangements for the procedure, health 
service. or research activity." While '•articulable connection" is not furd1cr explained. OCR sta.tes in die 
prean,ble that it seeks to provide bro.1d prolcciion for individuals and 1ba1 a narrower definition. sueh as a 
definition restricted to those activities that constitute direct involvement with n procedure, health service~ 
or research activiny, would not provide sufficient protection as intended by Congress. 

However, !his definition goes well beyond what was inte nded by Congress. Spccificalli•, lhe Church 
A111cndmems prohibit federal funding recipients from discriminating against d1ose who refuse to pcrfom1, 
or .. assist in the pcrl'onnancc ·· of, sterilizations or abortions on the basis of religious or moral objections, 
n.s well ns those w:ho choose to provide abortion or sterilization. The statute docs not contain a dcfini.tion 
for the phrase --assist in die perfor111ance." Senator Church. during debme on die legislation. stated dim, 
··tbe amendment i.s meant to give protect.ion Lo the physician~ to tJ1c nurses, to tl1c hospilals the m.sclvcs~ if 
they a.re religious affiliated institutions. There is no iat·c:ntion here to pcrrnil a frivolous objection from 
someone unconnec1ed wid1 die procedure to be the basis for a refusal 10 perfom1 whai would otherwise be 
a legal operJtion:· Read in conjunction with lhe rest of the proposed rule, it is clear tl1is de6nitioa is 
intended to broaden the amcndmcnfs scope far beyond what was envisioned when Lhc amendment was 
enacted. It allows any entity involved in a patient's care- from a hospi1al board of directors to the 
receptionist d1at schedules procedures-to use their pers:oual beliefu 10 determine a patient"s access to 
care, 

In a similar fashion. the proposed definition of--workforcc" extends lhe right to refuse not only to an 
entity·s e1nployees but also to volunteers and rrainees. When both of these definitions are viewed 
together, this language seems to go well beyond tl1ose who perfom1 or participate in a particular service 10 
pem1i1. for example. reeeptioais1s or schedulers 10 refose to schedule or refer pa1ieats for medically 
necessary services or to provide patients with factual infommtion. financing infom1:ition. and options for 
medical treahnent . It could also mean thal individuals who clean or maintain equipment or rooms used in 
procedures 10 which they object would have a new right of refusal and wo,~d have to be accommodated. 
We believe tl1is could significantly impact the smooth flow of health care operations for physicians, 
hospitals. and other health care institutions and could be unworkable in n,any circumstances. 
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The AMA is concerned that the Proposed Rule fails to address the interaction with existing federal and 
state laws that apply to similar issues, and thus is likely to create uncertainty and confusion about the 
rights and obligations of physicians, other health care providers, and health care institutions. Most 
notably, the Proposal is silent on the interplay with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and guidance 
by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which along with state laws govern religious 
discrimination in the workplace. Title VII provides an important balance between employers' need to 
accommodate their employees' religious beliefs and practices-including their refusal to participate in 
specific health care activities to which they have religious objections-with the needs of the people the 
employer must serve. Under Title VII, employers have a duty to reasonably accommodate an employee 
or applicant's religious beliefs or practices, unless doing so places an "undue hardship" on the employer's 
business. It is unclear under the Proposed Rule if, for example, hospitals would be able to argue that an 
accommodation to an employee is an undue hardship in providing care. The Proposed Rule also could 
put hospitals, physician practices, and other health care entities in the impossible position of being forced 
to hire individuals who intend to refuse to perform essential elements of a job. Under Title VII, such an 
accommodation most likely would not be required. 

Additional concerns exist for physicians with respect to their workforce under this Proposal. The 
Proposed Rule is unclear about what a physician employer's rights are in the event that an employee 
alleges discrimination based on moral or religious views when in fact there may be just cause for adverse 
employment decisions. For example, if a physician declines to hire an individual based on a lack of 
necessary skill, compensation and/or benefit requests out of the physician's budget, or simply because the 
individual is not a good fit in the office, but the individual also happens to be opposed to providing care to 
LGBTQ patients, does the physician open him/herselfup to risk of a complaint to OCR? If so, physicians 
will be forced to substantially increase their documentation related to hiring and other decision-making 
related to human resources, adding administrative burden to already overworked practices. These 
considerations must not be overlooked by regulators, as OCR' s enforcement mechanisms include the 
power to terminate federal funding for the practice or health care program implicated. 

Adding to a practice's administrative burden is the Proposal's requirement that physicians submit both an 
assurance and certification of compliance requirements to OCR. Despite its reasoning in the preamble 
that HHS is "concerned that there is a lack of knowledge" about federal health care conscience and 
associated anti-discrimination laws, it remains unclear why OCR would require physicians to make two 
separate attestations of compliance to the same requirements, particularly given the administration's 
emphasis on reducing administrative burden in virtually every other space in health care. At the very 
least, OCR should ( 1) streamline the certification and assurance requirements with those already required 
on the HHS portal; and (2) expand the current exemptions from such requirements to include physicians 
participating not only in Medicare Part B, but also in Medicare Part C and Medicaid, as was the case in 
the 2008 regulation implementing various conscience laws. We reiterate, however, that we believe the 
overall compliance attestation requirements are unnecessary. IfHHS' concern is about lack of awareness 
of the conscience laws, the AMA stands ready to assist with the agency's educational efforts in place of 
increased administrative requirements. 

The Proposed Rule also seems to set up a conflict between conscience rights and federal, state, and local 
anti-discrimination laws, as well as policies adopted by employers and other entities and ethical codes of 
conduct for physicians and other health professionals. These laws, policies, and ethical codes are 
designed to protect individuals and patients against discrimination on the basis of race, gender, gender 
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identity, sexual orientation, disability. immigration status, religion, and national origin. It is ua.clcar 
under d1e Proposed Rule bow tl1ese important anri-discrimination laws, policies. and ethical codes will 
apply in the coa1ex1 of the expanded cooscienoc rights p:roposcd by OCR. The Proposed Ruic also fails 10 
account for tJ1osc providers that have strongly held moraJ beliefs that motivate them to trcai and provide 
heahh care to patients. especially abortion. end-of-life care. aud rrausition-related care. For example, the 
Church Amendment affi m1a1ively protects health care professionals who support or participate in abortion 
or ste,ilization services yet there is no acknowledgement of it in the Proposal 

Moreover, the Proposed Rule appears to conflict with, and ia fact contradict, OCR's own mission, which 
states ci1ar '"The mission of the Office for Civil Rights is to improve the health and well-being of people 
across the nacion: m ensure that people have equal accc.>ss 10 and ,he opport1111i~J1 In /Jarticipare in and 
receive servlcesJ;-um HHS progr<ims w/1/w11tjt1c/11g unla•~ful d/scrlm111t11io11: and to protect die privacy 
and security ofhe:alci1 infom1atio11 in accordance \\1th ap11lic:ible law"" (emphasis added). In the past, 
HHS and OCR have played an important role in protecting patient access to care. reducing and 
eliminating health disparities, and fighting discriminatio:n. 171ere is still much more work 10 be done in 
these areas given disparities in racial 31ld gender health outcomes and high rates of discriminati on in 
health care experie11ced b)' LGBTQ patients. TI1e Proposed Rule is a step in the wrong direction and will 
barn, patients. 

Likewise. dtc Proposed Rule does not address how consc,eoce rights of individuals and instil\llions apply 
when emergcnC)' health sirua1ions arise. For example, tbe federal Emergency Medical Treatmen1 and 
Labor Act (EMT ALA) requires hospitals that have a Medicare provider agreement and an emergency 
room or department ,o provide ao appropriate medical screeni.ng to any paliem requestfog treaunem to 
determine whether an emergency m<.-dical condition exis ts, and 10 citJ1cr st.abilizc the condition or transfer 
the patient if mcd:ically indicalcd to another facility. Every hospitaJ , including those that arc reUigiously 
affi ljated, is requi red 10 comply wi1h EMT ALA. By failing to address EMT ALA, d1e Proposed Rule 
might be interpreted to mean that federal refusal laws arc 001 limited by st.11c or f<:dcr.11 legal 
requirements related to emergency care. l11is could result in danger to patients· health., particularly in 
emergencies invo·1 ving ir1iscarriage management or abortion. or for transgendcr patients recovcri_ng from 
transition surgery who migbt have complications, such as infections. 

We are also concerned d1at tlie Proposed Rule could interfere with numerous existing state laws that 
pro[ect women·s access co comprehensive reproductive health care and other scrvioos. For example, 1.he 
Proposed Rule specifically targets state laws drnt require many health insurance plans to cover a borrion 
care (e.g., CaliforJ1ia, New York. and Oregon). OCR ovem,ms previous guidance that was issllled by the 
Obama administration providing that employers sponsoring health iasunmce plans for their employees 
were not health care entities with conscience rights: OCR argues that the previous guidance 
misinteDJretecl federal la"· and, as discussed previously, proposes to add plan sponsors to 1he definition 
of healtl1 care entities. Likewise, d1c Proposed Rule cou.Jd conflict with, and uodcnnine, smc laws related 
to contraceptive coverage. ln addition, the Proposed Rule requires entities to certify in writing that they 
will comply wid1 applicable Federal health care conscience and associated anti-discrimination laws. 
Under the broad language of the rule, hospitals, insurers. and phannacies could claim they are being 
discriminated nga.inst if states attempt to enforce laws d1 at requi re insurance plans that cover otiher 
prescription dn1gs to cover birth control. ensure rape viclims get tirncly access to and infonnation about 
emergency conrmccption, ensure that phannacies provid!e timely access to birth control. and en sure that 
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hospital mergers and sales do not deprive patients of needed reproductive health services and o1hcr health 
care services. 

In conclusion, tl1c AMA believes that, as currently drafted, tl1e Proposed Ruic could seriously undermine 
patients' access to nccessa,y hcald1 sen•ices and iofom1ation. negatively impact federall)'-funded 
biomedical research 3Ctivilies, and create confusion and uncertainty among physicians, other health c.1re 
professionals, and health care institutions about d1eir legal and ethical obligations to treat patients. Given 
our concerns. we "Urge HHS to withdraw tl1is proposed ,u le, Lf HHS does decide to move forward wid1 a 
final mle, it should, ar the very least, reconcile tbe mle witl1 exis1iug laws and modify the provisions we 
have identified to ensure dial physicians and other health providers understand their legal rights and 
obl igations. 

Sincerely, 

James L. Madara. MD 
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Submitted electronically to: www.reg11latio11s.gov 

March 27, 2018 

Attention: Conscience NPRM, RlN 0945-ZA03 
Office for Ci vii Rights 
Deparrment ofHeal tl1 and Human Services 
Room 509F 
Hubert H. Humphrey Bui lding 
200 lndependence Avenue, S. W. 
Washington, D.C. 2020 I 

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 
Program Offices 

RE: Protecting S1.CJt11tory Co11scie11c:e Rights i11 He(l/tl, Care: Delegations of Authority. Docket 
No. HHS OCR 2018 0002 

Dear Sir or Mad.am: 

Kaiser Pem,aoente offers the following comments in response to the proposed rule, Pro1ecti11g 
Stat11t01y Conscience Rights in Health rare; Delegations of A 11thority (the Proposed Rule) 
issued in the Federal Register (83 FR 3880) on January 26, 2018, which intends to promulgate 
rel:,'Ulations to ensure that the Department of Health and Human Services (the Department) funds 
do not suppon discriminatory practices or policies. 

Kaiser Permanente is the largest private integrated health care delivery system in the United 
States, delivering health care 10 nearly 12 million members in eight states and tl1e District of 
Columbia. Kaiser Pennanente comprises Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., the nation' s 
largest nm-for-profit health plan, and its health plan. subsidiaries outside California and Hawaii 
(Health Plan); d1e not-for-profi t Kaiser Foundation Hospitals (Hospitals), which operates 39 
hospitals and 680 other clinical facilities: and the Permanente Medical Groups (Medical Groups). 
independent physician group practices Lhat contract with Kaiser Foundation Health Plan LO meeL 
the health needs of Kaiser Pem1anente's members. 

This Proposed Rule will broadly impact Kaiser Permanente- as a provider of health ca.re, 
through ics Medical Groups, Hospi tals and phannacy syst~m: as a heal i.h plan; and as a large 
employer of approximately 290,000 persons, includ ing 22,100 physicians and 58,000 nurses. 

Kaiser Pem1anente recognizes the importance of protecting the religious or moral beliefs of our 
wor~force. We adhere to strict policies and practices tl1at protect our workforce from religious 
and moral compromise and related discriminati on. However, Kaiser Pemianente also recognizes 
the importance of ensuring our members equitable access to high quality, affordable care. The 
Proposed Rule fails to acknowledge that conscience objections may connict with patie,u rights 

One Kaiser Plaza, 27L 
Oakland. CA 94612 
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and professional obligations and fails to suggest or even allow for acceptable practices that 
balance the rights of the workforce with the needs of patients. A Final Rule should interpret the 
statutory language to balance the conscience protections of the health care workforce with the 
needs and rights of patients. 

The Proposed Rule is at odds with numerous Department policies that place the patient at the 
center of health care delivery and focus on measurable quality of care, patient satisfaction, and 
access. Examples of this can be seen in the Department's strategic goals and movement towards 
value-based payment that rewards providers for improved patient outcomes and satisfaction. 
Similarly, the Rule is at odds with numerous state efforts to protect patients and improve their 
care experience. Additional guidance is needed to understand the intersection of the Proposed 
Rule with existing federal and state policies. 

Kaiser Permanente' s greatest concerns with the Proposed Rule are: 

• The Department's proposed definitions for "assist in the performance" and "referral or 
refer" permit providers to withhold not just needed services, but information or referral to 
another provider or source of information, eliminating options for ensuring patients' 
access to needed care. 

• The Proposed Rule's broad interpretation of the federal statutes appears to create 
conflicts with other federal and state laws and the Rule provides limited guidance on how 
to resolve such conflicts. 

• The Proposed Rule's broad interpretation of the authorizing statutes creates confusion in 
several key areas that impact the business operations of physicians, hospitals, 
pharmacists, laboratories, health plans and others in the health care sector, including the 
rules governing relationships with employees, contracts with other entities, and systems 
of compliance. This will lead to significant administrative and financial burdens for 
health care businesses that will further strain health care resources. 

Our detailed recommendations for clarifying or modifying the Proposed Rule follow. 

Section 88.2. Definitions 

Issue: 
The Proposed Rule creates sweeping definitions for statutory terms that broaden the reach of 
those statutes and diminish health care entities' ability to ensure that the needs and rights of 
patients are met without compromising the moral or religious beliefs of the workforce. 
Additionally, several vague definitions create operational difficulties for health care entities 
required to comply with the regulations. 

Recommendations: 
Assist in the Performance. The Department would define "assist in the performance" to include 
participation "in any program or activity with an articulable connection to a procedure, health 
service, health program, or research activity." This includes but is not limited to "counseling, 
referral, training, and other arrangements for the procedure, health service, health program, or 
research activity." The definition encompasses an inappropriately broad scope of activities in 
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using the open-ended "articulable connection." The Proposed Rule provides examples of an 
"articulable connection" - counseling, referral, training, and other arrangements - but these 
examples only broaden the scope of the definition and create additional ambiguity. 

Defining "assist in the performance" to include counseling and referral could conflict with 
physicians,' hospitals' and health plans' obligations and regulatory requirements to provide 
patients access to health care services and could potentially endanger patient health and safety in 
certain circumstances. For example, this definition would allow a provider with religious or 
moral objections to blood transfusions to refuse to offer that treatment to a patient with a life
threatening condition and fail to refer the patient to a provider who does not have an objection. 
As another example, the Proposed Rule would allow a provider with religious or moral 
objections to refuse to vaccinate a newborn or provide parents with information about 
recommended childhood vaccinations. Both situations could lead to immediate and irreparable 
harm to patients. 

The Department should replace the open-ended "articulable connection" with language that 
directly connects the assistance to the objectionable procedure or service and limit it to the 
clinical setting. This definition should include a complete, not illustrative, description of the 
activities subject to the rule (i.e., providing, training, or ordering a procedure) and should not 
include counseling or referral. 

Referral or Refer for. The Proposed Rule defines "referral or refer for" to include "the provision 
of any information ... by any method ... pertaining to a health care service, activity, or 
procedure ... " 1 This definition would create an overly broad scope by allowing a single individual 
interacting with a patient to block access to information about medically necessary care. This 
definition would conflict with health care providers' legal and professional ethical obligations to 
refer patients who need medically necessary services. 

This definition also eliminates an effective process for health care entities, particularly entities 
like Kaiser Permanente that use an integrated model of care, to protect the religious rights of our 
workforce. Referral allows providers to refrain from performing or assisting in the performance 
of an activity, while allowing organizations like ours to meet our legal obligations to provide 
access to services and treatment guaranteed under contract and frequently mandated under state 
law. The proposed language creates a dichotomy in which a health plan may be obligated to 
provide or arrange for a covered service but be unable to do so if a provider has a religious or 
moral objection to performing or referring for that service. The Department should permit and 
encourage providers to refer or otherwise arrange for patient care if they cannot provide it 
themselves due to religious or moral objections. In a Final Rule that includes "referral," we 
suggest narrowing the definition of "referral" to active facilitation of access. 

Discriminate or Discrimination. The Proposed Rule's definition of "Discriminate or 
Discrimination" is also overly broad and creates operational challenges for employers. The 
definition appears to preclude an employer from denying employment to an applicant who 
objects on moral or religious grounds to performing the primary job responsibilities, even where 
no reasonable accommodation exists and the applicant's inability to perform the responsibilities 

1 83 FR 3924 
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would disrupt business operations. Similarly, if a current employee expresses an objection to 
performing primary job responsibilities on religious grounds, removing the employee from the 
position and reassigning them to a comparable position could run afoul of the Rule. 

Federal Financial Assistance. The Proposed Rule defines "Federal Financial Assistance" to 
include " [ a ]ny Federal agreement, arrangement, or other contract that has as one of its purposes 
the provision of assistance." 2 The inclusion of any "arrangement" and the "provision of 
assistance" make this particularly challenging for business entities that provide health care and 
coverage to interpret. The Final Rule's definition of "Federal Financial Assistance" should not 
include the ill-defined category "arrangement" and should clarify whether this definition 
includes any claim for payment, payments in exchange for health care services, or applications to 
participate in a federal program through which payment would be made. 

Health Care Entity. The Proposed Rule states that the definition of "health care entity" includes 
health care professionals and health care personnel, among other categories. The Department 
should specifically define "health care professional" or "health care personnel" in the definition 
of "health care entity." Health care businesses should know specifically which employees are 
included under this definition. 

Sub-Recipient. The definition for "Sub-Recipient" is overly broad and has the potential to bring 
into scope individuals and entities that indirectly receive any amount of federal financial 
assistance. Administrative and operational costs to health care businesses to identify 
subrecipients and to track their compliance with the Proposed Rule would be significant. The 
Final Rule should specifically limit sub-recipients to those for whom there is a direct pass
through of federal financial assistance and who are identified as sub-recipients of such dollars in 
contracts with the direct recipient. This definition should not subsume every contracting party of 
a recipient of federal financial assistance. 

Workforce. The Proposed Rule includes "volunteers" and "contractors" in the definition of 
"workforce." The Department should modify this definition to include only volunteers or 
contractors performing or assisting the performance of health care activities. If the Rule 
maintains a broader definition of "volunteers" and "contractors," it should clarify the statutory 
basis to support the decision to use such a broad definition. 

Religious or Moral Objections. The Final Rule should define "Religious or Moral Objections" 
and thereby clarify the group of individuals who can object to performing or assisting in the 
performance of services. The Final Rule should adopt similar definitions of these terms as 
provided in the employment and First Amendment context when religious accommodations and 
protections are sought. 

2 83 FR 3924 
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Requirements for Conscience Objections 

Issue: 
The Proposed Rule does not provide guidance about the processes that should be in place to 
enable a health care provider to raise a conscience objection, making it more challenging for 
health care businesses to ensure quality and patient satisfaction. 

Recommendations: 
The Proposed Rule fails to create an obligation for the objecting provider or employee to notify, 
in advance or otherwise, the employer of what services they object to providing. Without a duty 
to inform employers, an individual could be hired into and remain in a job he or she cannot fully 
perform. There are no guardrails that enable employers to take advance steps to ensure patients 
get the care they need. Likewise, there are no guardrails to ensure that employers are informed at 
the time when patients do not receive medically necessary services or information about those 
services. Particularly in an emergency, notice is critically important to patient safety. 

Without appropriate notification requirements, the Rule will introduce inconsistencies in the 
quality of care patients receive, as it would depend on their providers' religious and moral 
beliefs. This limits health care entities' ability to ensure high-value coordinated care, patient 
safety and patient satisfaction and is inconsistent with numerous other Department policies. 

The Final Rule should establish processes that an individual should follow when raising a 
conscience objection. Health care workers with a religious or moral objection to performing a 
service should have a duty to notify their employer or putative employer so that reasonable 
accommodations can be considered to respect the workers' beliefs, as well as the needs and 
rights of the patient. Under current law, employees are required to provide notice and request 
accommodation of disabilities and religious beliefs. The Final Rule should specify how a 
provider should exercise a conscience objection if an individual is in an emergency and in need 
of health care services. 

Section 88.4 Assurance and Certification 

Issue: 
The Proposed Rule conditions the continued receipt of Federal financial assistance or Federal 
funds on an assurance and certification. Payment conditioned on assurance and certification goes 
beyond the intent of the underlying statutes. The broad enforcement remedies allow the Office 
for Civil Rights to choose an appropriate and effective means of enforcement, which is sufficient 
to increase awareness of and compliance with the requirements of the regulation. As drafted, the 
proposed Rule could result in health care entities being subject to both civil litigation and 
regulatory action. 

Recommendations: 
Section 88.4 of the Proposed Rule describes, as a condition ofreceipt of Federal financial 
assistance or Federal funds, the requirement that applicants or recipients provide written 
assurance and certification of compliance with federal conscience laws. The Department has 
stated that certifications "provide a demonstrable way of ensuring that applicants for such funding 
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know of, and attest that they will comply with, applicable Federal health care conscience and 
associated anti-discrimination laws" and that assurances and certifications "would provide an 
important vehicle for increasing awareness of [those] laws and thereby increas[ e] compliance." 3 

Tying certification to payment is not necessary to accomplish the Department's stated goals, 
which can be met through the submission process for the proposed attestations and certifications 
themselves. Payment conditioned on certification is additionally unnecessary given the broad 
remedies proposed in Section 88.7 (Enforcement). Section 88.7 delegates to the Office for Civil 
Rights the authority to enforce the federal conscience laws, including handling complaints, 
conducting investigations, referring to the Department of Justice, and "tak[ing] other appropriate 
remedial action as the Director of OCR deems necessary and as allowed by law .... " 4 The 
Proposed Rule also grants the Office for Civil Rights the authority to temporarily withhold cash 
payments, deny and/or terminate use of federal monies, refer matters to the Attorney General, 
and "tak[e] any other remedies that may be legally available." 5 The proposed remedies allow the 
Office for Civil Rights to choose an appropriate means of enforcement, bounded by law and the 
intent of the underlying statutes. 

In contrast, requiring that certification be tied to payment does not effectuate the intent of the 
underlying statutes, and potentially provides an avenue for third party litigation outside of the 
Office for Civil Rights' purview. Under the Proposed Rule, a health care entity could be found to 
have violated the assurance and certification requirement, potentially subjecting it to two 
separate processes: one pursued by the Office for Civil Rights and civil litigation filed and 
pursued by a qui tam plaintiff. A health care entity would be required to defend against the 
litigation regardless of whether the Office for Civil Rights found an assurance and certification 
violation or otherwise pursued a remedy against the entity. 

The Final Rule should not include an assurance or certification requirement tied to payment. 

Section 88.5 Notice 

Issue: 
The notice requirements of the Proposed Rule will be administratively and financially 
burdensome to health care entities. The notice text in Appendix A may be misleading. 

Recommendations: 
The Proposed Rule requires the Department and all recipients to post the notice text in Appendix 
A within 90 days of the publication of the Final Rule on websites and in conspicuous physical 
locations. 

Kaiser Permanente's experience with ACA Section 1557 Nondiscrimination and Language 
Assistance Notices (1557 Notices) leads us to believe that the notice requirements will create 
significant administrative and financial burdens on health care entities and that the Proposed 
Rule underestimates that burden. Various regulators required the publication of multiple versions 

3 83 FR 3896 
4 Section 88.7(a) 
5 Section 88.7(i) 
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of the 1557 Notices with variations in content. The Department's recommended 1557 content for 
commercial plans differed from that required by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services' for Medicare and/or Medicaid plans, and that required by state regulators based on 
state code requirements for nondiscrimination disclosures. For an integrated health system 
operating in eight states and the District of Columbia, this resulted in approximately 20 different 
versions of the 1557 Notices and an unexpected and ongoing operational impact to manage 
numerous versions of notices used with different types of documents based on line of business, 
region of operation, and medium. The varying requirements of both federal and state agencies 
created confusion and uncertainty. Without clarifying the notice requirements, we anticipate 
health care businesses and government agencies spending considerable time and resources 
responding to employees' inquiries. 

We do not believe the notice requirements in the Proposed Rule will be any less burdensome. As 
written, the rule requires use of the exact text in Appendix A and claims that this approach 
maximizes efficiency and economies of scale, but the Department also authored ACA Section 
1557 notices and the benefits were not realized due to the variations in regulatory guidance. 

The Final Rule should reduce the burden on health care businesses by seeking ways to streamline 
notice requirements. The Department should coordinate with other federal and state agencies to 
align on the content of the Notice in the Final Rule's Appendix A Additionally, the notice 
language in Appendix A may be overbroad in stating that "you" may decline to "refer for" or 
"pay for" "certain health care-related treatments, research, or services." Not all individuals have 
the right, in all circumstances, to refuse to refer for or pay for treatments. The text of the Notice 
in the Final Rule's Appendix A should be adjusted to more accurately reflect the scope and 
coverage of individual rights. 

Section 88.6 Compliance 

Issue: 
If the Proposed Rule is adopted, health care entities will require additional guidance for 
implementing or modifying organizational compliance policies. 

Recommendations: 
The Proposed Rule states that recipients and sub-recipients must maintain records evidencing 
compliance. The Department should delineate what records must be retained and how an entity 
affirmatively demonstrates compliance or this provision should be deleted. 

The Proposed Rule requires recipients and sub-recipients to inform Departmental funding 
components if they are subject to an Office for Civil Rights compliance review, investigation, or 
complaint related to a religious or moral objection. The Proposed Rule does not describe the 
process through which covered entities would inform Departmental Components. Health care 
businesses would benefit from more detail on these requirements and some limitations. Since 
large organizations may receive federal financial assistance from many different sources and for 
many different purposes, it is far too sweeping to require that recipients notify funding sources of 
any investigation into compliance. 

7 
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Reporting should only be required when an investigation relates to alleged non-compliance 
during activities conducted with the federal funding provided by the funding component. The 
Final Rule should require federal agencies to communicate and not to place the burden on 
investigated entities to inform all agencies from which they obtain funding. 

The Proposed Rule requires recipients and sub-recipients to disclose, with any application for 
new or renewed Federal financial assistance or Departmental funding, the existence of 
compliance reviews, investigation, and complaints filed with the Office for Civil Rights for five 
years from such complaints' filing. Given that recipients are subject to enforcement actions due 
to violations of sub-recipients, clarification is needed on whether recipients must disclose the 
compliance reviews, investigations, and complaints filed on sub-recipients. The Final Rule 
should exempt unsubstantiated complaints from the five-year retrospective reporting obligation 
on applications, since they are not relevant to a consideration of an entity's eligibility for 
funding. 

Under the Proposed Rule, funding restrictions may be imposed on recipients if their sub
recipients are non-compliant. It is excessive for recipients to lose funds because one of their sub
recipients engaged in prohibited actions. At a minimum, this should be discretionary based upon 
the degree of fault or non-compliance by the recipient. Additionally, the only funding that should 
be at risk is the funding that the primary recipient received for the project or business 
relationship undertaken with the sub-recipient. 

The Proposed Rule creates risks for recipients related to the behavior of sub-recipients, but does 
not account for the limited influence a recipient may have over sub-recipients regarding 
compliance. To the extent the Proposed Rule encourages recipients to control the compliance 
activities of its sub-recipients, the Propose Rule may potentially expose recipients to joint 
employer liability under other federal or state labor and employment laws. The guidelines should 
instead address how recipients may establish processes, including contractual representations and 
warranties, that can be used to support sub-recipient compliance and provide information to 
recipients to ensure sub-recipient compliance, including disclosure of any Office for Civil Rights 
compliance reviews, investigations, and complaints. 

The Final Rule should contain guidelines for compliance and a more thorough discussion of how 
the complaint system and enforcement of these nondiscrimination regulations will operate. The 
Rule should model guidelines after the policies and procedures in current federal and state 
employment discrimination laws and regulations. The guidelines should specify who in the 
Department should be informed of compliance reviews, investigations, or complaints, at what 
frequency and what information the Department wishes to receive. 

Section 88. 7 Enforcement 

Issue: 
The section of the Proposed Rule authorizing the Office for Civil Rights to enforce the Rule, 
inappropriately expands the class of persons who can bring complaints against health care 
entities. 

8 
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Recommendations: 

Pursuant to the Proposed Rule, anyone may file a complaint with the Office for Civil Rights, not 
only the person or entity whose rights have been potentially violated. The Department specifies 
"[t]he complaint filer is not required to be the person, entity, or health care entity whose rights 
under the Federal health care conscience and associated anti-discrimination laws or this part have 
been potentially violated."6 Similarly, the Preamble states, "[u]nderthe proposed rule, OCR 
would also be explicitly authorized to investigate 'whistleblower' complaints, or complaints 
made on behalf of others, whether or not the particular complainant is a person or entity 
protected by conscience and associated anti-discrimination laws."7 

As noted above, the Office for Civil Rights has various remedies, including withholding, 
denying, suspending payments, awards, and Federal financial assistance, and referral to the 
Department of Justice. The remedies can be triggered "when there appears to be a failure" or 
even a "threatened" failure to comply with the underlying laws or the proposed regulation. 

The Final Rule should limit those who can file a complaint to those who have suffered harm, as 
defined by the Rule and the statutes from which the Rule gains its authority. The Final Rule 
should eliminate the references to the apparent and "threatened" failures to comply with the law 
and reserve the remedies for those who have failed to comply. 

Section 88.8 Relationship to Other Laws 

Issue: 
The Proposed Rule's broad interpretation of the federal statutes from which it derives its 
authority may create conflicts with other federal and state laws: 

• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and other applicable federal and state laws 
authorize employers to engage in the interactive process with an employee to explore 
whether the employee's religious practices can be reasonably accommodated without 
incurring an undue hardship. Under Title VII, there may be instances in which a health 
care entity is unable to accommodate the employee's refusal to perform, or assist in 
performing, a health care activity because the accommodation is not reasonable or would 
pose an undue hardship. 

• 42 U.S.C. 5106i(b) requires states to permit child protective services to pursue legal 
remedies to provide treatment to children whose parents have objected to treatment on 
religious grounds in certain circumstances. The Proposed Rule interprets 29 U.S.C. 
290bb-36(f) as prohibiting requiring a parent or legal guardian to provide a child any 
medical service or treatment against their religious beliefs or moral objections. Under the 
Rule, States are neither required to find nor prohibited from finding child abuse or 
neglect in cases in which parents or legal guardians rely solely or partially on spiritual 
means rather than medical treatment. 

6 88.7(b) 
7 83 F.R. 3898 
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• Federal and state laws mandate coverage for certain care and treatment. For example, 
providers who accept Medicare Part A and/or Medicaid must provide trans gender 
individuals equal access to facilities and services and must treat transgender individuals 
consistent with their gender identity. 8 A provider may assert a religious or moral 
objection and deny services to transgender individuals in violation of those patients' 
rights. 

• Public health law authorizes federal agencies to establish communicable disease control 
policies that may impose requirements on providers related to services, counseling or 
reporting. 9 

• State laws require pharmacists to fill any legal prescription, even those to which he or she 
has a moral or religious objection. 10 

• State laws may require that patients receive notice about providers or hospitals that do not 
cover certain services. 11 

• Existing state laws address the following issues: Advanced directives; abortion, 
sterilization, and contraception; physician assisted suicide; newborn hearing screening; 
vaccinations and immunizations; privacy; sexual orientation; and transgender care. 

8 45 C.F.R. § 92.206 (stating that healthcare services and health coverage may not be denied because a person's 
gender identity differs from his/her sex assigned at birth. Providers may not limit a transgender person's access to 
services ordinarily available to people of only one sex based on the transgender person's sex assigned at birth or 
gender identity). 
9 42 U.S.C. § 264. The Public Health Services Act authorizes the Secretary of Health and Human Services to make 
and enforce regulations necessary "to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases 
from foreign countries into the States or possessions, or from one State or possession into any other State or 
possession 
10 Recent state laws and proposed legislation have addressed pharmacists' rights and responsibilities in dispensing 
contraception/emergency contraception. Some states would allow pharmacists to refuse, on moral grounds, to fill a 
prescription for contraceptives; other states would require pharmacists to fill any legal prescription for birth control. 
See http://www.ncsl.org/programs/health/conscienceclauses.htm 
11 See California Health & Safety Code 1363.02 (a) The Legislature finds and declares that the right of every patient 
to receive basic health information necessary to give full and informed consent is a fundamental tenet of good health 
policy and has long been the established law of this state. Some hospitals and other providers do not provide a full 
range of reproductive health services and may prohibit or otherwise not provide sterilization, infertility treatments, 
abortion, or contraceptive services, including emergency contraception. It is the intent of the Legislature that every 
patient be given full and complete information about the health care services available to allow patients to make well 
informed health care decisions. 
(b) On or before July 1, 2001, a health care service plan that covers hospital, medical, and surgical benefits shall do 
both of the following: 
(1) Include the following statement, in at least 12-point boldface 
type, at the beginning of each provider directory: 
11 Some hospitals and other providers do not provide one or more of the following services that may be covered under 
your plan contract and that you or your family member might need: family planning; contraceptive services, 
including emergency contraception; sterilization, including tubal ligation at the time of labor and delivery; infertility 
treatments; or abortion. You should obtain more information before you emoll. Call your prospective doctor, 
medical group, independent practice association, or clinic, or call the health plan at (insert the health plan's 
membership services number or other appropriate number that individuals can call for assistance) to ensure that you 
can obtain the health care services that you need. 11 

10 
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Recommendations: 
The Final Rule should contain guidelines and a more thorough discussion of how the provider 
conscience regulations will intersect with federal and state laws and discuss how situations will 
be evaluated when there is a federal or state law tliat is contrary to the provider conscieuce 
re!,•tilations. Section 88.8, governing the Proposed Rule's relationship to other laws, clanifies that 
the Rule is not intended to preempt any Federal, State or loc,,l law equally protective of religious 
freedom and moral convictions. It is not clear how i.t wi ll be detennined whether state laws are, 
in fact, "equally protective: · Clarificati on is needed whether the Department wi ll defer to state 
and local re!,'1.llatory interpretation of whether their laws are equally protecti ve of religious 
freedom and moral convictions. 

The preemption standard seems to create the undesirable consequence of preempting state laws 
that are protective of patients when those protections coo.Oict with the religious freedom and 
moral convictio,is of the health care workfol'ce. The Department should discuss how provider 
conscience objections can be exercised without taking away the ability of states to reglllate areas 
that are traditionall y the subject of state jurisdiction. 

The Final Rule should claiffy how a health care en1j ty should respond to an employee's refusal 10 
participa1e or assist in participating in a health service in circumstances addressed by ao 
applicable collective bargaining agreement. Where a health care enti ty has reached a bargained 
agreement ,vith :a union that addresses how to respond to a represented employee's objection to 
participating in a medical procedure. the Proposed Rule does not clarify whetJ,er tliat bargained 
agreement can continue to be enforced. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these imponam issues. Please contact Leah 
Newkirk at (510) 271 -5938 or leah g newkjrJ;@kp ouc witb any questions. 

Sincerely, 

~&.1~ 
Anthony Ba1111eta 
Senior Vice President 
Government Relations 
Kaiser Pern,anente 

Stephen M. Parodi, MD 
Associa1c Executive Direc1or 
The Permanente Medical Group 
Executive Vice President, External Affairs 
The Pennanente Federati on LLC 

II 
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ALAMEDA COUNTY ~~ 
HEAL TH CARE SERVICES 0 ~ 

O• 
AGENCY .,-

COLLEEN CHAWLA, Director " 

March 27, 2018 

The Honorable Alex Azar 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20201 

Subject: Docket Number: HHS-OCR-2018-0002 
Conscience NPRM: RIN 0945-ZA03 

OFFICE OF THE AGENCY DIRECTOR 
1000 San Leandro Boulevard, Suite 300 

San Leandro, CA 94577 
TEL (510) 618-3452 
FAX (510) 351-1367 

Proposed Rule: Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations of Authority 

Dear Secretary Azar: 

On behalf of the County of Alameda, California, I write today regarding the Department's Notice of Proposed 
Rule Making (NPRM) that would allow for the Conscience and Religious Freedom division to handle 
investigations of religious freedom complaints, compliance, and enforcement. 

The County of Alameda is committed to providing and supporting services that promote healthy and thriving 
populations. Our County values and strives to increase access to ,equity, fairness, and inclusive health services. 
We appreciate and support efforts to prevent discrimination of health workers, but we are concerned that the 
proposed rule language could be misinterpreted, allowing for discrimination of those needing essential medical 
services who could be denied care based on moral or religious convictions of the provider. This denial of care 
would ultimately perpetuate health care inequalities and health disparities. Additionally, this will deteriorate 
patient care and puts the health and wellbeing of our residents at risk. 

Specifically, our concerns with the proposed rule are the following: 
1. Financial implications - Our County and community health providers strive to develop effective and 

efficient ways to provide services at a low cost because adequate health care funding is not provided 

and oftentimes funding is threatened and/or cut for low-income and indigent individuals. If enacted, the 
proposed rule would allow for the denial of care and would increase health costs to our County and our 

providers. Health needs persist. Those who are denied treatment would seek care in emergency rooms 

and other higher-cost venues. The proposed rule would cause staff shortages. It must also be 

recognized that many of our community health providers operate on a tight budget and do not have the 

additional staff on hand to fill in should a colleague refuse to provide care under these regulations. If 

this rule is implemented, approximately 430,000 individuals in Alameda County enrolled in Medi-Cal 

could be negatively impacted. 

2. Destroys trust- Our County and community health providers serve the most in need and vulnerable 

populations. To effectively serve them, relationships are built and trust is fostered. This proposed rule 

would destroy the relationships we have developed with individuals that are hard to reach and are 

unlikely to obtain health services. For example, the County's Health Care for the Homeless Program 

provides health services to over 9,000 homeless individuals. These clients are facing difficult physical 

and mental health challenges and denying services will have catastrophic consequences especially those 

who are suicidal, have substance use disorders (such as opioids), etc. 
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3. Endangers public health - The proposed rule could be a barrier that leads to delays in controlling 

communicable diseases and endangering public healt h. For example, recently, there was a Hepatitis A 

virus outbreak in California and a State of Emergency was declared. Quick response, education, and 

immunizations are necessary to prevent and control current and future outbreaks. If health workers 

decline to provide immunizations, containment efforts would be impacted. 

The County of Alameda urges the Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights to seriously 
consider our concerns and revise the proposed rule so that it does not restrict access to health care and allow 
for discrimination that can ultimately cause financial burdens, destroy community trust, and endanger public 
health. 

Sincerely, 

Co een Chawla, Director 
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency 
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c,C)'ll.'if't~ 

,l.>-,. ~,~ The American College of 
f "" \ Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
't .! " • WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE PHYSICIANS 
\,,, ..I 

..... lf'jl,).W.,;F' 

March 27, 2018 

VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 

Alex Azar 

Secretary 
U.S. Department of Heal th and Human Services 
Office for Civi l Rights 
Attn : Hubert H. Humphrey Building, Room 509F 
200 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington, DC 20201 

Office of the President 
Haywood Brown, MD, FACOG 

Re: RIN 0945-A03; Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations of 
Authority 

Dear Secretary Aza r: 

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists {ACOG) wri tes in response 10 the 
proposed rule, "Protecting Statutory Conscience Ri.ghts in Health Care; Delegations of 
Authority" (Proposed Rule), published in t he Federa l Register on January 26, 2018 by t he 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office for Civi l Rights (OCR). 

The creation of the Proposed Rule, coupled with th.e creation of a new division within OCR - the 
"Conscience and Religious Freedom Division" - suggests a concerning expansion of OCR's 
authority in a w;ay that threatens to restrict access for patients seeking medical care and 
support. We are concerned that the Proposed Rule and new office will encourage some 
providers and institutions to place their personal beliefs over their patients' medical needs, a 
move that can have real-world, potentially life-and-death consequences for patients. ACOG 
opposes this expansion and calls on HHS and OCR to immediately withdraw the Proposed Rule. 

ACOG believes that respect for an individual's conscience is important in the pract ice of 

medicine, and recognizes that physicians may find that providing indicated care could present a 
conflict of conscience. ACOG is committed to ensuring all women have unhindered access to 
health care and opposes all forms of discrimination.' 

As outlined in the American Medical Associat ion's Code of Medical Ethics, responsibil ity to the 
patient is paramount for all physicians. ACOG holds that providers with moral or rel igious 
objections shou Id ensure that processes are in place to protect access to and maintain a 
continuity of care for all patients. If health care providers feel that they cannot provide the 
standard services that patients request or requi re, they should refer patients in a timely 

409 tllh $tff'et, SW. • Wuh,n~on, DC l0024•l::t88 • Tf'I; l0l 638 SSn • www.acog.org 
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manner to other providers. In an emergency in wh,ch referral is not possible or might 
negatively impact the patient's physical or mental health, providers have an obligation to 
provide medically indicated and requested care. Conscientious refusals should be l imi ted if they 
constitute an imposition of religious or moral beliefs on patients, negatively affect a patient's 
health, are based on scientific misinformation, or create or reinforce racial or socioeconomic 
inequalities. The Proposed Rule disregards these rigorous standards of care established by the 
medica l community. 

The Proposed Rule demonstrates political interference in the patient-physician relationship. 

Institut ions, facilities, and providers must give patients the full range of appropriate medical 
care to meet each patient's needs as well as re levant Information regarding evidence-based 
options for care, outcomes associated with different interventions, and, in some cases, transfer 
to a full-service facility. Communication is the foundation of a positive patient-physician 
relationship and the informed consent process.n,rn By allowing providers to refuse to provide 
patients wi th information, the Proposed Rule makes it impossible for patients to make the 
health care decision that is right for them. All patients should be fully informed of thei'r 
options. iv 

ACOG evaluates policies based on the standard of " fi rst, do no harm" to patients, and the result 
of the Proposed Rule could be Just the opposite. Across the country, refusals of care b-ased on 
personal beliefs have kept women from needed medical care.• 

The Proposed Rule expands existing conscientious ref usal laws by allowing any entity involved 
in a patient's care to claim a conflict of conscience, from a hospital board of directors to an 
individual who schedules procedures, and by allowing the refusal of "any lawful health service 
or activity.""This threatens patients' access to all health care services, including vaccinations 
and blood transfusions. 

ACOG believes that the top priority in any federal rulemaking must be ensuring access to 
comprehensive, evidence-based health care services. Access to comprehensive reproductive 
heal th care services is essential to women's health and well-being. ,n ACOG urges HHS and OCR 
to put patients first and withdraw the Proposed Rule. 

Sincerely, 

Haywood L Brown, MD, FACOG 

President 

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 

409 tllh $tff'et, SW. • Wuh,n~on, DC l0024•l::t88 • Tf'I; l0l 638 SSn • www.acog.org 
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1 American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Statement of Policy: Rael al Blas. Feb 2017. Accef!sed onllne: 
https://www.acog.org/•/medla/Statements-of•Policy/Public/St:.1tementofPolicy93RaclalBias2017• 
2.pdf?dmc:l&ts:2-0180326T1531018088 
• Informed c0f1sent. ACOG Committee Opinion No. 439. American College of Obstetriclans and Gynecologists. 
Obstet Gyne<ol 2009; 114:401-8. 
11 Pattnering with p.atlents to Improve safety. Commfttee. Opinion No. 490. American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists. Obstet Gynecol 2011;117:1247-9. 
"'Effective patient;,hysician communicatioo. Committee Opinion No. 587. Amerieun College of Obstetricians and 
Gvne(Ologists. Obs1e1 Gynecol 2014;123:389-93. 
" Americ:an College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Position Statement: Res-trictions to Comprehensive 
Reproductive Health care. April 2016. Accessed onfine: http.s:f/www.acog.org/d1n1cal-Guldance•and• 
Pobflc.ations/Position-Statements/Restrictions·to•Comprehens.ive-Reproductive--Health-Care 
-.i Protecting Sta Mory Conscience Rights in Health care; Delegations of Authority, 83 Fed. Reg. 3880 (proposed Jan. 
26, 2018) (to be codified ot 45 C.F.R. pt. 88). 
"' Increasing access to abortion. Committee Opinion No. 613. American CoUege of Obstetridans and GyTietologists. 
Obstet Gynecol 2014;124:1060-5. 

3 
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NCJ ~~ 
National Council of Jewish Women 

To: 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office for Civil Ri;ghts 
Attention: Conscience NPRM 
RIN 0945-ZA0J 
Hubert H. Humphrey Building. Room 509F 
200 Independence Avenue SW 
Washington. DC 2020 I 

From: 
Carty Manes 
Director. Commi ssion o n Social Action of Reform Judaism 
Associate Director, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism 
1707 L St. NW 
Washington. D.C. 20036 

Re: RIN 0945-ZA0J 
DT: March 27. 20 18 

To whom it may concern: 

I am w riting o n behalf of the Natio nal Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) in response to the proposed 
rule from the U.S. Department o f Health and Human Services, RIN 0945-ZA0J. tided "Protecting 
Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care; Delegations of Authority." Inspired by Jewish values. NCJW 
strives for social justice by improving the quality of life for women. children. and families and by 
safeguarding Individual rights and freedoms. 

The Proposed Rule seeks to unlawfully expand refusals to provide care by attempting to allow 
individuals and health care entities who receive federal funding to refuse to provide any part o f a health 
service or program. In addition. the Proposed Rule unlawfully attempts to create new refusals seemingly 
out o f thin air. Such expansions exceed the D epartment·s authority: violate the Constitution: rundermine 
the ability o f states to protect their citizens; undermine critical HHS programs like Title X: Interfere 
with the provider-patient relationship: and threaten the health and well-being of people across the 
country and around the world. 

By issuing the Proposed Rule and creating a new division within the Office of Civil Rights ("OCR") - the 
new "Conscience, and Religious Freedom Division" - the Department seeks to Inappropriately use 
OCR"s limited resources in order to affirmatively allow institutions, insurance companies. and almost 

Error! Unknown doc-..ment property name. 
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anyone involved in patient care to use their personal beliefs to deny people the care they need. For the 
reasons outlined below. the National Council o( Jewish Women calls on the Department and OCR to 
withdraw the Proposed Rule in its entirety. 

The Pro posed Rule Unlawfully Exceeds the Department's Authority by lmpermissibly 
Expanding Religious Refusals to Provide Care 

The Proposed Rule attempts to expand the reach not only of existing harmful refusal of care raws but 
also to create new refusals of care where none were Intended. 

o. The Proposed Rule Seeks 10 Allow 1he Refusal of Oil)' Heokh Service Based on Personal Belief 

The Proposed Rule will exacerbate health inequities by expanding the ability to refuse criticaJ services, 
including abortion and transition-related care. Specifically, the Department and OCR are anempting to 
require a broad swath of entities to allow Individuals to refuse "any lawful health service o r acti'vity 
based on religious beliefs or moral convictions (emphasis added)."' Read in conjunction with the rest of 
the Proposed Rul e, It is clear this is Intended to allow any entity Involved In a patient's care- from a 
hospital board of directors 10 the receptionist that schedules procedures-to use their personal beliefs 
to determine a patient's access to care. 

b. The Proposed Rule Unlowfullf Expands A/read( Harmful Abortion/SterHizotion Refusal of Care Lows 

Already existing refusal of care laws are used across the country to deny patients the care they need.' 
The Proposed Rule attempts to expand these laws in numerous ways that are directly contrary to the 
stated purpose of the existing laws, For example, one provision of the Church Amendments allows 
individuals who work fo r o r with entities receiving grams o r contracts for biomedical o r behavioral 
research entities to refuse to participate in "any lawful health services or research activity" based on 
religious beliefs or moraJ convictions specifically related! to the service o r research activity to which they 
object.• But the Proposed Rule attempts to broaden this provlslon to a llow indMduals to refuse to 
perform aspects o f their Jobs based on a mere reference to a re ligious or moral belief regardless of 
whether it relates to the specific biomedical or behavioral service or research activity they are working 
on. 4 Such an attempted expansion goes beyond what the statute enacted by Congress allows. 
Furthermore, the Proposed Rule would expansively apply other provisions of the Church Amendments 
to, among other things, Individuals working under global health programs funded by the Department 
thereby allowing g lobal he.a.Ith providers and entities to refuse individuals the care they need contrary to 
the very purpose of such programs. 

Similarty. the Proposed Rule defines common phrases and words used throughout existing refusals of 
care laws and cMI rights laws in ways that stretch their intended meaning beyond recognition. For 

'See id. ot 12 . 
.: ,(Jee, e.g.. Refitsols to Provide llenltJ, Care Threaten the 1/eoltl, anti Lives of PalielJls Nntim111•;de. N A'f'L 

wo~ruN's L. Cm. (2017). lutos //nwlc.ontlrc.sourccs/rcfusals;o-pro,·idc-he;iltltc•rc-11trcu1cn-t11e-hcahh-ancl-li"cs
of-p;mcrns-n,nion\\ ideJ: Ca1hcrirc Weiss. et al .• Rellgious Refu.-;nls and Reproducswe Righ1s. AM. Crvn, UOERTIES 
UN"10 N (2002}. 111105;//\\,\ \\ i1cl11 ore/renon/rel1gio••s·refusalc:-:md-reprod11crhe-rigtus-reoon~ Juli.a Kaye. e1 cil., 
Health Care Denied, A~I. CIVIL LrBF.RTIES UNION I (2016), 
IUIJ\c:://w\\'\' ;1clu.org/si1c"1dcfn11ll/ rileslficld doc11mcn1/hcallt.c:Arcdenicd pdr~ Kira Shepherd. e1 ~I.. Het1rl1tg Fa/1/J 
The LJmliso/Ca,!,oJ/c: f/etJ/1/, Car(~for rromeu ofC.{>lor, Pl!D. RIGHTS PRrVA'ffiCONSCrEJ\1CEPROJECT I (2018), 
bu ps ://\\'\\ " . L1\\ .colu n'i1 in ed u/site~def.1ult/fl lc-c:/mic ro~il es/£.,rende M.e~,rn I 11 \' /PRPCP/bean ngfn i tlLpdf. 

' The Church Amendmcnls, 42 U.S.C. § J00a-7 (2018). 
" See Rule supra nore I, al 185. 
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example, the definition of "assist in the performance" greatly expands the types of services that can be 
refused to include merely "making arrangements for the procedure" no matter how tangential.5 This 
means individuals not "assisting in the performance" of a procedure within the ordinary meaning of the 
term, such as the hospital room scheduler, the technician charged with cleaning surgical instruments, 
and other hospital employees, can now assert a new right to refuse. The Proposed Rule's definition of 
"referral" similarly goes beyond any understanding of the term, allowing refusals to provide any 
information, including location or funding, that could help an individual to get the care they need.6 

Furthermore, the Proposed Rule's new and unwarranted expanded definitions often exceed, or are not 
in accordance with, existing definitions contained within the statutes the Proposed Rule seeks to 
enforce. Specifically, under the Coats and Weldon Amendments "health care entity" is defined to 
encompass a limited and specific range of individuals and entities involved in the delivery of health care.7 
The Proposed Rule attempts to combine separate definitions of "health care entity" found in different 
statutes and applicable in different circumstances into one broad term.8 Such an attempt to expand the 
meaning of a statutory term Congress already took the time to define not only fosters confusion, but 
goes directly against congressional intent. By expressly defining the term "health care entity" Congress 
implicitly rejected the inclusion of the other terms the Department now attempts to insert.9 

When these impermissibly broad definitions are combined with the expansive interpretations of the 
underlying statutes, they work together to further expand refusals of care to allow more individuals and 
entities to refuse to provide access to health care. For example, one way the Weldon Amendment is 
expanded under the Proposed Rule is through the definition of "discrimination." 10 In particular, the 
Proposed Rule defines "discrimination" against a health care entity broadly to include a number of 
activities, including denying a grant or employment as well as an unspecified catch-all phrase "any activity 
reasonably regarded as discrimination." 11 In a Proposed Rule that seeks to protect those who want to 
discriminate, this broad definition is nonsensical and inappropriate. Further such a vague and 
inappropriate definition provides no functional guidance to entities on how to comply with the 
applicable requirements, thereby fostering confusion. 

The Proposed Rule Carries Severe Consequences for Patients and will Exacerbate Already 
Existing Inequities 

a. Refusals of Care Make it Difficult for Many Individuals to Access the Care They Need 

Across the country refusals of care based on personal beliefs have been invoked in countless ways to 
deny patients the care they need. 12 One woman experiencing pregnancy complications rushed to the 
only hospital in her community, a religiously affiliated facility, where she was denied the miscarriage 

5 Id. at 180. 
6 Id. at 183. 
7 The Weldon Amendment, Consolidated Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 111-117, 123 Stat 3034 (2009); 

Public Health Service Act, 42 U.S.C. § 238n (2018). 
8 See Rule supra note 1, at 182. 
9 The doctrine of expression unius est exclusion alterius (the expression of one thing implies the exclusion 

of others) as applied to statutory interpretation creates a presumption that when a statute designates certain persons, 
things, or manners of operation, all omissions should be understood as exclusions. 

10 See Rule supra note 1, at 180. 
n Id. 
12 See, e.g., supra note 3. 
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management she needed because the hospital objected to this care. 13 Another woman experiencing 
pregnancy loss was denied care for ten days at a religiously affiliated hospital outside Chicago, Illinois." 
In New Jersey, a transgender man was denied gender affirming surgery at a religiously affiliated hospital 
which refused to provide him a hysterectomy. is Anothe r patient in Arkansas endured a number or 
dangerous pregnancy complications and could not risk becoming pregnant again. She requested a 
sterilization procedure at the time or her Cesarean delivery, but her Catholic hospital provider refused 
to give her t he proc·edure.16 Another woman was sent home by a religiously affiliated hospital w ith two 
Tylenol alter her water broke at 18 weeks of pregnancy . .Although she returned to the hospital twice in 
the following days. the hospital did not give her full information about her condition and treatment 
options.. 17 

b. Refusals o(Core ore Especially Dangerous for Those Alreodf Facing 6otriers to Core 

Refusals of care based on personal beliefs already make it difficult for many Individuals to acce,ss health 
care and have reaJ conseq uences for those denied the care they need because of a provider o r hospital's 
religious beliefs. When women and families are uninsured. locked into managed care plans tha.t do not 
meet their needs,. or when they cannot afford to pay out of pocket for services or travel to anothe r 
location. refusals ba.r access to necessary care. '* This is especialty true for immigrant patients who often 
lack access to transportation and may have to travel great distances to get the care they need." In rural 
areas there may be no other sources of health and life preserving medical care.20 In developing countries 

",'x!e Kin, Shepherd. e1 al .. /Jmring Failh The l,imirs o[C:.fll!w/ic Ilea/th C:ar, for WomM of Color. PUU. 
RlOUTS PRIVAIB CONSCU,NC~ PKOJ£<.:T I. 6 (2018). 
1111 nr /Jro, » Jaw ooln 11 '1 in otlu/si1estder n111t/r; 19slmicm£i 1Wuswdcr-scwu Ii 1>/ PRPCP/bc:niugfa it h od r. 

,., See Julia KaJC. Cl al.. /-/en/ii, Ctire Deniod, AM. CIVILLWER11ES Ul{l()N I. 12 (2016). 
h11m·11,, w» aclu 0Wfil1cs/dcfouh1Gle&'.ficld documenl01eah!1rnrerleoicd odL 

ll See Kira Shephcl'd, e:1 al.. Bearing Fm1h The Liuut:•: ofCnthtJliC lfcafl/1 Cl1re fi,r Women of Color. PUO, 
RlOIITS PRIVATI; CONSCIB~'Ce PR()JECT I. 29(2018), 
1111ns f/\\)\'\\.1a,\ ml11mhia.edu/si1cs/dcfa1111m1eymierositcsJgcr1dcr-sewa1i1\/PRPCP/bconngfai(h pd[. 

16 See 11,t! Parh•nt Sltollld Come First: Ref usals 10 l)rovide Reproductiw l1ea/tJ, Care, NAT "L WOMEN"S L 
CTR.(2017), lmps:1/m, le-cm 49tix1m 5lbab.s1ackpatMns.com/wp-oomcnt/uploact.s/20 17/05/Rcfusals-FS.pdf: 
Sandhya Somashckhar. A Pregnant Woman Wamed her 1'11be~· ned. Her Catholic Hospital Said No., WASH. r>a,,
(Sept. J 3. 2015). https:1/\, ww. waslun!!1onpost.com/11:.11ionru/a-pregmn1~woman-wantcd .. hcr•fubcs .. 1ied-her<:atl10lic .. 
hospilal-said-no/20 I ; m9/ c Jibd2038cu-57cf- 11 e5-8bb J-b488d23 lbba2 s1orv.hunl'!u1111 1crm=.&Ol2bJf>-lb 75. 

•• See Kir.1 Shepherd. el al.. 8cari11g Faith The limirsofCmho/ic /Jeahh Care for Women of Color, PUB. 
RIGHTS PRIVATE CONSCIENCE PROJECT I. 27 (2018). 
bu ps ://,,·" '" . law .colu nt, in.cdu/sitcs/dcf uult/fi lcs/ mic rosi Lcs/gcndc r •sc'.ual it v/PRPCP/bcaringf::Li tlLQdf. 

13 In 20J6. ancstilnatcd IJ pcrocnl of women between the ages of 19 to 64 were uninsured. Single mothers. 
women of color, and low-income women arc more likely to be uninsured. Women's Health Insurance Covemic. 
KAIBER FAMU. Y FOUND. I. 3 (OcL 31. 2017l. h11p//ftlcs.k1Toru/auach1110nlifact-shcc1-womcns-ltc:~lh-i1,sun111CC
corcmgc. 

19 A1hena Tapales CL al .. The ,\'e.rnnl and Reproduc11v;e Hen/th ofF'ore,gn-flom Women In the f.inifed .~ares. 
CONTRACEr'110N s~ 16(2018). IUJp IA""' commceooon1011nJi'1 grg/n11ic1e1soo10. 1s2~c t8H0065•9/pdr~ Nein 
La1in,':I Inst For Reproduc1ivc Heat1h & Ctr. For Reproducrh•c: Righ1s. N ue.\trfl r 0:. Nues1ra St.dud, N ue.ttn> 7'e.Yas: 
the 1:--Jglufor Women's Rep,·oductive Health l11 the Rio Crtmde ral/ey I , 7 (2013), 
h1m·t/\nn\· nueS1r01ex.1~.org/pctr1NT •i:>pre:1d pelf. 

:ll> Since 2010, eigh1~••threc mr.,l hospi1als h.we closed. See Rural Hospital CJo,1,•ures: Ja,waty 20/0-
Preseut, THB CECO .. o. SHEPS CrR FOR HEALTM SER VS, RES. (20 IS). lum:flwwn .... hcps:ceruer.11nc.edu/mogn11ns• 
pmjccts/n I rnl•IW!:i l I h/ n 1.r:aJ..t10Sph:i 1-c los11 res/. 
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where many health systems are weak, health care options and supplies are often unavailable." When 
these individuals encounter refusals of care, they may have nowhere e lse to go. 

This reali<y is esr,ecially troubling because individuals who already face mult iple and intersecti11g forms of 
discrimination may be mo re likely to encounter refusals. For example, new research shows that women 
of color in many states d isproportionately receive their care at Catholic hospitals. In nineteen states. 
women of color are more like ly t han white women to give birth In Catholic hospitals." These hospitals 
as well as many C atholic-affiliated hospitals must follow the Ethical and Religious Directives (ERDs) 
which provides guidance on a wide range of hospital matters, including reproductive health ca re and can 
keep providers fr,om offering the standard of care." Providers in one 2008 study disclosed that they 
could not provide the standard of care for managing miscarriages at Catholic hospitals, and as a result, 
women were delayed care or transferred to o ther faci li ties at great risk to their health.2• The reach of 
this type of religio us refusal o f care is growing with the proliferation of both the <ypes o f entities using 
religious behefs. to discriminate and the number of religiously affiliated entities that provide health care 
and related services." 

In addition, in many of the countnes where the Department implements global AIDS programs, many of 
t.he patients served a lready face numerous barriers to care. including a broad and harmful refusal 
prov1s1on contained within the statute governing such programs.16 

c In Proposing this Rule, the Agency has Abondoned its Legal Obligmions to Adeqvarely Account for Hcum 
w Pmienrs 

By expanding refusals of care the Proposed Rule will exacerbate t he barriers to health care services 
patients need. It Is evident that the harm caused by this Proposed Rule will fall hardest o n those most in 
need of care by allowing indMduafs and health care ent ities to use their personal be.liefs to dictate 
patienl care. The Department should remember, under Executive O rder 13563. an agency may only 
propose regulations where it has made a reasoned d etermination that the benefits justify the costs and 
where the regulations are tailored "to impose the least burden on socie<y."" The Proposed P:ule plainly 
fails on both counts. Although the Proposed Rule attempts to quantify the costs of compliance, It 

:::, See Nurith Air..enm..1.n, Health Care Costs Pus/, a SraggerJng Number of People into £r1reme Po~•t>rf)'. 
NPR (Dec. 14, 2017). ht1ps://lm\\'.t1Dr.org/sections/gon1s:uxl<Od.,l2017/ 1211~/56989J722/hcnllhs:are-cos1S•push 0 0• 

stn2ecrine 0 nurnber-of ... pcople .. into-extrcrnc-po\'crt, ; Tracking Uniw.•rsa( Heallh Co,'t~rage: 2017 Global Afonilorin,g 
Report. WORLD HEAL TH 0RG. & 1),J£ \VQRJJ) B AKK (2017), 
h1tpJldocument< "orldbank.org/cur.ncd/cn/6-IO I 21513ll958(,8 I 25/pdf/l 22029-WP-REVJSED-PUBUC.pdf. 

"' S,e Klr.o Shepherd. ct al.. Bearing Faith The limits of Catholic Health Core for Women of Color. PUB. 
RIGHTS PRJVA TE CONSCJ~-CE PROJECT I. 12 (2018). 
l11tps://www.law.coluntiio.cdy/si1cs/dcf.ault/filcs/rnicrosi1cs/brcndcr-scxunl11,•/PRPCP/bc:1nngfa1th.pdf. 

"See id, nt J0-1 3. 
;4 Lori R. f rccduon. lf'hen 17,ere 's a Henrtbeal: Aliscarrioge Jl..fonagement in Ca1holic-Ou'Uetl 1/ospiro/s. 

AM. l. PUB. lili\J.. l'H (2008). available at huos·l{\pV), 11tbj.1tlmniltgov/pmc/artic!cs/PMC261(,.j5$1. 
~ See, e.g .• 1\/l.~rriage of /I h.ulicine: 1he Growth o/C'aihollc f/osp111.1/s and 1he Threnr to Repr0<l11cii\te 

Hea/Jh Care. AM. C IVIi~ LIHFRTll::S UNICh.\l & MFJW~R WATCH (2() 13), lutP\5 1/\\ \\ \\ :te111 org/[ile~:,4;se1slgrcmth.;,r
Ci;ll holjc-l105p11n1~2013 ndf. 

::,; See Tltrt .HL•:ricv Clly Policy: .-In Explt11ner, KAL~F.R FAMILY FOUNO. (June. I , 2017), 
hn llCi ·//WW\\ . kff. orglglobnJ-healt h-1>0licy/ foc1 ~hcev'me s l;CO--Cl IV ·[)Qhcv-expl ni ra;r/. 

:-, lmptovi.ng ReguJation and Reguh11.oty Review. E.secuti\'e Order 13563 (Jmt I 8, 20 l I ). 
hnoo://obamm,..hilehom;c nrclu\'es.eo,•11 hc•prcss-officc/20 I li(l I / 18/csccllll\ e-ordcr-13 56J-111mrm m1Hcgufanon~ 
and•rcgul:uon·-re, iC\\. 
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completely fa ils to address the costs and burdens to paUients who may be denied care and who then 
may Incur and experience even greater social and medical costs.,ie 

Moreover. the E>tablishment C lause of the First Amendment requires the government to ade,quate ly 
account for just these sorts of consequences when considering whether to grant religious exemptions 
and. in fact. bars granting an exemption when it would detrimentally affect any third party." Because the 
Proposed Rule would cause substant ial harm, Including to patients, It would violate the Establi'5hment 
Clause.3° 

The Proposed Rule Will Undermine Critical Fed eral Health Programs, including Title X 

The Proposed Rule would seemingly allow health care entities to receive grants and contracts under 
HHS-runded programs or other rederal health programs, such as Title X, the only domestic family 
planning program, while refusing to provide key services required by those programs.11 For in-stance, 
Congress has specifically required that under the Title X program, providers must offer non-directive 
pregnancy options counselingl2 and current regulations require that pregnant women receive 
"referral[s] upon request" for prenatal care and delivery, adoption, and/or pregnancy terminat ion." 
Under the Proposed Rule. the Department would seemingly allow entitles to apply ror and receive 
rederal funds whWe exempting them from the core legal and programmatic duties upon which such runds 
are generally conditio ned." The Proposed Rule creates uncertainty about whether Tide X grantees may 
ensure that the subrecipients they contract wnh to provide Title X services actually provide tihe. services 
the program was designed and runded by Congress to deliver. Such actions a re particularly co ncerning in 
the context of federally supported health programs. such as Title X. which are meant to provide access 
to basic health services and information for low-Income populations." When It comes to Title X. the 
Proposed Rule would not o nly sanction conduct at odd:s with pre-existini lesr.il requirements, but could 
also undermine the program's fundamental objectives, Every year millions of low-Income. Including 

zt See RuJe supra nole I. a1 9-S -I 77. 
"' U.S. Co,ist. amend. I; Cu11er " · Jl,/k/n.<t>n, 55-1 U.S. 709, 720. 722 (2005) (lo comply " ith 1he 

Es1ablislunw1 Clause. couns ··must take adequme account of lhe burde~ a reques1cd accommodation may impose 
on nonbereficiaries .. and mus1 ensure tha1 the accommodat..ion is .. measured so 1ha1 it does noL override otl:ier 
signiOcam interes1s") (c.iling Estate ofJ~omto,1 v. Caldor. 4 71 U.S. 703. 7 JO ( 1985)); see also 8ur11•el/ v. lfobby 
lob~11Stores. lnc., 13-1 S. Ct. 2751. 2781 n.37 (201~): Holt v. Hobbs. 135 S. Ct. 853, 867 (2015)(Giosburg, J .• 
concurring). 

30 Respecting religious exercise may nol --unduly rosuict other persons. such as employees. in protecting 
their own interests., interests LJ1c law deems compclUng." See Burwell v. Hobby lobb,v. 13-4 S. CL aL2787. When 
considcri11g whether the birth conlrol covcmgc requirement w.as the lcasl restrictive means in Hobby Lobb)' . the 
Court oonsidcrcd that the :iccommodation offered by t..hc govcmmcnt ensured tltat affected employees ""hm·c 
precisely the s.1.mc access to all FDA-approved contraceptives: as employees of companies whose owocrs have no 
n:ligious objcctiom to providing oovcmgc. .. See ;d. al 2759. ln 01..hcr words. the effect or Lite occommodation on 
women would be "'precisely zero:· Id. :u 2760. 

' ' See Rule supra note I. al 180-1 81 , IR3. See also Tille X F(Jmt{V PlnnnJng. U.S. DEP.TOF HF.Al.Tll& 
Hl'MAN SJ~VS. (20 18). tuur:·/A," \\ hlL~ goy/opallille-'.\.-f.1mil)-pL1nning/index h)lnJ; Tr/le X an lncn>rlucJiQn IQ rhe 
Nt1lit>n 's Faml~v PJ~rnniug Pr<,grtmt, N,\'1'°1. FAr..111.Y Pl.ANNINO & REPRODUC"l'rVE HF.AJ:111 ASSOC. (20 17) 
(lterelnnfler NFPRHA), hfH).Cl://\,,w\\ .mtion:ilfnmih plnnnin" .9rylfilcf[i1lc•X- 10 1-~fovcmh,cr-20 I 7-l'in.il. pelf. 

,., See, e.g .• ConsolicL11ed A1>propriations Acl of 2017. Pub. L. No. 115-31, 131 Slat. 135 (2017~. 
" See Wilm Requirements M11S1 be Mei by a Family .Planning Projecl'I, -12 C.F.R. § 59.5(:r){5) (2000). 
J.• See. e.g. f Rule supra note J. at 180- I 85. 
JS See NFPRHA supra note 34. 
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under-insured. and uninsured individuals, rely on Title X clinics to access services they otherwise might 
not be able to afford." 

The Proposed Rule W ill Carry Seve re Consequences for Providers and Undermine the 
Provide r-Patient Re lationship 

Existing refusals of care based on personal beliefs already undermine open communication between 
providers and patients, interfere with providers' ability to provide care according to medial standards. 
and ignore the reality that many providers want to provide comprehensive care. Hospital systems across 
the country use religious beliefs to prevent their employees from treating patients regardless ,of the 
professional, ethical. or moral convictions of these providers. 37 The Proposed Rule would exacerbate 
these problems by emboldening health care entities and institutions, including foreign and international 
organizations. to bind the hands of providers and attempt to limit the types of care they can provide. 

The Proposed Rule threatens informed consent, a necessary principle of patient-centered decision
making intended to help balance the power dynamics between health providers and patients a.nd ensure 
patient-centered decision-making.JS Informed consent requires providers disclose relevant and medically 
accurate information about treatment choices and alternatives so that patients can competently and 
voluntarily make decisions about their medical treatment or refuse treatment altogether." By allowing 
providers. md uding hospital and health care institutions .. to refuse to provide patients with informatfon. 
the Proposed Rule makes it impossible for patients to have fu ll information regarding treatment options. 
While the Department claims the Proposed Rule improves communicaoon between patients and 
providers. in truth it will deter open. honest conversations that are vital to ensuring that a patient can 
control their medical circumstances.•• 

The Proposed Rule also disregards standards of care established by the medical 
community by allowing providers to opt out of providing medical care. Medical practice guidelines and 
standards o f care establish the boundaries of medical se.-...ices that patients can expect to receive and 
that providers should be expected to deliver. Yet. the Proposed Rule seeks to allow providers and 
institutions to ignore the standards of care. particularly surrounding reproductive and sexual health. 
I nformatlon. counseling, refenral and provision of contraceptive and abortion services are part or the 
standard of care for a range of common medical conditions including heart disease. diabetes, epilepsy, 
lupus, obesity, and cancer." Individuals seeking reprodLtctive health care, regardless of their reasons for 

36 &e hl 
37 See Jolin Kaye. Cl al.. Health Care Denied. AM. CIVIL LJBER'l1ES UKION I. 12 (20 16). 

l11tps://www.aclu.org/si1cs/dcfnult/riles/ficld documcnt/11cahhcnredcnicclpdf. 
"See To~ , BF.AUCHA.IJP &J,\!IIES CHILDRESS. PRINC]PI.ESOFllJOMEDICALE'JH ICS (4tlt ed. 1994); CHARJ.ES 

LU>Z !IT Al ... IKFORMID CONSENT: A SlUDY OFDECISION~IAKING 1K PSYCHIATRY ( 198-1). 
"&e id. 

"'See R1dc s11prano1c I.al 150-151. 
41 for example. acoon1.i.rf$ to the t,'Uidcliocs of Ilic American Diabetes Association. planned prcgmu.:ics greatly 
facilitate dfabctcs c::uc. Recommendations for women with diabc1cs of childbearing. potcnlinJ include the foUowing: 
the it1Coqxnatio11 of preconception cowtSCli.ng into routine dia.beLCS care for all adolcsoeuts of childbearing potcnt..ial. 
discussion or i:1mily planning. and che prescription and use or effecti"e co1uraception by a wo111<1n umil she is ready 
10 becon" pregnanu. AM. DIAl)F.TF.S ASS'N, STANl)AR[)S 0 1' M EOICA~ CARS IN DIA8ll'l'llS·2017, ~o DJAl)l,11'.~ CARI' § 
I I ~-15. S 117 (2017), available ai 

hnp://c;1re.dfabe1e~joun1.11~.org/comc111/dioc:1rc/~1u,p1no16/12Jl5/-I0.Supp1cmcm I DCI/DC 40 SI lirull gxtr Tt~ 
Ame1ican Colleb>c ofObstelriciansand Gynecologis1s (ACOG) and 1he American Academy of Pcdiau'ics g\lidclines 
si:11e ll~1 1he risks 10 the wonL.10 from persis1e.n1 severe pre~c'lampsia :ire such Ihm deUveiy (abonion) is usually 
sugges1ed regardless of fc1al ab'C or po1e111iaJ for survival. A.\L ACAD. OF PEDIATIUCS & A.\L Cou- op· 
0BSTETRICIANSA~ (;YNECOI.OOISTS. (;U1D£1Jlff'8 FOR PERJNATALCARE232 (7111 ed. 20 12). 
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needing these services, should be treated with dignity and respect. Allowing providers to Hout 
established medical guidelines and deny medically accurate, evidence-based care to patients harms them 
and impairs their ab ility to make the health care d ecision that is right for them. 

In addition, the Proposed Rule Ignores the many providers with deeply held mo ral convictions that 
affirmatively motivate them to provide patients with health care, including abortion, transition-related 
care, and end-o f-l'lfe care. Moreover. the Proposed Rule falls to acknowledge the Church Amendments' 
protection for hea.Jth care professionals who support o r participate in abortion or sterilization services. 
which OCR has a. duty to enforce." No health care professional should face discrimination from their 
e mployer because they treated or provided informatio n to a patient seeking an abortion. 

The Department is Abdicating its Responsibility to Patients 

The Proposed Rule exceeds OCR's authority by abando ning OCR's mission to address health d isparities 
and discrimination that harms patients." Instead, !he Proposed Rule appropriates language from civil 
rights statutes and regulations that were intended to improve access to health care and applie s that 
language to siwations for which it was not intended. By taking the language of civil rights laws. and 
regulaclons out of context. the Proposed Rule creaces a. regulatory scheme that Is not only nonsensical 
but is affirmatively harmful. For example, the notice and certification o f compliance and assurance 
requirements simply do not make sense when applied to the laws the Proposed Rule seeks to enfor ce.« 

They will place a :significant and burdensome requirement on health care providers and imposie unique 
challenges for those working in other countries by taking resources aw ay from patient care without 

adding any benefit. 

The Department, including OCR, has an Important role to play in ensuring equal opportunity to access 
health care and ending discriminatory practices that contribute to poor health outcomes and h ealth 

disparities." If fina lized, however. !he Proposed Rule wl II represent a radical departure from the 
Department's m ission to combat discrimination, protect patient access to care, and eliminate health 
disparities. Through robust enforcement of civil rights laws, OCR has worked to reduce discriimination 
in health care by ending overtly d iscnmlnatory practices such as race segregation in health care faci lities. 
segregation o f people with disabilit ies In heal!h care facilities, categorical insurance coverage denials of 

"' &e The Church Amendments. 42 U.S.C. ~ 300n-7(c) (2018). 
u OCR's Mission and Vision, DEP"TOFHEAL111ANl)HVMAN SE.RVS, (2018), 

hups://ww\\ .hhs.go\./ocr/nbou1•us/Jcadcrs.hip/1mssion•arxl·\'lSion/indcx.h1111l ( .. The mission of the Office for Ch'il 
Rights is Lo improve the health and well4>cing of ixoplc across d¥! nation: lo emtue t..hal people lnvc equal access lo 
and ti¥! opportunity to participate in and roccivc services from HHS progrmus withoul friciug unl::mf ul 
discrimination: aOO lo protect tJ1c privacy and security of health infonnalion in accordance wit..h npplfoab'.lc law."). 

4 1 See Ruic ,\-upro note I. ::u 203-214. 
" As one of its fic:st official acts in 1967. the Office of Equal Health Opportwuly undertook tlic ur,ssive 

elfor1 of inspecting 3.000 hospi1a1s 10 ensure 1hey were complying with Ti1le Vi 's prohibition a.guios1 disc1'imir'(t1ion 
on the basis or race~ color, or national origin. -l2. U.S.C. § 2000d ( 196-l). After 1his auspicious stan. 1he omce or 
Equal Health Oppo:nunily which would cveiuuall) become OCR would go on 10 ensure Ihm heahh programs and 
ac-1ivities ir regulated complied wi1h key an1i-Oiscrimi~1ion laws includi ng $cc-1ion 504 of 1hc Rchabili1;)1ion Ac.1 or 
1973, 29 U.S.C. § 794 ( 197.1), Title IX of the Education Amelldmcmsof 1972, 20 U.S.C. § 1681 ( 1972). the Age 
Discrimin:11ion Act of 1976. 42 U.S.C. § 6101 (1976), nod Section 1557 ofrhe Affordable C1re Act, 41 U.S.C. 
§ 18 l 16 (2010). among oLhers. Tiuuugh robus1 enforcemem of tl~se laws. OCR has woitcd lO reduce dlscriminaifon 
in health care. 
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care for transition-related care. and insurance benefit designs that discriminate against people who are 
HIV positive. among other things." 

N evertheless. there is still work to be done, and the Proposed Rule seeks to divert limited resources 
away from ending discrimination. De facto segregation, for example. continues to contribute to poorer 
health o utcomes for Black people. According to one study, over half o f the racial disparity in survival for 
heart attack patie.nts can be attributed to the lower performance or hospitals that serve predominantly 
people of color.47 And these disparities do not occur in iso lation. Black women, for example, are three 
to four times more like ly than white women to die durl ng or after childbirth.•• Further, the di.sparity in 
maternaJ mortality is growing rather than decreasing, 4' which in part may be due to the reality that 
women have long been me subject o f discrimination in h ealth care and the resulting health disparities. 
For example, women's pain is routine ly undertreated and often dismissed.SO And due to gender biases 
and disparities in research, doct0rs often o ffer women less aggressive treatment. or even no treatment. 
for conditions such as heart d1sease.l I Lesbian, gay. bisexual, and transgender ind1vidual.s also ,enco unter 
high rates o f discr imination in health care." Eight percent of lesbian, gay. bisexual. and q ueer people and 
29 pe rcent of transgender people reported that a do ctor o r other health care provider had refused to 
see them because of their actual or perceived sexual o r ientation or gender identity In the year before 
the survey,5J 

OCR must work to address t hese disparities. yet t he Proposed Rule seeks to prioritiz·e the expansion of 
existing religious ·refusal laws beyond their statutory requirements and create new religious exemptions 
where none had previously existed rather t han using already limited re.sources to protect patient access 

"'6 See, e.g. . Sen,ing Penple with Disnhilities in the.~ fosl lmew(lted Set/in:,:: Commtmily Livi,,g r.md 
O/mswad. D£l•'T Of HEAJ.'OJ lll'fl) HV~IAN S£1\VS. (2018). ld\11s.ll)n,1r,hl1s,110y/ejyj!-rii;h1s/for-jndjJich51lsiSPCG1J1l· 
l9PiCstoonmnmitx-hxini;-a11d:9hns1WW1Kle:s html: Pmrecring r/u1 Ciwl RighlJ· nnd Ilea/th "1/ormnfion Pnnu;y 
Rights of People Living with HJJ 'iAIIJS. D£P''l'Of. HEAL Tl I ANO HUMAN S.ERVS. (2018). hUOS'//WW\\ bh$ goy/cJ\11-
rjghJS{fQt-ifkliridJ11'!$(§pecjp!jg12jc$()Ji>/jajSX )lJ,U): National Origm Oiscriminnlio,,, DEP'TOr: HEAL.Ill AND HUMAN 
SBR\/S, (2018). \HID§ 1/www Ith$ 8QY/Ch'il-ri@hrstror-indi\'idtt.1]S{$JXi£iaHOPiCS/DiUi2nal12risi1~it1<1s:s html: Health 
Dispanfles. 0 6P''l'CW H6Al,TI I ANO HU.\IAN SERVS. (2018). )U,QS'/fo)) \\ hllS:C.O':/Civil-rish15'for-mdh 1dual&'special-
1onicslhcahh-djspalti1icsfi11dc, hrinl 

"7 See Ski mer Cl al .. J\,/Orlnli~v ajier A cure 1\(vocnrdlt1I /njtm::tion m Ht,spilals 1h01 J)J.,propor1i,:,11ate~v 
1'rt•o1 •. Jfrico.11-Americ(lnS. N.-\T"L lNSnr. OF HEALH-1 I (2005), 
h11ps://ww\\ .ncbLnl 111.mltgO\'h>mclanicles/J:>MCl62658.t/pdf/ruJunsl3Cl60.pdf. 

18 See Nina Manin. 8/ac.k ~\ /01hers Ket•p Dying ✓~fter Giving Birth. Shalon Jn,J11g ·.v Srory £yp/ai11J' f I 7{v. 
NPR (Dec.. 2017). hups://ww\\ .npr.orl?/20 l 7/12/07/5689.t8782Jblack .. m:nhcrs..kecp .. dYinu•afl.er-givmg.-b inh-sh .. 1..lon• 
ii~,:ings•S10r\-txpl:lin!M\ In . 

.&9S,e id. 
~ See. e.g., Diorc E. Hoffmann & Anita J. Tarr.iarL The Girl Who Crie,1 Pain: A Bias Against IJ'omeu in 

the 1'rea1111ent q(Poin. 29:l I. OF L .. MED .. & ETHlCS 13. 13-27 (2001). 
\ I See. e.g., Judith H. Lichumm ct al.. Symptom necognilion (llld /,Jealthca.re Experiences of foun~ Wom<'n 

,rit/r Acute M)'ocardiolln/arcJion. 10 I. of tlte AJTL Heart Ass"n I (2015). 
'° See, e.g.., l17ren Jlealt/r Cnre lsn '1 Carin[!.. L.IMUJ>A LEOAL S (2010). 

bups://m,-w.lambdalcgal.org/sitcs/dcfault/filcs/pubtications/do,.,~oads/wbcic-rcpon_wlicn-bcalll1-carc-iso1-
caring_ l.pdf. A sun·ey e~::imining discrimirl8tion agains1 LGBTQ pcoJ)le in telhh care more tl~n half of 
responden1S reponed 1ha11hey have e.xperienced aa leas, one or 100 rollowlng 1}1>CS of discrimi1~nion in care: being 
refused reeded care: te.=il1h care 1>rofessionals refusing 10 1ouch them or using cxccssl\•c 1>recau1io1~ hcall h c-,trc 
professionals using harsh or ~1busive langlk1gc: being btau'iCd tor 1hcir heahh care srnrus: or hcahh care pr.ofession:_ds 
being physic:.lly rough or abusive. 

5.l See Jain:1e M. Omni el al., lnj uJ'tice m EVer,v Turn: a Rerx>rl of the Natiotwl Thmsgender /Jiscrlmlnallon 
Suri~v. NAT'L 0AY AND LESlllAN T ,ISK FORCF. & NAT'LCTR. !-"OR TR..\NSOENl)ER EQUALn'Y, 

lmp:Jiwww.1hetaskforcc,org/s1..nk_htmJ/downloadVrcpo11slrepor1.s/mds_fiJJLpdt 
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to health care. The Proposed Rule will harm patient care and is antithetical to OCR's mission-to 
eliminate discriminatory practices that contribute to persistent health inequality.54 

Conclusion 

The Proposed Rule will allow personal moral and religious beliefs to dictate patient care by unlawfully 
expanding already harmful refusals of care. The Proposed Rule is discriminatory, violates multiple federal 
statutes and the Constitution, ignores congressional intent, fosters confusion, and harms patients 
contrary to the Department's stated mission. For all of these reasons the National Council of Jewish 
Women calls on the Department to withdraw the Proposed Rule in its entirety. 

Sincerely, 

Jody Rabhan 

Director of Washington Operations, National Council of Jewish Women 
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March 27, 2018 

The Honorable Roger Severino 
Director 
U.$ . Department of Health and Human Services 
Office for Civil Rights 
Attention: Conscience NPRM, RIN 0945-ZA03 
Hubert H. Humphrey Building 
Room509F 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20201 

Submitted via the Federal Regulations Web Portal, http://www.regulations.gov 

BlueCross BlueShield 
Association 

A.11 ASIKICrialiOn ort,1de1>cndc:nt 
tllue Cl'OI$$ wld Blue SbieJ(I Pl.Nb 

RE: Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care Proposed Rule, RIN 0945-
ZAOJ 

Dear Director Severino: 

The Blue Cross Blue Shield Association ("BCBSA") appreciates the opportunity to provide 
comments on the proposed rule, Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care, 83 
Fed. Reg. 3880 (January 26, 2018; •Proposed Rule") . 

BCBSA is a nati:onal federation of 36 independent, community-based, and locally operated Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Plans ("Plans") that collectively provide healthcare coverage for one in 
three Americans. For more than BO years, Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies have offered 
quality healthcare coverage in all markets across America - serving those who purchase 
coverage on their own as well as those who obtain coverage through an employer, Medicare, 
and Medicaid. 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans support federal nondiscrimination laws and have operated in 
compliance with, those laws. However, we are concerned that the Proposed Rule will create 
significant unwarranted economic and regulatory burdens on Plans and other health insurance 
issuers and group health plans that are far removed from the actual performance of health care 
services. The Preamble's examples of situations in which d iscrimination could occur do not 
involve health insurance issuers, but focus on health care providers. Therefore, we suggest 
clarifications in the Proposed Rule to alleviate unnecessary burdens for Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Plans. 

Recommendations 

Our recommendations are as follows: 

• Scope: The final rule should limit any obligations and duties under the Weldon 
Amendment to the governmental entities included in the Weldon Amendment and not 
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Protecting Statutory Conscience 
Rights In Health Care Proposed Rule 
RIN 0945-ZA03 
March 27, 2018 
Page 2 of 13 

extend these obligations and duties to healU, insurance issuers and health plans which 
do not have any duties or obligations under the statute. 

• "Assist in the Performance:" The final rule should eliminate the complex, expansive 
proposed definition of "assist in the performance.· If this definition is retained. the final 
rule should use the term "reasonable," which was used in the 2008 Final Rule instead of 
the wordl "articulable" in the definition of "assist in the performance.• 

• "Referral :" The definition of "referral" should be narrowed to only include refer ral by 
health care providers or their employees, and the final rule should include a specific 
exemption for health insurance issuer employees performing administrative functions 
such as answering questions from covered individuals or processing claims. 

• Written Assurance and Certification: The requirement for written assurances should 
be eliminated and the final rule shOuld only require a single annual certification . 

• Notice: The final rule should eliminate the n otice requirement for health insurance 
issuers and g roup health plans. If heallh insurance issuers are required to provide 
notice, the final rule should only require notice to an issuer's workforce, not the· public. 

• Effective Date: The final rule should not be effective prior to January 1, 2019, with the 
requirement for notices being effective January 1, 2020. 

We appreciate your consideration of our comments and we look forward to working with you on 
implementation of conscience protections provided by federal statutes. If you have any 
questions or want additional information, please contact Richard White at 
Richard.Whlte@bcbsa.com or 202.626.8613. 

Sincerely, 

Kris Heitmeyer 
Vice President 
Legislative and Regulatory Policy 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association 

• 
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BCBSA DETAILED COMMENTS ON PROTECTING STATUTORY CONSCIENCE RIGHTS IN 
HEAL TH CARE PROPOSED RULE 

I. Application of Weldon Amendment to Health Insurance Issuers and Health Plans 
(Proposed §§ 88.2, 88.3) 

Issue: 

The Proposed Rule would extend the nondiscrimination requirements applicable to 
governmental entities under the Weldon Amendment to private entities. 

Recommendation: 

Revise the rule to limit any obligations and duties under the Weldon Amendment to the 
governmental entities included in the Weldon Amendment and do not extend it to health 
insurance issuers and health plans which do not have any duties or obligations under the 
statute. 

Rationale: 

The Weldon Amendment, by its terms, prohibits a "Federal agency or program, [or] ... a State or 
local government" from discriminating against a health care entity that does not provide, pay for, 
provide coverage of, or refer for abortions. Weldon Amendment, Consolidated Appropriations 
Act, 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-117, 123 Stat 3034, section 508. The Amendment defines the term 
"health care entity" to "include[] an individual physician or other health care professional, a 
hospital, a provider-sponsored organization, a health maintenance organization, a health 
insurance plan, or any other kind of health care facility, organization, or plan." Section 
508(d)(2). Thus, under Weldon, a federal agency or program, or a state or local government, 
cannot receive funding from an act to which Weldon is attached, if the agency, program or 
government discriminates against health care entities that refuse to provide, pay for or refer for 
abortions. 

The Proposed Rule interprets the statutory definition of "health care entity" to include health 
insurance issuers and health plans, including the sponsors of health plans. 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 
3890. The Weldon Amendment clearly protects, among others, HMOs and health insurance 
issuers from discrimination by agencies, programs, or governments that receive funding from an 
Act to which the Weldon Amendment is attached. 

However, the Weldon Amendment does not impose any duties or obligations on HMOs, health 
insurance issuers, or group health plans. They are protected by the Weldon Amendment, but 
they are not regulated by the Weldon Amendment. OCR should revise the rule to make clear 
that the only entities that are subject to duties, requirements, or obligations as the result of the 
Weldon Amendment are governmental agencies and programs that are funded by an act that 
includes the Weldon Amendment. 
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II. Application of the "Assist in the Performance" Provision (Proposed § 88.2) 

Issue: 

The "assist in the performance" provision is limited to the Church Amendments, but the 
Proposed Rule creates a complex definition expanding this provision beyond the text of the 
Church Amendments. 

Recommendation: 

Eliminate the complex, expansive definition of "assist in the performance" or limit the definition 
to health care providers and researchers. 

Rationale: 

The term "assist in the performance" is used in the text of the Church Amendments. The 
Church Amendments are one section in the "Population Research and Voluntary Family 
Planning Programs" subchapter of the Public Health Service Act. The surrounding subchapters 
describe various grants and contracts available for family planning services organizations. 

In this context- population research and voluntary family planning - the Church Amendments 
specifically and explicitly protect health care providers and researchers from discrimination 
based on their refusal to provide sterilization or abortion services because of religious beliefs 
and moral convictions. For example, the Church Amendments refer to performing or assisting 
in performing abortions, 42 U.S.C. § 300a-7(b)(1), requiring entities to make facilities or 
personnel available to perform sterilization or abortions, id. at (b)(2), discrimination against 
physicians and other health care personnel who refuse to perform sterilization or abortion, id. at 
(c). Subsections (b) and (c) apply to the direct provision of medical services or medical 
research. 

It follows, then, that the reference to "individual" in paragraph (d) - which says that no individual 
shall be "required to perform" or "assist in the performance" if the performance or assistance 
would be contrary to the individual's religious beliefs or moral convictions - refers to the same 
individuals that Congress referred to in (b) and (c) - physicians, health care personnel, and 
others (including non-medical personnel) who directly provide health care services related to 
voluntary family planning programs or perform population research. "Individual", in this context, 
cannot extend to include every individual that works for an entity that receives federal funds 
from HHS. "The definition of words in isolation ... is not necessarily controlling in statutory 
construction. A word in a statute may or may not extend to the outer limits of its definitional 
possibilities. Interpretation of a word or phrase depends upon reading the whole statutory text, 
considering the purpose and context of the statute." Dolan v. U.S. Postal Serv., 546 U.S. 481, 
486 (2006). Here, the purposes and context of the statute is to regulate population research 
and voluntary family planning programs, not commercial health insurance or group health 
plans .. 

In contrast, the Proposed Rule provides, in relevant part, that: 
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Any entity that carries out any part of any health service program or research 
activity funded in whole or in part under a program administered by the Secretary 
of Health and Human Services is required to comply with paragraph (a)(2)(vi) of 
this section and§§ 88.4, 88.5, and 88.6 of this part. 

Proposed§ 88.3(a)(v). And the Proposed Rule defines "health service program" to "include[] 
any plan or program that provides health benefits, whether directly, through insurance, or 
otherwise, and is funded, in whole or part, by the Department. It may also include components 
of State or local programs." Proposed § 88.2. 

While the Church Amendments do not define "health service program," the context clearly 
suggests that the Church Amendments are concerned with protecting population researchers 
and family planning providers - e.g., physicians - who refuse to perform "certain health care 
procedures" from discrimination by entities that receive funds from HHS administered programs, 
Proposed Rule, Preamble, 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3882, as well as medical researchers. Jarecki v. 
G.D. Searle & Co., 367 U.S. 303, 307, 81 S. Ct. 1579, 1582, 6 L. Ed. 2d 859 (1961) 
('"Discovery' is a word usable in many contexts and with various shades of meaning. Here, 
however, it does not stand alone, but gathers meaning from the words around it. These words 
strongly suggest that a precise and narrow application was intended in [section] 456.") The 
Proposed Rule goes much further however, applying the Church Amendments far beyond 
health care providers and researchers and as written could be read to apply to employees of 
commercial health insurance issuers and health plans that have no connection with the context 
of the amendment. 

Because the Church Amendments protect voluntary family planning health care providers and 
population researchers, there is no need to for the rule to define "assist in the performance" to 
have an "articulable connection;" the Church Amendments are clear that the provider and 
researcher do not have to "perform" or "assist" in the provision of a sterilization or abortion. 
They do not have to have an "articulable connection" - they may simply refuse to perform or 
assist in the performance of the sterilization, abortion, or medical research. "Assist in the 
performance" only needs a complex and expansive definition because OCR has mistakenly 
extended it beyond the statutory text. If OCR includes a definition it should be limited to health 
care providers and researchers. 

Further, including health insurance issuers within the "assist in the performance" provision 
violates Executive Orders requiring reduction of regulatory burdens. Exec. Order No. 13765, 
relating to minimizing the economic burdens of the ACA, requires the heads of all executive 
departments and agencies with responsibilities under the ACA to " ... minimize the unwarranted 
economic and regulatory burdens of the [ACA] .... " 82 Fed. Reg. 8351 (January 24, 2017). This 
approach was echoed in a subsequent Executive Order stating that " ... it is essential to manage 
the costs associated with the governmental imposition of private expenditures required to 
comply with Federal regulations." Exec. Order No. 13771, 82 Fed. Reg. 9339 (February 3, 
2017). 
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Ill. Definition of "Assist in the Performance" Under the Church Amendments 
(Proposed § 88.2) 

Issue: 

The Proposed Rule uses the term "articulable connection," which is so broad that it appears to 
have no bounds. This is much more expansive than the 2008 Final Rule's use of the term 
"reasonable connection" and expands the reach of the rule far beyond the rights protected by 
statute. The change in this one word has significant implications for health insurance issuers, 
which do not actually have staff that perform or assist in the performance of procedures or 
services covered by the statute. 

Recommendation: 

The final rule should use the term "reasonable" which was used in the 2008 Final Rule instead 
of the word "articulable" in the definition of "assist in the performance," and thus should read: 

"Assist in the Performance" means "to participate in any activity with a 
reasonable connection to a procedure, health service or health service program, 
or research activity, but does not include providing information, assisting with 
claims or premiums, or addressing any questions under the terms of an 
applicable group health plan or health insurance policy." 

Rationale: 

The Preamble to the Proposed Rule states: 

The Department proposes that "assist in the performance" means "to participate 
in any activity with an articulable connection to a procedure, health service or 
health service program, or research activity, so long as the individual involved is 
a part of the workforce of a Department-funded entity. This includes counseling, 
referral, training, and other arrangements for the procedure, health service, or 
research activity." This definition mirrors the definition used for this term in the 
2008 Rule. 

83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3892 (January 26, 2018) (emphasis added). 

Unfortunately, the Proposed Rule does not "mirror" the 2008 Final Rule, which used the term 
"reasonable connection." 45 C.F.R. § 88.2, effective January 1, 2009 ("Assist in the 
Performance means to participate in any activity with a reasonable connection to a procedure, 
health service or health service program, or research activity, so long as the individual involved 
is a part of the workforce of a Department-funded entity. This includes counseling, referral, 
training, and other arrangements for the procedure, health service, or research activity.") As 
HHS explained at that time, 

As a policy matter, the Department believes that limiting the definition of the 
statutory term "assist in the performance" only to those activities that constitute 
direct involvement with a procedure, health service, or research activity, falls 
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short of implementing the protections Congress intended under federal law. 
However, we recognized the potential for abuse if the term was unlimited. 
Accordingly, we proposed - and here finalize - a definition of "assist in the 
performance" that is limited to "any activity with a reasonable connection to a 
procedure, health service or health service program, or research activity." 

73 Fed. Reg. 78072, 78075 (December 19, 2008) (emphasis added). 

The Department further explained: 

... the Department sought to guard against potential abuses of these protections 
by limiting the definition of "assist in the performance" to only those individuals 
who have a reasonable connection to the procedure, health service or health 
service program, or research activity to which they object. 

73 Fed. Reg. 78072, 78090 (December 19, 2008) (emphasis added). 

While we understand that OCR may want to include a definition of "assist in the performance" in 
the final rule because that definition was completely removed from the rule in 2011 (76 Fed. 
Reg. 9968, February 23, 2011), introducing the new term "articulable" as opposed to reverting to 
the term "reasonable" used in the 2008 Final Rule introduces a definition that is in effect 
unlimited and that the 2008 Final Rule recognized as having the potential for abuse. If the term 
"articulable" were used, issuers would have to implement changes to their operations 
contemplating the most extreme connection that an employee could articulate, no matter how 
unreasonable it may be. 

For example, "participate in any activity with an articulable connection to" could potentially be 
read to allow a health insurance issuer's claims processor to refuse to process a claim for a 
procedure to which they have a conscience objection even though the procedure has already 
been performed. How is this "assisting in the performance" although an individual could 
articulate that they felt it was and that they had a conscience objection to participating? Taking 
this example further, would a member inquiry to a customer service representative as to or 
whether a claim for sterilization has been received, paid, or how to appeal a decision made by 
the issuer regarding sterilization be subject to a valid objection by the customer service 
representative? As noted above, we do not believe that employees of a health insurance issuer 
who are performing administrative functions were within the scope of what Congress intended 
when it passed the various conscience protection laws; however, the use of the term "articulable 
connection," because it has minimal (if any) limitations, would require issuers to prepare for the 
most unreasonable claims of discrimination by their employees. 

We believe that using the term "reasonable connection" and limiting the scope of "assist in the 
performance" to actual medical procedures and the arrangements for such procedures 
(including referrals and counseling) is more in line with the scope of the statutory protections, as 
well as the intent of the 2008 Final Rule. In the Preamble to the 2018 Proposed Rule, the 
Department noted that 

In interpreting the term "assist in the performance," the Department seeks to 
provide broad protection for individuals, consistent with the plain meaning of the 
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statutes. The Department believes that a more narrow definition of the statutory 
term "assist in the performance," such as a definition restricted to those activities 
that constitute direct involvement with a procedure, health service, or research 
activity, would fall short of implementing the protections Congress provided. But 
the Department acknowledges that the rights in the statutes are not unlimited, 
and it proposes to limit the definition of "assist in the performance" to activities 
with an articulable connection to the procedure, health service, health service 
program, or research activity in question. 

83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3892. 

Recognizing the limits of the statutory protections at issue is not new. For example, in the 2008 
Final Rule, the Department recognized that "[t]hese statutory provisions protect the rights of 
health care entities/entities, both individuals and institutions, to refuse to perform health care 
services and research activities to which they may object for religious, moral, ethical, or other 
reasons." 45 C. F. R. § 88.1 ( emphasis added). The primary focus of the protection is the 
physical health care service (i.e., medical procedure or research) and not an explanation of the 
coverage terms of a health insurance policy. 

In addition, the comments on the 2008 rule reveal the abuses intended to be addressed by 
limiting "assist in the performance" to only those individuals who have a "reasonable connection" 
to the procedure, health service or health service program, or research activity to which they 
object. For example, one commenter stated that: 

There may be a fine line between a moral conviction that can be accommodated 
in refusal of care and the harboring of a prejudice. The [2008 proposed rule] 
invites abuses and prejudicial implementation. It shifts the defining quality of 
conscience refusal onto a subjective self determined "ethic" and away from or 
untethered to listed procedures such as those a neutral third party like Congress 
explicitly enacted Title X of the Public Health Service Act to address. 

(Footnotes omitted). The Proposed Rule disregards this type of abuse by using the term 
"articulable." While the Preamble states the statutory rights named in the Proposed Rule "are 
not unlimited," 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3892, OCR's attempt to impose some limit through its 
"articulable connection" language in Proposed § 88.2 is unavailing and does not seem to 
impose any limit at all. 

If OCR does not use "reasonable connection" instead of "articulable connection," OCR should 
provide examples of situations where there is no "articulable connection" between the religious 
beliefs of a health insurance issuer employee and health care services. For example, if an 
issuer employee refuses to participate in processing a claim for sterilization due to the 
employee's religious beliefs, is that an "articulable connection" that would allow that single 
employee to in effect deny an otherwise covered claim? 

As noted above, "articulable connection" is far broader than "reasonable connection." It is 
possible to articulate an unreasonable connection; it seems less likely that a reasonable 
connection is inarticulable. Therefore, OCR should define "assist in the performance" as a 
"reasonable connection" to a procedure, health service or health service program, or research 
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activity, but does not include providing information, assisting with claims or premiums, or 
addressing any questions under the terms of an applicable group health plan or health 
insurance policy. 

IV. "Referral" Included in "Assist in the Performance" (Proposed § 88.2) 

Issue: 

"Referral" as used in the "assist in the performance" definition is very broad and may affect the 
ability of health insurance issuers to deliver customer service to their members. In some cases, 
this could impact the ability of these members to obtain information as to coverage of their 
insurance benefits or coverage for the actual services, thus potentially impacting members' 
health as well as potentially putting insurers at risk of violating state and federal laws. 

Recommendation: 

The definition of "referral" should be narrowed to only include referral by health care providers or 
their employees and the final rule should include a specific exemption for health insurance 
issuer employees performing administrative functions such as answering questions from 
covered individuals or processing claims. 

Rationale: 

The definition of "referral" in the Proposed Rule is very broad and includes 

... the provision of any information ... pertaining to a health care service, activity, or 
procedure, including related to availability, location, training, information 
resources, private or public funding or financing, or directions that could provide 
any assistance in a person obtaining, assisting, training in, funding, financing, or 
performing a particular health care service, activity, or procedure, where the 
entity or health care entity making the referral sincerely understands that 
particular health care service, activity, or procedure to be a purpose or possible 
outcome of the referral. 

83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3924. 

The term "referral" or "refer for'' is referenced in the Weldon Amendment, and as noted above 
(Part I), the Weldon Amendment protects health insurance issuers and group health plans (as 
well as providers) from discrimination by a governmental entity, and imposes no obligation on 
the protected entities. To the extent health insurance issuers and group health plans are 
protected under the Weldon Amendment, the rule should apply only to health insurance issuers 
and group health plans as protected entities, but not to their employees. As such, the 
definitions in the rule should be written in such a way as to limit their use to the appropriate 
statute and intent of the underlying statute, and not sweep other classes of individuals into the 
broad requirements and protections under the rule. 
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The Weldon Amendment prohibits governmental agencies that receive federal funds, like HHS 
and states that receive Medicaid funding from HHS, from discriminating against a health care 
entity that does not provide, pay for, provide coverage of, or refer for abortions. Weldon 
Amendment, Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-117, 123 Stat 3034, 
section 508. A governmental agency that discriminates against a health care entity for its failure 
to provide, pay for, or refer for abortions will lose the federal funds provided under an Act that 
includes the Weldon Amendment (the funds will not be "available" to the discriminating agency). 
Application of "referral" or "refer for'' beyond these statutory requirements is inappropriate. 

The reason for restricting "referral" or "refer for'' to their statutory meaning is that a broader 
definition may affect the care of health insurance issuer members. The proposed definition of 
"referral" or "refer for" may allow health insurance issuer employees to simply refuse to provide 
information, for example, in response to questions about claims, benefits, or other administrative 
matters, including also not referring (i.e., transferring) the member to another employee who can 
answer those questions. This will leave members uncertain about how to pursue their health 
care and could affect their care. 

This places health insurance issuers in a difficult position. They have an obligation to honor 
their contracts for coverage and respond to member inquiries. Failure to comply may result in 
regulatory sanctions by state or federal regulators (or both) as well as private litigation for 
damages. On the other hand, an issuer requiring an employee to provide information to 
members due to an "articulable connection" between an employee's religious beliefs and the 
health care services sought by the member may also expose the issuer to regulatory sanctions 
and litigation for damages. 

The final rule should avoid these multiple and inconsistent obligations by narrowing the 
definition of "referral" to only include referral by health care providers or their employees and 
include a specific exemption for health insurance issuer employees performing administrative 
functions such as answering questions from covered individuals related to benefits or claims. 

V. Written Assurance and Certification (Proposed § 88.4) 

Issue: 

The requirements for written assurances and certification are unnecessarily duplicative. 

Recommendation: 

The requirement for written assurances should be eliminated and only require a single annual 
certification. 

Rationale: 

The Proposed Rule would require written assurances for every reapplication for funds, but does 
not explain what these multiple assurances add to the compliance regime. In fact, they add 
nothing and should be eliminated. 
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The only stated reasons for the written assurances are that they would inform the "health care 
industry" of the applicable laws and make the requirements for the statutes listed in the 
Proposed Rules more like other civil rights laws. 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3896. These are 
inadequate reasons for duplicative paperwork. 

First, there is no need for a separate written assurance to provide information about the statutes 
if affected entities certify compliance. By providing the certification, affected entities know about 
the statutes in question. Making administration of these statutes more like the administration of 
other statutes (83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3896) is no reason to impose unnecessary regulatory 
requirements. 

Second, as noted above (Part II), imposing additional regulatory requirements such as a 
duplicative, unnecessary written assurance violates Executive Orders requiring reduction of 
regulatory burdens. Exec. Order No. 13765, relating to minimizing the economic burdens of the 
ACA, requires the heads of all executive departments and agencies with responsibilities under 
the ACA to" ... minimize the unwarranted economic and regulatory burdens of the [ACA] .... " 82 
Fed. Reg. 8351 (January 24, 2017). This approach was echoed in a subsequent Executive 
Order stating that" ... it is essential to manage the costs associated with the governmental 
imposition of private expenditures required to comply with Federal regulations." Exec. Order 
No. 13771, 82 Fed. Reg. 9339 (February 3, 2017). 

To avoid the imposition of unneeded regulatory burdens, the final rule should drop the written 
assurance requirement and require only a single annual certification. 

VI. Notice (Proposed § 88.5) 

Issue# 1: 

The proposed notice requirement has no basis in statute for health insurance issuers and group 
health plans. Additionally, OCR specifically asked if there are categories of recipients of federal 
funds that should be exempted from posting notices. 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3897. 

Recommendation: 

Eliminate the notice requirement for health insurance issuers and group health plans. 

Rationale: 

As noted above in Parts I and II, the Church and Weldon Amendments protect health insurance 
issuers and group health plans from discrimination in granting funds by government agencies. 
These amendments do not regulate health insurance issuers. Therefore, the notice requirement 
is unnecessary and should not apply to health insurance issuers in the final rule. 

Issue# 2: 

The Proposed Rule presents the notice requirement in a confusing way. The Preamble states 
that the Proposed Rule 
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... requires the Department and recipients to notify the public, patients, and 
employees, which may include students or applicants for employment or training, 
of their protections under the Federal health care conscience and associated 
antidiscrimination statutes and this regulation. 

83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3897 (emphasis added). However, the actual Proposed Rule text(§ 
88.S(a)) requires that the notice be provided on "recipient website(s)" and at a" ... physical 
location in every ... recipient establishment where notices to the public and notices to their 
workforce are customarily posted to permit ready observation." 

Recommendation: 

The final rule should only require the notice to be provided where the workforce as defined in 
the Proposed Rule can view it and should not be provided to the general public. Further, 
notices in solely electronic form should be permitted. 

Rationale: 

The conscience protection laws primarily impose requirements related to protecting health care 
providers and other health care staff from having to perform or assist in performing services to 
which they have a conscience objection. Thus, it is the workforce of health care providers who 
need to receive the notice, not members of the general public who are not the primary 
beneficiaries of the statutes relating to the Proposed Rule. As such, notices should only be 
required to be provided in a manner that is accessible to the workforce as defined in the 
Proposed Rule and not the public or patients. 

Further, notices in solely electronic form should be permitted. Posting paper notices at physical 
facilities is a holdover from the era before the widespread electronic communications used 
today. This outmoded form of communication should not be perpetuated in the final rule. 

VII. Effective Date 

Issue: 

The Proposed Rule does not provide a clear effective date nor does it give adequate time for 
compliance, particularly for the notice requirement. 

The Proposed Rule does not specify an effective date for the overall Proposed Rule. The 
Preamble notes that the Proposed Rule is economically significant, 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3902, so 
it would be a "major rule" and would become effective 60 days after publication in the Federal 
Register if another effective date is not specified. 5 U.S.C. §§ 801 (a)(3)(A), 804(2). 

The Proposed Rule has confusing provisions on the effective date of compliance with the notice 
requirement. The Preamble states that notices must be posted 90 days after the date of 
publication of the final rule in the Federal Register. 83 Fed. Reg. 3880, 3897. However, the 
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actual text of the Proposed Rule (§ 88.S(a)) requires posting of notices by April 26, 2018, or, as 
to new recipients, within 90 days of becoming a recipient. 

For certification and written assurances, the Preamble says that HHS components would be 
given discretion to phase-in the written assurance and certification requirements by no later than 
the beginning of the next fiscal year following the effective date of the final rule. 83 Fed. Reg. 
3880, 3896. The actual text of the Proposed Rule does not provide for an effective date for 
providing written assurances and certifications. 

Recommendation: 

The final rule should not be effective prior to January 1, 2019, with the requirement for notices 
being effective January 1, 2020. 

Rationale: 

While the conscience protection laws are in place and health plans have taken actions to 
comply, the Proposed Rule has new provisions that would take time to implement, particularly 
the requirements related to certification, written assurances, and notices. 

Having a uniform time for the certification and written assurances requirement would reduce the 
confusion that would result if each HHS component is allowed to establish its own effective 
date. A January 1, 2019, effective date would allow adequate time for the HHS components to 
integrate the new requirements into their application and contracting processes. 

Allowing additional time before the notice requirement is effective recognizes that impacted 
organizations must analyze the materials on their web pages (such as employee manuals, 
orientation materials, and job posting/application web pages) to determine the necessary 
modifications. Then they must allocate the programming resources to make the required 
changes. These resources are very likely working on other projects, so time must be allowed to 
implement these new requirements so that organizations are able to comply. 

Other areas of communication that require review and revision include: 

Certification/written assurances for the qualified health plan ("QHP") application 
process; 

Certification/written assurances for the Medicare bid process; and 

Annual maintenance/updates to any of the above items. 

Note that providing adequate time for compliance is not a question of delaying the time in which 
persons may claim conscience protections. These protections are in effect now and may be 
claimed at any time by affected persons. Our request is that adequate time be given to 
implement the requirement to provide formal notice, etc., in recognition of the regulatory and 
administrative burden of providing notices, written assurances, and certifications. This is 
consistent the Executive Orders cited above (Parts II, V) requiring the reduction of regulatory 
burdens, especially relating to the ACA. 
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U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
Office for Civil Rights 
Attention: Conscience NPRM, RIN 0945-ZA03 
Hubert H. Humphrey Building Room 509F 
200 Independence Avenue SW 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dave Jones, Insurance Commissioner 

SUBJECT: Comments on Proposed Rule RIN 0945-ZA03: "Protecting Statutory Conscience 
Rights in Health Care; Delegations of Authority" 

Dear Secretary Azar: 

As California's Insurance Commissioner, I lead the largest consumer protection agency in the 
state and am responsible for regulating California's insurance market, which is the nation's 
largest. The California Department of Insurance implements and enforces consumer protections 
such as essential health benefits requirements, anti-discrimination protections, and laws 
pertaining to timely access to medical care. 

Your proposed rule, Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care, would result in 
delays in timely access to medical care, denials of access to medically necessary basic health 
care services, and would likely result in widespread discrimination in our health care system. 
Simply put, it undermines patient care. 

Existing state and federal law provide health care provider conscience protections, but do not 
allow them to interfere with patient access to care or civil rights protections that prohibit 
discrimination. I strongly object to the proposed rule Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in 
Health Care ("Rule"), which encourages discrimination that will harm patients and urge that it 
be withdrawn by your Department. 

Impacts of the Proposed Rule 

Under the ostensible claim of protecting religious beliefs and moral convictions, the Rule instead 
would give providers free rein to discriminate against people on the basis of race, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender, gender identity, and almost any other kind of bias. The very individuals 
whose rights the Office of Civil Rights ("OCR") was created to protect would now be subject to 
discrimination under the Rule. A provider could, ostensibly, refuse under this Rule to provide 
medical care to a biracial couple seeking a medically necessary health service on the grounds 
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that doing so would be contrary to his or her religious beliefs or moral convictions. A medical 
facility, provider or insurer - by action of a scheduling assistant, intake personnel, board of 
directors, or medical provider - could deny treatment to a patient seeking gender reassignment 
surgery on the basis that he or she finds it morally objectionable. Similarly, under the proposed 
Rule, a woman could be denied timely access to abortion services; a provider could refuse to 
treat a child because her parents are lesbians and the doctor objects to their sexual orientation. In 
this Rule, HHS improperly pits the beliefs of providers, insurers, and other health care entities 
against the rights of patients . 

. Additionally, the Rule attacks a fundamental aspect offederalism by preventing the application 
of state law and consitutional protections. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
("HHS") cannot interfere with a state's ability to protect the civil rights of its residents. 
California law requires health insurance coverage for a comprehensive set of basic health care 
services, including reproductive health services. California's Unruh Civil Rights Act explictly 
prohibits discrimination: 

All persons within the jurisdiction of this state are free and equal, and no matter what 
their sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, disability, medical condition, 
genetic information, marital status, sexual orientation, citizenship, primary language, or 
immigration status are entitled to the full and equal accommodations, advantages, 
facilities, privileges, or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever. 1 

State law further requires that medical providers and others whose licenses are granted by the 
state under the provisions of the Business and Professions Code are subject to disciplinary action 
for refusing to provide services based on characteristics protected under the Unruh Civil Rights 
Act. 

The right of health care providers, and entities, to hold private beliefs does not and should not 
trump the rights of patients to obtain the care to which they are legally entitled. Li censure as a 
health care provider, facility, or insurer does not provide license to discriminate. Although HHS 
points to some law in support of this rule, there is a substantial, contrary body of law that 
supports a woman's right to choose, as well as the right to not be discriminated against on the 
basis of a person's sex, gender, gender identity, or sexual orientation. For example, California's 
Supreme Court ruled that the religious freedom of a medical provider does not exempt them 
from complying with the anti-discrimination protections in Unruh (North Coast Women's 
Medical Group, Inc, v. San Diego County Superior Court (2008) 44 Cal.4th 1145). 

1 California Civil Code section 51, subdivision (b ). 
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The Rule Exceeds Legal Authority 

Existing law provides sufficient protection to health care entities that refuse to participate in 
certain health care services, including abortion, where they find such services to be religiously or 
morally objectionable, as evidenced by section 88.3 of the Rule, subdivisions (a) through (d), 
which are largely a restatement of existing law. The Department is wrong to expand the 
statutory protections already provided, and has no clear authority to do so. 

By providing new definitions for long-existing terms in the law, the Rule expands and distorts 
the meaning of these terms. The Rule attempts to redefine "assist in the performance" to include 
participating in "any program or activity with an articulable connection to a procedure, health 
services, health pro gram, or research activity ... " including, but not limited to '1counseling, 
referral, training, and other arrangements" for the health care service. This definition is so broad 
as to include even the provision of basic information for a lawful or necessary health care 
procedure or service. As a result, a provider could refuse to tell a pregnant woman about a health 
care service that is vital to her health, including her future fertility. 

The Rule is so broad that it makes no exception for emergency treatment, meaning that despite a 
'Yoman's very life being at risk due to a miscarriage, a provider could refuse to even disclose the 
risk to her life on the basis of the provider's own religious beliefs or moral convictions. This is 
contrary to the ethical duties owed by physicians to patients, and is contrary to federal law, 
which allows federal funds to be used to pay for abortions in the cases where the woman's life is 
in danger. These duties include the do~trine of informed consent which requires a provider to 
inform a patient of the risks and benefits associated with a health care service or procedure, as 
well as available alternatives to that service or course of treatment. Informed consent is a legal 
obligation due from a physician to a patient; failure to receive inf01med consent constitutes 
negligence. 

The Rule would expand the scope of existing federal refusal laws to almost any entity associated 
with health care. The Rule's broad definition of"health care entity" expands this term to include 
"a plan sponsor, issuer, or third-party administrator, or any other kind of health care 
organization, facility, or plan." Such an expansion of the law would allow an employer to deny 
coverage of abortion or any number of other health care services to their employees even if 
otherwise required by law. 

The Rule also adds a definition for "referral" where one did not exist. By including public 
"notices" within this definition, the Rule will prevent the enforcement of California's 
Reproductive FACT Act, which requires facilities specializing in pregnancy-related care to 
disseminate notices to all clients about the availability of public programs that provide free or 
subsidized family planning services, including prenatal care and abortion. This Act is currently 
subject to ongoing court cases, including a case before the Supreme Court of the United States 
(National Institute of Family and Life Advocates v. Becerra, (9th Cir. 2016) 839 F.3d 823, cert. 
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granted (2017) 138 S.Ct. 464) in which the Court heard oral arguments on March 20th, 2018. 
HHS should allow the litigation process to conclude and permit the courts to decide whether 
state laws requiring these type of notices comply with the United States Constitution and federal 
law. 

Similarly, this Rule would to allow a pharmacist to refuse to fill a birth control prescription or 
refer such a prescription to another pharmacist because they find it objectionable. HHS is 
attempting to circumvent settled case law, which has held that a pharmacy may not deny any 
lawful drug, including emergency contraceptives, to any customer for religious reasons. 
(Storman 's, Inc. v. Wiesman, (9th Cir. 2015) 794 F.3d 1064, cert. denied (2016) 136 S.Ct. 2433). 
As in many other areas of the Rule, HHS has failed to narrowly tailor the Rule to apply to the 
specific conscience objections allowed under existing law. Failure to narrowly tailor the Rule 
will lead to confusion, denial of access to medically necessary care, and increase the likelihood 
of discrimination against patients. 

Weldon Amendment Overreach 

In addition to the above noted expansions, the Rule contradicts OCR's previous interpretation of 
the Weldon Amendment in an attempt to increase its application. As the Rule notes, in 2016 
OCR issued a determination on three complaints brought against the California Department of 
Managed Health Care ("CDMHC") on the basis that the CDMHC required coverage of voluntary 
abortions as mandated by California law. In its determination in favor of CDMHC, OCR 
specifically noted that 

"[aJ finding that CDMHC had violated the Weldon Amendment might require the 
government to rescind all funds appropriated under the Appropriations Act to the State of 
California - including funds provided to the State not only by HHS, but also by the 
Departments of Education and Labor ... such a rescission would raise substantial questions 
about the constitutionality of the Weldon Amendment." 

This determination was made after consultation with the U.S. Department of Justice. In making 
this determination, OCR pointed to the Court's reasoning in National Federation of Independent 
Business v. Sebelius, (2012) 567 U.S. 519, "tpat the threat to terminate significant independent 
grants was so -coercive as to deprive States of any meaningful choice whether to accept the 
condition attached to receipt of federal funds." 

With this proposed Rule, however, HHS now specifically intends to apply just such coercion, 
contrary to its prior, considered findings. HHS is reversing its position with scant legal basis for 
doing so. In essence, HHS seeks to confer upon health insurers a newly-created ability to make a 
claim of discrimination against the State of California if they refuse to cover abortions if, for 
example, they simply don't want to pay for this basic health care service. The Rule's frontal 
attack on this fundamental aspect of federalism puts the State of California in the impossible 
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position of either enforcing its state constitution2 and law, with the loss of federal funding for 
many programs, or allowing a state-regulated health insurer to flout the state law specifically 
requiring coverage for all reproductive services, including abortion and sterilization. California 
will enforce state law. If this Rule is finalized rather than withdrawn, it will result in litigation. 

The plain language of the Weldon Amendment allows providers to recuse themselves from 
participating in or facilitating an abortion. Similarly, existing law in California protects a health 
care provider who refuses to participate in training for, the arranging of, or the performance of an 
abortion. The proposed rule, however, goes far beyond these limited accommodations and, in 
conflict with the state Constitution, instead threatens already-obligated federal funding upon 
which vital health programs depend. 

Adverse Impact on Consumers 

The Rule's overlap and conflict with existing state and federal law will have a chilling effect on 
those seeking essential health care services. It will cause confusion for patients as they attempt 
to exercise their right to access the full range of medically appropriate care, as well as confusion 
for the very health care entities that the Rule purports to protect. This Rule is evidence of the 
continuing attempts by HHS to enshrine discrimination against women, LGBTQ individuals, and 
their families. It is so broad in scope that, under the guise of protecting the personal beliefs of 
corporations and other health care entities, it condones discrimination based only on a financial 
objection to providing services, rather than upon actual religious or moral convictions. 

In November 2017, I submitted a declaration in the case of State o.fCalifornia v. Wright 
(subsequently renamed on appeal State of California et al. v. Alex Azar) regarding federal 
regulations that implicate both religious and moral exemptions regarding contraceptive coverage. 
Those rules would allow employers to exclude contraceptive coverage mandated by the 
Affordable Care Act from their employees' health insurance policies. A preliminary injunction 
was granted enjoining enforcement of the rule, which is currently under appeal. In my 
declaration I provided evidence that demonstrated the harm to women if the rule denying women 
access to contraceptives was permitted to remain in effect. Similarly, on December 15, 2017, the 
United States District Comi for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania granted a preliminary 
injunction in Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Trump, a related case. At issue in this proposed 
Rule is the same grim burden presented by these cases: that the Rule would impose harm to 
women's health. 

2 See e.g. Defend Reproductive Rights v. Myers, (1981) 29 Cal.3d 252 (the California Constitution, on numerous 
occasions, has been construed to provide greater protection than that afforded by parallel provisions of the United 
States Constitution. In this case the California Supreme Court held that the California state constitution requires 
abortion benefits to be provided under MediCal, the state Medicaid program.) 
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Thanks to the Affordable Care Act, health insurance policies must cover contraceptives. Tens of 
millions of women across the nation benefit from the ACA provision that requires health 
insurance coverage of contraceptives without any' co-payments or deductibles. Under this new 
proposed rule, women could be denied their prescribed contraception based on the moral or 
religious views of the pharmacy owners or employees. The Rule would permit any health care 
worker to interfere with a woman's constitutionally protected right to make her own reproductive 
health care decisions. Denying access to contraceptives and other forms of birth control (such as 
tubal ligation) will result in an increased number of unintended pregnancies and in abortions. 
Similarly, when a provider's refusal to refer a woman to a health facility where she can obtain an 
abortion delays the procedure, that provider is increasing health risks for that patient. 

As California's Insurance Commissioner, I issued the first regulations in the nation to ensure that 
transgender Californians would not be discriminated against when seeking health care. We 
know from the 2015 U.S. National Transgender Survey that 33% of respondents who had seen a 
health care provider in the past year reported having at least one negative experience related to 
being trans gender such as verbal harassment, refusal of treatment, or having to teach the health 
care provider about transgender people to receive appropriate care. The Rule would not only 
continue this significant problem, but would increase the number of patients who are refused 
treatment by sanctioning such actions by providers. The survey also brought to light the fact that 
"[i]n the past year, 23% ofrespondents did not see a doctor when they needed to because offear 

. of being mistreated as a trans gender person, .. "3 Again, under this Rule, that problem would 
only worsen. 

By allowing health care providers to discriminate against LGBTQ persons through this Rule, the 
Administration risks exacerbating existing health disparities, The Federal Office of Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion has determined that LGBT persons already face health 
disparities linked to societal stigma, discrimination, and denial of their civil and human rights, 
stating: "Discrimination against LGBT persons has been associated with high rates of psychiatric 
disorders, substance abuse, and suicide."4 · · · 

The Rule Imposes a Substantial Regulatory Burden 

Large portions of the Rule are essentially a restatement of existing federal law (See e.g. §88.3(a)
(d)). As commentators raised during the rulemaking process in 2011 and HHS acknowledged, 
"existing law, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the federal health care 
provider conscience protection statutes cited in the Rule already provide protections to 

3 James, S.E., Herman, J.L., Rankin, S., Keisling, M., Mottet, L., & Anafi, M. (2016) The Report of the 2015 U.S. 
Transgender Survey, National Center for Transgendet· Equality, p.10 
4 Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP), Healthy People 2020, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Health, retrieved from https://www.healthy~le.gov/2020/topics-objectives/topic/lesbian-gay
bisexual-and-transgender-health 
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individnals and 'health care entities.'°' Additionally. the existing rule provides a regulatory 
enforcement scheme to protect and enforce the rights afforded to health care entities under these 
lows. The addition of an unnecessary and cosily regulation is counter to the intent of Executive 
Order (EO) 1377 1. The EO promoted a policy of prudence and fiscal responsibility in the 
Executive Branch. This Rule satisfies neither goal. This costly Rule is unnecessary lo the extent 
that is merely a resta1omen1 of existing law, and, because of such duplication, is likely to cause 
confusion. 

Additionally, this Rule would unduly burden hcallh care entities, including health insurers, 
states, and providers who would have to keep records 10 comply with a self-initiated OCR audit 
or rebut a complaint of discrimination; essentially, the volumi,nous production, retention, and 
production of records to prove a negative. The costs and administrati ve burdens associated with 
the assurance and certification requirements under tllis Rule are unnecessary given that existing 
law already provides sufficient pro1ection to health care entities. Further, the compliance 
requiremenLS inLToduce uncertainty into existing, on_going federal grant programs, inasmuch as 
lbe requirements compel violation of state law. 

In conclusion, iflhis rule is implemented, it would deprive women, LOBTQ individuals, their 
families and others of their civil rights and access LO basic health care services. Patients would 
suffer serious an.d irreparable harm iflhis Rule was in place, with no demonstrnble or jus1ifiable 
benefit to providers and health care entities wmt are .adequately protected under existing law. The 
proposed Rule understandably is opposed by a wide range of stakeholders. I strongly urge you 
to withdraw the proposed Rule. 

Sincerely, 

o~ 
DAVE JONES 
1 nsurancc Commissioner 

' 72 Fed. Reg. at 9971 
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American Academy of Pediatrics ~ 
DEDICATE D TO T H £ HEALT H OF ALL CHILDREN•~ 

March 27, 2018 

Roger Severino, Director 
Office of Civil Rights 
11.J. S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, SW 
Room 509F, HHJ-1 Building 
W ashini,>ton, D.C. 20201 

Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights 
RlN 0945-ZA03 
Docket ID No. RRS-OCR-2013-0002 

Dear Director Severino: 

On behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), a non -profit 
professional organization of 66,000 primary care pediatricians, pediatri c medical 
sub-s pecialists, and pediatric surgical specialists dedicated to the health, safety 
and well-being of infants, children, adolescents, and )'0ung adults, I write to 
provide input for the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) regarding 
Protecting Statutory Conscience Rights in Health Care. 

America' s pediatricians represent all faiths and serve children and famil ies of all 
faiths. The free exercise of religion is an important societal value, which must be 
balanced against other important societal values, suc-h as protecting chi ldren 
from serious harm and ensuring ch:ild health and well-being. 

All children need access to appropriate, evidence-based health services to ensure 
they can grow, develop, and thrive. The inability to receive needed health care 
services can have a profound impact on the health of children. The AAP 
publi shes policies and rcporrs base.don the bes1 available scientific evidence that 
are designed to ensure children receive the health and social se,v ices they need. 
The AAP urges the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to 
ensure that health providers follow evidence-based or evidence-informed 
practices such as those publishtXl by professional medical organizations like the 
AAP. As HHS considers expanding conscience protections and the enforcement 
thereof, we respectfully offer these suggestions to ensure that HHS policy 
facilitates optimal access to services that support health)' children and famili es. 
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Introduction 

Some health care professionals and health care organizations do morally object to particular 
services or treatments and refuse to provide them. Possible examples of such conscientious 
objection in pediatric practice include refusals to prescribe contraception, specifically emergency 
contraceptioni; perform routine neonatal male circumcision ii; or administer vaccines developed 
with virus strains or cell lines derived from voluntarily aborted human fetuses. iii Such objections 
may limit patients' access to information or treatment, and given this, the implementation of such 
objections is an important issue. 

There are morally important reasons to protect the individual's exercise of conscience. 
Conscience is closely related to integrity. Performing an action that violates one's conscience 
undermines one's sense of integrity and self-respect and produces guilt, remorse, or shame. iv,v 
Integrity is valuable, and harms associated with the loss of self-respect should be avoided. This 
view of conscience provides a justification for respecting conscience independent of particular 
religious beliefs about conscience or morality. Claims of conscience are generally negative (the 
right to not perform an action) rather than positive (the right to perform an action). vi 

Nevertheless, constraints on claims of conscience can be justified on the basis of health care 
professionals' role responsibilities and the power differential created by licensure. Health 
care professionals - and other health care entities - fulfill a particular societal role with 
associated expectations and responsibilities. For example, health care professionals' primary 
focus should be on their patients' rather than their own benefit. These role expectations are based 
in part on the power differential between health care professionals' and patients, which is the 
result of the providers' knowledge and patients' conditions. Role obligations are generally 
voluntarily accepted; therefore, health care professionals' claims of conscientious objection may 
justifiably be limited. 

The AAP supports a balance between the individual physician's moral integrity and his or her 
fiduciary obligations to patients. A physician's duty to perform a procedure within the scope 
of his or her training increases as the availability of alternative providers decreases and the 
risk to the patient increases. Physicians should work to ensure that health care-delivery systems 
enable physicians to act according to their consciences and patients to obtain desired and 
appropriate health care. When an entire health care organization-and not just one provider
objects to providing a specific service, the availability of alternative providers naturally 
decreases even further. 

However, physicians have a duty to disclose to patients and prospective patients standard 
treatments and procedures that they refuse to provide but are normally provided by other health 
care professionals. Physicians have a moral obligation to inform their patients of relevant 
alternatives as part of the informed-consent process. Physicians should convey information 
relevant to the patient's decision-making in a timely manner, using widely accepted and easily 
understood medical terminology, and should document this process in the patient's medical 
record. Physicians who consider certain treatments immoral or who claim a conscience or 
religious objection have a duty to refer patients who desire these treatments in a timely manner 
when failing to do so would harm the patients. Such physicians must also provide appropriate 

2 
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ongoing care in the interim. These same obligations should be applicable to all recipients of 
federal funds for the provision of health care. 

HHS's NPRM must not induce any health care entity, as defined in the NPRM, to abrogate 
its moral responsibilities of serving patients. The AAP strongly warns of harms to 
children's health should HHS not require providers, grantees, or any other entities subject 
to the NPRM to fulfill the moral obligation to: 

• Ensure that patients obtain desired and appropriate health care; 
• Disclose to patients and prospective patients standard treatments and procedures that 

they refuse to provide which are normally provided by other health care professionals; 
• Inform patients of alternative providers as part of the informed-consent process; 
• Provide information relevant to the patient's decision-making in a timely manner, using 

widely-accepted and easily-understood medical terminology, and document this process 
in the patient's medical record; and 

• Refer patients who desire these treatments in a timely manner when failing to do so 
would harm the patients. Such entities must also provide appropriate ongoing care in the 
interim. 

Specific Concerns Regarding the NPRM's Potential Impact on Child Health and Wellbeing 

Institutional discrimination/HHS grantees/Medicaid and CHIP coverage/access 

The Academy believes that the United States can and should ensure that all children, adolescents, 
and young adults from birth through the age of 26 years who reside within its borders have 
affordable access to high-quality and comprehensive health care, regardless of their or their 
families' incomes. Public and private health insurance should safeguard existing benefits for 
children and take further steps to cover the full array of essential health care services 
recommended by the AAP, including reproductive health and pregnancy-related services. CMS 
funds critical programs to support adolescent health, reduce unintended pregnancy, and provide 
reproductive health care, and these programs and services are critical to the health of adolescents 
and adults. The AAP urges HHS to ensure that no individual accessing services through a public 
health insurance is denied access to essential care. 

As HHS considers potential changes to regulations and policy guidance to encourage the 
provision of grants and contracts to faith-based organizations, we urge you to ensure that federal 
policy does not undermine children's access to needed care and services. This includes a focus 
on upholding federal statutory safeguards for Medicaid beneficiaries that ensure access to 
qualified providers and appropriate and meaningful services. The AAP believes it essential that 
all states should uphold this fundamental protection affording access to any qualified, willing 
provider from which a beneficiary wishes to seek care. This essential protection is critical to the 
health of adolescents and young adults. 

3 
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Vaccines 

The Academy strongly supports all children and their families following the recommended 
childhood vaccination schedule. vii Routine childhood immunizations against infectious diseases 
are an integral part of our public health infrastructure and childhood immunization is one of the 
greatest accomplishments of modem medicine. In the United States 2009 birth cohort, routine 
childhood immunization will prevent approximately 42,000 early deaths and 20 million cases of 
disease, saving $13.5 billion in direct costs and $68.8 billion in societal costs.viii For children 
born in the United States between 1994 and 2013, "vaccination will prevent an estimated 322 
million illnesses, 21 million hospitalizations, and 732,000 deaths over the course of their 
lifetimes."ix 

However, vaccines are not 100% effective in all individuals receiving them. Certain infants, 
children, and adolescents cannot safely receive specific vaccines because of age or specific 
health conditions. These individuals benefit from the effectiveness of immunizations through a 
mechanism known as community immunity (also known as "herd" immunity). Community 
immunity occurs when nearly all individuals for whom a vaccine is not contraindicated have 
been appropriately immunized, minimizing the risk of illness or spread of a vaccine-preventable 
infectious agent to those who do not have the direct benefit of immunization. Although there is 
variance for levels of immunization required to generate community immunity specific to each 
disease and vaccine, it is generally understood that population immunization rates of at least 90% 
are required, as reflected in the Healthy People 2020 goals. x Certain highly contagious diseases, 
such as pertussis and measles, require a population immunization rate of 2:95% to achieve 
community immunity. But despite the importance of vaccines to children's health-and public 
health overall-some religious adherents object to their use.xi 

For example, some religious adherents object to vaccines for chicken pox, hepatitis A, hepatitis 
B, polio, and measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) because they all have an attenuated 
connection to fetal-tissue research conducted in the 1960's_xii While the individual doses of these 
vaccines are not produced using fetal tissue, nor do they contain fetal tissue, the listed vaccines 
are grown in human cell cultures developed from two cell lines that trace back to two fetuses, 
both of which were legally aborted for unrelated medical reasons in the early 1960s. In addition, 
some object to the vaccine against the human papillomavirus (HPV). Certain strains ofHPV can 
cause a variety of cancers, most notably cervical cancer.xiii Each year, approximately 11,000 
women in the United States are diagnosed with cervical cancer - and almost half that number die 
from it. xiv Because HPV is often transmitted through sexual contact, and because the HPV 
vaccine is most effective when administered before the patient comes in contact with the virus, 
medical experts and organizations - including the AAP - recommend that the HPV vaccine be 
administered at 11 or 12 years of age. xv But because HPV can be transmitted sexually, some 
religious objectors oppose the vaccine on the basis that it allegedly encourages teens to engage in 
premarital sex, and that the correct way to limit transmission is through abstinence.xvi 

In addition, all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have regulations requiring 
proof of immunization for child care and school attendance as a public health strategy to protect 
children in these settings, and to secondarily serve as a mechanism to promote timely 
immunization of children by their caregivers. Although all states and the District of Columbia 
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have mechanisms to exempt school attendees from specific immunization requirements for 
medical reasons, the majority also have a heterogeneous collection of regulations and laws that 
allow nonmedical exemptions, including those based on one's religious beliefs, from childhood 
immunizations otherwise required for child care and school attendance. 

The AAP supports regulations and laws requiring certification of immunization to attend child 
care and school as a sound means of providing a safe environment for attendees and employees 
of these settings. The AAP also supports medically indicated exemptions to specific 
immunizations as determined for each individual child. The AAP views nonmedical exemptions 
to school-required immunizations as inappropriate for individual, public health, and ethical 
reasons and advocates for their elimination. xvii HHS policy should support organizations focused 
on advancing public health, a critical component of which is vaccination. We urge HHS not to 
make any policy changes that would provide grants or contracts to organizations that advocate 
for or adhere to vaccine policies not based on the best available evidence and science. 

Unfortunately, we have seen the impact when immunization rates decline. In 2015, the United 
States experienced a large, multi-state outbreak of measles linked in part to exposures at 
Disneyland in California. The outbreak likely started from a traveler who became infected with 
measles and then visited the amusement park while infectious. Most of those infected were 
intentionally unvaccinated, some of them did not know their vaccination status, and a minority of 
them were vaccinated. Once outbreaks get started even vaccinated people can be affected 
because no vaccine is 100 percent effective. Analysis by CDC scientists showed that the measles 
virus type in this outbreak (B3) was identical to the virus type that caused the large measles 
outbreak in the Philippines in 2014. 

Another measles outbreak occurred in Minnesota in the spring and summer of 2017, primarily 
concentrated within the Somali-American community. At the start of the outbreak, only about 42 
percent of Somali-Minnesota 2-year-olds were vaccinated, largely due to many parents in the 
Somali-American community holding unfounded fears that the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) 
vaccine causes autism. In a community with previously high vaccination coverage, the sudden 
drop in MMR vaccination rates resulted in a coverage level low enough to sustain widespread 
measles transmission in the community following introduction of the virus. Over the course of 
the outbreak, more than 8,000 people in Minnesota were exposed to measles, 500 were asked to 
stay home from work or school, 79 people were confirmed with measles, 73 of which were 
children under 10 years old, and 71 of the cases were in people who were unvaccinated for 
measles. xviii 

In addition, each year, more than 200,000 individuals are hospitalized and 3,000-49,000 deaths 
occur from influenza-related complications_xix Serious morbidity and mortality can result from 
influenza infection in any person of any age. Rates of serious influenza-related illness and death 
are highest among children younger than 2 years old, seniors 65 years and older, and people of 
any age with medical conditions that place them at increased risk of having complications from 
influenza, such as pregnant women and people with underlying chronic cardiopulmonary, 
neuromuscular, and immunodeficient conditions. Hospital-acquired influenza has been shown to 
have a particularly high mortality rate, with a median of 16% among all patients and a range of 
33% to 60% in high-risk groups such as transplant recipients and patients in the ICU. xx 
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Transmission from an infected, previously healthy child or adult begins as early as 1 day before 
the onset of symptoms and persists for up to 7 days; infants and immunocompromised people 
may shed virus even longer. Some infected people remain asymptomatic yet contagious. xxi 

Because of the numbers cited above, the AAP also supports mandatory influenza immunization 
for all health care personnel as a matter of patient safety. Voluntary programs have failed to 
increase immunization rates to acceptable levels. Large health care organizations have 
implemented highly successful mandatory annual influenza immunization programs without 
significant problems. Mandating influenza vaccine for all health care personnel nationwide is 
ethical, just, and necessary. As such, we urge HHS not to make any policy changes that would 
weaken existing measures to immunize health care personnel and protect patients from vaccine
preventable infectious diseases. 

Mental Health Services 

Suicide affects young people from all races and socioeconomic groups, although some groups 
have higher rates than others. American Indian/Alaska Native males have the highest suicide 
rate, and black females have the lowest rate of suicide. Sexual minority youth (ie, lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, or questioning) have more than twice the rate of suicidal ideation 
compared to the average of all other children in the same age range. xxii The 2013 Youth Risk 
Behavior Survey of students in grades 9 through 12 in the United States indicated that during the 
12 months before the survey, 39.1 % of girls and 20.8% of boys felt sad or hopeless almost every 
day for at least 2 weeks in a row, 16.9% of girls and 10.3% of boys had planned a suicide 
attempt, 10.6% of girls and 5.4% of boys had attempted suicide, and 3.6% of girls and 1.8% of 
boys had made a suicide attempt that required medical attention. xxiii 

The leading methods of suicide for the 15- to 19-year age group in 2013 were suffocation ( 43%), 
discharge of firearms (42%), poisoning (6%), and falling (3%)_xxiv Particular attention should be 
given to access to firearms, because reducing firearm access may prevent suicides. Firearms in 
the home, regardless of whether they are kept unloaded or stored locked, are associated with a 
higher risk of completed adolescent suicide. xxv,xxvi However, in another study examining firearm 
security, each of the practices of securing the firearm (keeping it locked and unloaded) and 
securing the ammunition (keeping it locked and stored away from the firearm) were associated 
with reduced risk of youth shootings that resulted in unintentional or self-inflicted injury or 
death. xxvii 

Youth seem to be at much greater risk from media exposure than adults and may imitate suicidal 
behavior seen on television. xxviii Media coverage of an adolescent's suicide may lead to cluster 
suicides, with the magnitude of additional deaths proportional to the amount, duration, and 
prominence of the media coverage. xxix A prospective study found increased suicidality with 
exposure to the suicide of a schoolmate. xxx Newspaper reports about suicide were associated with 
an increase in adolescent suicide clustering, with greater clustering associated with article front
page placement, mention of suicide or the method of suicide in the article title, and detailed 
description in the article text about the individual or the suicide act.xxxi More research is needed 
to determine the psychological mechanisms behind suicide clustering_xxxii,xxxiii The National 
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Institute of Mental Health suggests best practices for media and online reporting of deaths by 
suicide. xxxiv 

Families and children, from infancy through adolescence, need access to mental health screening 
and assessment and a full array of evidence-based therapeutic services to appropriately address 
their mental and behavioral needs. In particular, adolescents, including LGBTQ youth, need non
judgmental treatment for mental health disorders. The AAP strongly urges HHS not to permit 
entities to infringe upon such treatment including through the use of "conversion" or "reparative 
therapy" which is never indicated for LGBTQ youth (add endnote from the LGBTQ section). 

Sexual Assault 

Sexual assault includes any situation in which there is nonvoluntary sexual contact, with or 
without penetration and/or touching of the anogenital area or breasts, that occurs because of 
physical force, psychological coercion, or incapacitation or impairment ( e.g., secondary to 
alcohol or drug use). Sexual assault also occurs when victims cannot consent or understand the 
consequences of their choice because of their age or because of developmental challenges.= 
National data show that teenagers and young adults ages 12 to 34 years have the highest rates of 
being sexually assaulted of any age group.=i Annual rates of sexual assault were reported in 
2012 (for 2011) by the U.S. Department of Justice to be 0.9 per 1000 persons 12 years and older 
(male and female). xxxvii 

When an adolescent discloses that an acute sexual assault has occurred, it is incumbent on the 
health care provider to provide a nonjudgmental response. A supportive environment may 
encourage the adolescent to provide a clear history of what happened, agree to a timely medical 
and/or forensic evaluation, and engage in counseling and education to address the sequelae of the 
event and to help prevent future sexual violence. It is important to obtain the history of what 
happened from the adolescent, when possible. As in any other medical encounters, the physician 
should learn about relevant past medical and social history. Physicians should consider the 
possibility that the adolescent could be a victim of human trafficking and commercial sexual 
exploitation and ask appropriate questions, such as "Has anyone ever asked you to have sex in 
exchange for something you wanted?"xxxviii In addition, the physician should address the 
physical, psychological, and safety needs of the adolescent victim of sexual violence and be 
aware that responses to sexual assault can vary. The health care provider should address the 
adolescent's immediate health concerns, including any acute injuries, the likelihood of exposure 
to sexually transmitted infection (STis), the possibility of pregnancy, and other physical or 
mental health concerns. Treatment guidelines for STis from the CDCxxxix include 
recommendations for comprehensive clinical treatment of victims of sexual assault, including 
emergency contraception and HIV prophylaxis. Sexual assault is associated with a risk of 
pregnancy; 1 study reported a national pregnancy rate of 5% per rape among females 12 to 45 
years of age·xl,xli,xlii,xliii,xliv Pregnancy prevention and emergency contraception should be 
addressed with every adolescent female, including rape and sexual assault victims. The 
discussion can include the risks of failure of the preventive measures and options for pregnancy 
management. It is critical that no entities, whether individual health care providers or 
organizations, be sanctioned by HHS in limiting the range of options that a pediatrician may 
discuss with sexual assault victims. 
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Global JJealtb 

Tbe President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPF AR), the U.S. government's effort to 
prevent and trca1 HIV and AIDS worldwide, already includes a broad conscience clause 
(Leadership Act Secti on 301 (d)) that allows participati ng organizati ons to deny patients 
information or care. This includes barrier means of contraception (e.g ., condoms), which are one 
of the mainstays of HTV prevention. The NPRM would apply provisions of the Church 
Amendments to other global health programs funded by the Deparunent, thereby allowing global 
health providers and entities to refuse individuals the care in contexts where suitable alternati ves 
may be hard to find or nonexistent. 

Seiuality Educ:ation and Re11roductive Health 

Pediatricians are an important source ofheahJ1 care for adolescents and young adults. especially 
younger adolescents, and can play a significant role in continuously addressing sexual and 
reproductive health needs during adolescence and young adulthood. Office visits present 
opportuniti es to educate adolescents on sei-.'tlal heal1h and development; to promote healthy 
rela1ionshi ps and to discuss prevemion of sexually transmitted infections (STls) including HIV, 
w1iotended pregnancies, and reproductive health-related cancers; to discuss planoing for the 
timing and spacing of children, planning for pregnancy, and delivering preconception health 
care, as appropriate; and to address issues or concems related to sexual function and femili ty. xiv 

Pediatricians cam help adolescents son out whether they feel safe in their relati onships as well as 
how to avoid ri sky sexual situations. Pediatri cians also can facilitate discussion between the 
parent and adolescent on sexual and reproductive health . , i,; Pediatricians are in an imponant 
position 10 identi fy patients who are at nsk for immediate harm (e.g., abuse. sex tra ffi cking) and 
work collaborat,vely as pan of a team of professionals from a number of disciplines to address 
these needs. 

Sixty-live percent of reponed Chkm,ydia and 50% of reported gonorrhea cases occur among 15-
to 24-ycar-olds. :dvu Teen-aged birth rates in tJ1e United States have declined to the lowest rates 
seen in 7 decades yet sti ll rank highest among industrialized countries. Pregnancy and birth are 
signi ficant contributors to high school dropout rates among female youth; only approximately 
50% of teen-aged mothers cam a high school diploma by 22 years of age versus approximately 
90% of females who did not give binh during adolescence."''m Child sex trafficking and 
commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) is increasing!)• being identi fied as a public 
health problem in the United States, and victims of sex traftickiog aod CSEC may present for 
medical care for a variety of reasons related to infections, reproductive issues, and trauma and 
mental health."';" 

The AAP believes that all children and adolescents should have access to developmentally 
appropriate, evidence-based, comprehensive, and medically accurate hum an sexuali ty education 
that empowers them to make in formed, positi ve, and safe choices about healthy relationships, 
responsible sexual activily, and tJ1eir reproductive health. TI1is includes information about 
methods of contraception and sexual consent, as well as infom1ation that affi rms gender identi ty 
and sexual orientation. The Academy supports approaches to sexual and reproductive health that 
are based on evidence and medical consensus. As SlllCh, the AAP recommends that pediatricians 
counsel their patients to use the most effective methods of comraception, starting with long-
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acting reversible contraception such as implants and intrauterine devices. The AAP also strongly 
encourages the delivery of sexuality education that is based on modem conceptions of human 
sexuality. Access to accurate reproductive health care and sexual health information is critical to 
the overall development and well-being of children and adolescents. 

The Academy's policy statement on Sexuality Education for Children and Adolescents 
recognizes that the development of healthy sexuality depends on forming attitudes and beliefs 
about sexual behavior, which can be influenced by religious concerns in addition to ethnic, 
racial, cultural, and moral ones. It is imperative that the administration of programs that pertain 
to reproductive health and education be done with respect for a multiplicity of religious values 
and belief systems, while prioritizing adolescents' right to accurate sexual health information. 

The federal government oversees several programs that fund the delivery of evidence-based 
sexuality education. These programs help states implement innovative approaches to preventing 
unintended teen pregnancy, HIV, and other sexually transmitted infections, as well as youth 
development and adulthood preparation. The AAP urges HHS to continue to prioritize the 
funding of evidence-based or evidence-informed models in the administration of these programs, 
and to ensure that federal dollars for these programs are granted to organizations that meet the 
criteria laid out in these federal programs. The AAP also urges HHS to ensure that all programs 
that provide access to reproductive health care services prioritize access to the most effective 
methods of contraception. 

Contraception 

Pediatricians play an important role in adolescent pregnancy prevention and contraception. 
Nearly half of US high school students report ever having had sexual intercourse. 1 Each year, 
approximately 750 000 adolescents become pregnant, with more than 80% of these pregnancies 
unplanned, indicating an unmet need for effective contraception in this population. 1ilii 

Although condoms are the most frequently used form of contraception (52% of females reported 
condom use at last sex), use of more effective hormonal methods, including combined oral 
contraceptives (COCs) and other hormonal methods, was lower, at 31 % and 12%, respectively, 
in 201 l. 1iii Use of highly effective long-acting reversible contraceptives, such as implants or 
intrauterine devices (IUDs), was much lower_ ,iv Adolescents consider pediatricians and other 
health care providers a highly trusted source of sexual health information_ lvlvi Pediatricians' long
term relationships with adolescents and families allow them to ask about sensitive topics, such as 
sexuality and relationships, and to promote healthy sexual decision-making, including abstinence 
and contraceptive use for teenagers who are sexually active. Additionally, medical indications 
for hormonal contraception, such as dysmenorrhea, heavy menstrual bleeding or other abnormal 
uterine bleeding, acne, and polycystic ovary syndrome, are often uncovered during adolescent 
visits. A working knowledge of contraception will assist the pediatrician in both sexual health 
promotion and treatment of common adolescent gynecologic problems. Contraception has been 
inconsistently covered as part of insurance plans. However, the Institute of Medicine has 
recommended contraception as an essential component of adolescent preventive care, !vii and the 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (Pub L No. 111-148) requires coverage of 
preventive services for women, which includes contraception, without a copay_ lviii,lix 
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Abortion 

Ensuring that adolescents have access to health care, including reproductive health care, has been 
a long-standing objective of the AAP. 1x Timely access to medical care is especially important for 
pregnant teenagers because of the significant medical, personal, and social consequences of 
adolescent childbearing. The AAP strongly advocates for the prevention of unintended 
adolescent pregnancy by supporting comprehensive health and sexuality education, abstinence, 
and the use of effective contraception by sexually active youths. For 2 decades, the AAP has 
been on record as supporting the access of minors to all options regarding undesired pregnancy, 
including the right to obtain an abortion. Membership surveys of pediatricians, adolescent 
medicine specialists, and obstetricians confirm this support. 1xi,lxii,lxiii 

In the United States, minors have the right to obtain an abortion without parental consent unless 
otherwise specified by state law. State legislation that mandates parental involvement (parental 
consent or notification) as a condition of service when a minor seeks an abortion has generated 
considerable controversy. U.S. Supreme Court rulings, although upholding the constitutional 
rights of minors to choose abortion, have held that it is not unconstitutional for states to impose 
requirements for parental involvement as long as "adequate provision for judicial bypass" is 
available for minors who believe that parental involvement would not be in their best interest. !xiv, 
!xv Subsequently, there has been renewed activity to include mandatory parental consent or 
notification requirements in state and federal abortion-related legislation. 

The American Medical Association, the Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine, the 
American Public Health Association, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 
the AAP, and other health professional organizations have reached a consensus that a minor 
should not be compelled or required to involve her parents in her decision to obtain an abortion, 
although she should be encouraged to discuss the pregnancy with her parents and/or other 
responsible adults_lxvi,lxvii,lxviii,lxix,lxx,lxxi,lxxii These conclusions result from objective analyses of 
current data, which indicate that legislation mandating parental involvement does not achieve the 
intended benefit of promoting family communication but does increase the risk of harm to the 
adolescent by delaying access to appropriate medical care or increasing the rate of unwanted 
births. 

Beliefs about abortion are deeply personal and are shaped by class, culture, religion, and 
personal history, as well as the current social and political climate. The AAP acknowledges and 
respects the diversity of beliefs about abortion. The AAP affirms the value of parental 
involvement in decision-making by adolescents and the importance of productive family 
communication in general. The AAP is foremost an advocate of strong family relationships, and 
holds that parents are generally supportive and act in the best interests of their children. We 
strongly urge HHS policy not to enable entities to infringe on the ability of parents and children 
to act in their best interests. 
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Medical Neglect 

The AAP asserts that every child should have the opportunity to grow and develop free from 
preventable illness or injury. Children also have the right to appropriate medical evaluation when 
it is likely that a serious illness, injury, or other medical condition endangers their lives or 
threatens substantial harm or suffering. Under such circumstances, parents and other guardians 
have a responsibility to seek medical treatment, regardless of their religious beliefs and 
preferences. The AAP emphasizes that all children who need medical care that is likely to 
prevent substantial harm or suffering or death should receive that treatment. 1

xxiii 

The U.S. Constitution requires that government not interfere with religious practices or endorse 
particular religions. However, these constitutional principles do not stand alone and may, at 
times, conflict with the independent government interest in protecting children. Government 
obligation arises from that interest when parental religious practices subject minor children to 
possible loss of life or to substantial risk of harm. Constitutional guarantees of freedom of 
religion do not permit children to be harmed through religious practices, nor do they allow 
religion to be a valid legal defense when an individual harms or neglects a child. As HHS 
considers the implementation, expansion, and enforcement ofreligious objections to medical 
care, we urge you to avoid policy changes that would result in financial support for organizations 
that encourage or engage in faith-based medical neglect. 

Religious N onmedical Health Care Institutions 

Medicare and Medicaid cover care provided at religious nonmedical health care institutions 
(RNHCis) and exempt these institutions from medical oversight requirements_ lxxiv RNHCis 
provide custodial rather than skilled nursing care. Given patients' exemptions from undergoing 
medical examinations, it is not possible to determine whether patients of RNHCis would 
otherwise qualify for benefits_ lxxv,lxxvi Because providing public funding for unproven alternative 
spiritual healing practices may be perceived as legitimating these services, parents may not 
believe that they have an obligation to seek medical treatment. Although the AAP recognizes the 
importance of addressing children's spiritual needs as part of the comprehensive care of children, 
it opposes public funding of religious or spiritual healing practices_ lxxvii 

Newborn Hearing Screening 

Although most infants can hear normally, I to 3 of every 1,000 children are born with some 
degree of hearing loss. 1

xxviii Without newborn hearing screening, it is difficult to detect hearing 
loss in the first months and years of an infant's life. About half of the children with hearing loss 
have no risk factors for it. Newborn hearing screening can detect possible hearing loss in the first 
days of a child's life. If a possible hearing loss is found, further tests will be done to confirm the 
results. When hearing loss is confirmed, treatment and early intervention should start as soon as 
possible. Studies show that children with hearing loss who receive appropriate early intervention 
services by age 6 months usually develop good language and learning skills. That is why the 
AAP recommends that all babies receive newborn hearing screening before they go home from 
the hospital. We would thus strongly urge HHS to support hearing screenings for all newborns, 
without exception. 
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Unaccompanied Children 

Children, unaccompanied and in family units, seeking safe haven in the United States often 
experience traumatic events in their countries of origin, during their journeys to the United 
States, and throughout the difficult process ofresettlement. Upon arriving in the U.S., 
unaccompanied immigrant children are transferred to the custody of HHS's Office of Refugee 
Resettlement (ORR) and placed in shelters, many of which are run by faith-based organizations. 
Children, especially those who have been exposed to trauma and violence, should not be placed 
in settings that do not meet basic standards for children's physical and mental health and that 
expose children to additional risk, fear, and trauma. Children in federal custody and in the 
custody of sponsors, whether unaccompanied or accompanied, should receive timely, 
comprehensive medical care, including reproductive services and abortion care, that is culturally 
and linguistically sensitive by medical providers trained to care for children_ lxxix This care should 
be consistent throughout all stages of the immigration processing pathway. 

Recent actions by the Office of Refugee Resettlement in the case of "Jane Doe" are quite 
troubling. No woman or girl should face political interference in their health care decisions, 
including while she is in an ORR shelter, or held in any federally-funded detention facility. Safe, 
legal abortion is a necessary component of women's health care. When abortion care is illegal or 
highly restricted, women resort to unsafe means to end an unwanted pregnancy, including self
inflicted abdominal and bodily trauma, ingestion of dangerous chemicals, self-medication with a 
variety of drugs, and reliance on unqualified abortion providers. By obstructing basic access to 
safe and legal abortion, ORR is risking the health and lives of women and adolescents in its 
custody. ORR's action also appears to be a violation of the terms of the Flores v. Reno 
Settlement Agreement. 

We urge HHS to ensure that no grantee of the federal government be permitted to deny any 
child, especially a child who has been exposed to trauma and violence, access to timely, 
comprehensive medical care, including reproductive services and abortion care. 

Adoption and Foster Care 

The AAP supports families in all their diversity, because the family has always been the basic 
social unit in which children develop the supporting and nurturing relationships with adults that 
they need to thrive. Children may be born to, adopted by, or cared for temporarily by married 
couples, nonmarried couples, single parents, grandparents, or legal guardians, and any of these 
may be heterosexual, gay or lesbian, or of another orientation. Children need secure and 
enduring relationships with committed and nurturing adults to enhance their life experiences for 
optimal social-emotional and cognitive development. Scientific evidence affirms that children 
have similar developmental and emotional needs and receive similar parenting whether they are 
raised by parents of the same or different genders.'= If two parents are not available to the child, 
adoption or foster parenting remain acceptable options to provide a loving home for a child and 
should be available without regard to the sexual orientation of the parent(s). 1

xxxi We urge HHS 
not to permit entities to discriminate against prospective or current adoptive or foster parents on 
the basis of sexual orientation of the parents. 
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LGBTQ Children 

All children and adolescents deserve the opportunity to learn and develop in a safe and 
supportive environment. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) youth 
face high rates of bullying and other factors that contribute to health disparities such as higher 
rates of depression and suicidal ideation, higher rates of substance use, and more sexually 
transmitted and HIV infections_ lxxxii Supportive and affirming communities, schools, friends and 
families can buffer all young people - especially LGBTQ youth - from negative experiences and 
outcomes while simultaneously promoting positive health and well-being_ lxxxiii Policies that 
single-out or discriminate against LGBTQ youth are harmful to social-emotional health and may 
have lifelong consequences. 1xxxiv All health care entities receiving federal funding, including 
those that are faith-based, should be welcoming to children who are members of the LGBTQ 
community. 

The AAP advocates for policies that are gender-affirming for children - an approach that is 
supported by other medical professional organizations. In 2016, the AAP joined with other 
organizations to produce the document, 11 Supporting & Caring for Trans gender Children, 11 a 
guide for community members and allies to ensure that transgender young people are affirmed, 
respected, and able to thrive.'= Section 1557 of the ACA contains essential nondiscrimination 
provisions for LGBTQ youth including prohibitions for discrimination on the basis of gender 
identity. These protections should be maintained and all covered entities, including faith-based 
organizations, should be required to comply. 

All children and adolescents deserve the opportunity to learn and develop in a safe and 
supportive environment. "Conversion" or "reparative therapy" is never indicated for LGBTQ 
youth_lxxxvi This type of therapy is not effective and may be harmful to LGBTQ individuals by 
increasing internalized stigma, distress, and depression_ lxxxvii We urge HHS to refrain from 
supporting entities who do not treat LGBTQ youth as they do all others, who discriminate or 
condone discrimination against them, their families, or LGBTQ parents, or who support, 
condone, or provide "conversion" or "reparative therapy". 

Child Welfare Services 

Children in foster care have such unique vulnerabilities and health disparities that the 
AAP classifies them as a population of children with special health care needs. Children in foster 
care face greater health needs because of their experiences of complex trauma, including abuse, 
neglect, witnessed violence, and parental substance use disorders (SUD). Children in foster care 
have typically experienced multiple caregivers, impacting their ability to form a safe, stable, and 
nurturing attachment relationship with a caregiver. One third of children in foster care have a 
chronic medical condition, and 60 percent of those under age 5 have developmental health 
issues·1xxxviii, lxxxix Up to 80 percent of children entering foster care have a significant mental 
health need. xc Ensuring access to appropriate and trauma-informed services is critical to meeting 
the needs of this vulnerable population. 

In FY 2016, the number of children entering foster care increased to over 270,000, up from 
251,352 in FY 2012. This is the fourth year in a row that removals have increased after declining 
over the past decade. Parental substance use was a factor for the removal in over a third of those 
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cases, second only to neglect as a factor for placement in foster care. Of note, infants represented 
nearly a fifth of all removals from families to foster care, totaling 49,234 in FY 2016. A total of 
437,465 children were in foster care on the last day of FY 2016.xci As the opioid epidemic 
continues to contribute to rising foster care placements, we need federal policies that support 
child and family healing and that provide a sufficient number of nurturing, high-quality foster 
and adoptive families. 

Children fare best when they are raised in families equipped to meet their needs. Child welfare 
services can support the intensive family preservation services and parental SUD treatment 
needed to help families heal when it is possible to keep children together with their parents. 
When out-of-home placements are necessary for a child's health and safety, access to quality 
parenting from foster or kinship care providers can support a child's healing. High-quality foster 
parent training and recruitment is essential to ensure sufficient access to families with the 
necessary background and training in trauma, child development, and parenting skills. In light of 
the ongoing opioid epidemic and its impact on rising foster care placements, there is a significant 
need to expand recruitment broadly to meet growing need and to also better support and retain 
foster families and kinship caregivers. 

Given the uniquely vulnerable health needs of children in foster care, and the need for expanded 
capacity for foster and adoptive homes, the AAP recommends that HHS not make any changes in 
federal child welfare policy that would result in discrimination against LGBTQ children and 
youth in foster care, or LGBTQ families seeking to serve as foster or adoptive parents. Faith
based organizations play an important role in providing child welfare services and families to 
provide nurturing homes for children. However, no federal policy changes should allow for 
discrimination against children or families in child welfare services on the basis of religion, 
sexual orientation, or gender identity. All children who enter the child welfare system should 
receive compassionate, high-quality, and trauma-informed care and support services. 

HHS should not support entities involved in child welfare services that engage in discrimination 
against children or families based on sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, or faith. 

14 
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Co11c/11sio11 

The AAP wishes to underscore its recognition of the important role of religion in the personal, 
spil'itual, and social lives of many individuals, including health providel's. Balancing that role 
with efforts to ensure children have appropriate access to needed health and social services is 
critical to meeting thei r health needs and supporting their health and wellbeing. As HHS 
considers potential changes to regulations and policy guidance to encourage the provision of 
grams and comracts to faith-based organizations. we urge )'OU to ensure that federal policy does 
not undennine c-hildren's access to needed care and services. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide feedback on this imponam issue. If you have any 
questions, please reach out to Ami Gadhia in our Washington, D.C. otlice at 202/347-8600 or 
agadhia@aap.org. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen A. Krall MD, FAAP 
President 
CAK/avg 
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·March 2?, lfllS 

llt: hotectlaa Statutory Comdmce Rlplt ID HHllll Care; N ... IIOIII or AutborlC, 
(Dodtel No.: JIHS.()CR,2018-0002) 

To Whom It .MayConcem: 

The Now York City Commission OD Human RlaJ,11, lhe N""' York City~ or Hoelth 
ad Mental Hygiene, lhe New Yon: Cily Dq,artmelll of Social Sorvices, and NYC Heallh + 
Hnoplw. write to express OW' appnlition IO the Uniled s-Depal1mellt of Hoel th .S HUl)JOII 
SCl'Yicc,' (HHS) propoocd iell\JlatiCIIII entiUod, Prvlocling SiaNloty Coneol- Riallta in Hoallll 
Caie. Ocleptions of Authority. 

HHS' pn,poaed rule will came serious hann to tho bealih and well-being of New YorlterL It will 
..eel burien IO die dclivay eod receipt of limdy, hi.ab quality hoellb care. It will t\,olet a -
ltUICllld of selecti.e uwl d~ b'eOlmenl fcf--y of our motl Vlllonblo populalioall. 
II will alao multiply the odmlnistnllvo burdens 11111 '-Ith caro organiuliOM ebovlder IO llddn8a 
lim&-IOftlltivc hoellh oonditiont. Finally, ll will infiinao on 1M ability of 11110 uwl Inoa! 
.,vommeota to .torce Ihm Jawa md p0Jiclu. In 1ho nee of th- llpltlcont barml, we wp 
HHS to RKi.ad lhil NI~ 

nei P1 cp••e• R111e WIii Bann Pade• ts 

The propooocl rule olov1tc1 l,eolthcan, pro'ndc<t' personal beliefs over patient heallh. It Qivea 
pn,vldcn wide lalill>de in 0lltiJlg out of lrC8llns patienll. Uodoubtodly, provider1 wlU dtlly Clre 
lo petlcnh who oeod iL /u a mininnm. a deoiel will mean 1h11 patlecta who 11111 tumed away will 
..-perience delays and inc,aaed ~ in ""'°ivinl can,, But in many u.,a, delay will 
offectivcly..,.,.. deni.11, pa,ticularly wbore lime !1 of tho.....,.., or localing a 1ullablo altomato 
provider la not feasible. Thcdalial of cm will be the end of the road in many patiellU' aolll'Oh 
ror tteaanent. 

Indeed, find.in& an allenwe provider is no limplo 11sk. Ho•llb pl1111 have limited provide, 
network•, caps 011 tho number of tpecialty viaila, IDd atcep coat•aharing cbllg11lonL Worken 
have llrnitod. or no sick leave, and lbrclng mom to 'liltit a aecond provider to occommodate 1he 
lint provider's beliefs mean• that many petieats will 1haw to decide botweeo llldna - of their 
heohh and maJdna a livina. That It 110 cholco at all, a.ad m•nr patiCllll will forego Cite that they 
ocbawilc wCJUld hive n,c,civcd. 

Similarly, ""8J\y people livo in =ea wilh • limiled number of prima,y care doctors, lfl0Ci•li1111, 
and 1Pocial1y caie f1cilitioa. They may bo for,:ed lo ,,.vel great distances to find • provider 
willing to treat thorn. Padoals who are elderly, paticnlB wilh disabilities, and patl01114 under the 
ago of majorily may be completely unable 10 accw III allomalc hoellbearo provlddt If rol\atod 
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core. Du.-int nn emergency such os o nntiouu1 disaster. thcto may be only one accessible 
provider. 

The deni•ls of cue that will l"C$\Jlt if th• proposed rule is adopted will have 1evc,c aod often 
imwersible consequences: wiimmded pregnancies, dise1sc transn\iggion, medical complieetjona 
and llll&Uish in the last days oflifo, and death. For example: 

• Porl•e,cp0sure prophyla,i. for HIV should be Initialed within 36 hou~, but not boycnd 72 
hours after potential e)(pOsurc. 

• Emergency contraception is most effective- at preventina pregnan<:y if taken aa soon as 
possible after sexual intercourse, 

• Contraccptlves and p,....exposuro prophyla11.is for HIV arc effceliw only if acccsoed prior 
to a ecxual encounter. 

• There ls • window for • aafc, legal abonnon, and a narrower window for modlca.tlon 
abortion. In the •••• of Cciopic prcgnanc:y or other lifo-Oireatcning oomplicatlon, on 
abonion may need lo be pttfonncd immediately. 

• Opiate UJers denied methadone or bupreno,rphlno ranain al increased risk of ovordose, 
and naloxone m\lSt be edministerod quickly ~o tevorso dtua overdose. 

• Pc:rsons with suicidal idealio.o need immediace care to prevent self-la.rm. 
• Rcfiuing to honor a person's end-of.fife wlthca prolonga Sllffcrlns-

ln short, tl,c proposed rule will cause long-la,ling and irreparable hann to patients. 

The breacillh of the proposed rule is oxtraorilin"}', 111 but guaranteeing that p1tient1 wilt bo 
dcoicd essential health caro. E•tending prolections to hc:olth plans, plan sponsor,, and thlrd•perty 
edminirtrll!Ora thll1 receive federal funds may prompt health plans to ceaee covcr•a,, for abortion, 
contraceptives, health care 1-cla1cd to gender transilion. •nd oahet services.. Allowing anyone 
"with an u1iculablc connoctioo to a prooedura, h.ealth sm,ico, health PIOlll'Bm or roa08rcb 
activity" to raiae an alleged conscienco objection, metM that the myriad of partlclptmta In a 
bcaJthcaro oncounter--from intake and billing staff' to pham111ci•tt. tran..sl•ton., nd.iolosr 
tochnicia,u, and phlobotomi$1- rol'uso lo plllllcipale in IO('Vicc delivery. Thia will ce,uee 
untold disruptions and delays for patienlt. And the expansive deOnilions of "assist in the 
perfortnancc • and ''rtferrar• mean that hC1llhcore provider, - after reluaina 10 care for a patient -
will not even need IO provide a rofeml or olhcr nocesaary infonnatfon for a pe1lc111 to eook care 
eJ50wJu:ro. 

Tho negative halth impact of denied care Is profound. In the caso of infectious dlsea .. , there it 
aoeietal impact: cklaya in diagnosis, prophylaxis and treatment iru;roaso tho likelihood of 
individWII discmsc progrc.41Jion and transmission ro othCt$, The congequcnccs of untreated 
subatanoc uae disordera arc likewise far-rcachlns, Compoundina 1llAUer1, lhohannlW effc,c;I• of 
tho propoS<d rules will be fcl\ 1110$1 1eu1oly by individuals and communities 1h41 elrcady fllC8 
groat challenges -•sslng the care tluit they need: people of coloc, low-Income ponons, wom.on, 
cbildJ'cu, people with aubsUtncc u,c disorder', end lesbian, k•Y· bisexual. lransgender, queer! 
intel"$t,x ,nd gender nonconforming (,.LOBTQJ°) persons. 
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Tile Propooed Rule WUI Lead to DlscrlmluUoo Agahm Alrudy Vulnaable Pop•ladoG1 

Tbc nale gives heahhcare providers a free pass to discriminate based on • parien1'1 identity 111d 
agoinsl any patient whose actions or decisions conflict with the provi<kr'• alleged consciemce 
objection. 

OiKrinlil!alion by MAIi!> we provi\lml marginalizes and ll!ig,patizo1 petienis, dmjp.g !hem 
away fto111 care aystems. Tl has long-term destructive co,uequonces for tbe health and well-being 
ofparicnta Bild corumunitiea that aln,ady bear the bnmt ofdiscriminalion. Women and LGBTQ:I 
people will fmd lhemsdvcs dcnlod can, at alanning ntca. PrQvlden ,,,.y ~ 11> prcacribo 
contraceptives to women who are not married, fm.iliry treatment lo samo-sex eouplea, I'""' 
exposuro pro;phylaxia 10 a•Y men, or cow,seliJ!g to LGBTQI aurvivon of hate or intimate panner 
violence. Tnmsgender palioota are likely to be rclil,ed medically oecesaary caro lib hormone 
lhenlpy, and subttinco usen may be dmiod modicatioaa to treat addlctlon or rev,qc dtu1 
overdose. 

The impact of S1ICb diJCrimio,tioe extends fer beyond the individual PWMI eacoonter. For 
••~le, LGBTQI youth !bat arc dcniod aervicet and paycbosocial suppon show • laati1111 
dislru.sl of ry,ttems of "4'e.1 COIICcrns regarding ,tigma may alao make patients reluctant to roach 
Ol1l 10 loved onea foraupport, •• has bea, shown with women who have had abortlons.1 

Thia ncver-booCoro-aoeo licmso to pick and <;hooeo tbc type of pllie,,t 111d natun> of care tut • 
clinician o, orgtllization will provide runa COUDla to principlca of comprehcmivmeaa 118d 
inclusion tha1 have loog guided tho federal government's ovmlgh1 of koy health we propam, 
and the opo,ation of the country'• hffl1b care deliv,,ry .a)'ltmn. 

T•• P......-,J Role CrOl!lea N"" Admlniltnrtl\'e Banleaa for • SCralaod R•lth Qare 
Syatem 

The extraordinary bn:adlh of the proposed Nlo will rooult in lianlficaot and coacly admlni1trative 
~ Oil III already-atnined healthcare s)'llom. Tho, pcopoMd rule place& he• lthcaro mtltlos ill 
lbc precarious poaition of having to aroornmodato various ethical beliefs bold by tbci•mm of 
staff, ttg•rdlcsa of bow teotuous lbose scaffs' coMCCtion to the clinical OMOUntcr. Allo, by 
prohibiting IIUIPloyenr from withholding or restricting any title, poaitloo or mtus from ltafftb&t 
tdlisc 10 particlplle in care, beallhcue cntitiu ""' limiled in being able lo move .iall' into 
positions when, they w_ill 001 disrupt care 111d hann patienu. Thus, docton in privato pra.Cllce 
will be probibiled from lirio& any staff who refiiles lo usi&t, and thoreby •liimatiue ml banns, 
LGBTQI patients. Emergency departmen)s, ambulance corps. mental health hodinea, md otha 
11111eat c:aro ot11i.rJP may -i 10 i-• the number of lllift rltllft' to - tufficiCIII covcrago 
ill ca,e of a ref\rsal to wori< with a pationl. This will havo a vory real financial impact on 
he,hhcare facilities, includlna govmunent•run and au.midizcd c!inici end hospital a)'31cnta. Thi• 
is a cos,ly proposition 1h11 m .. in the face of the federal So•emment's ,u,ccd soil of reduclna 
administrative burdens wi1hln tho ~hh care ,yatcm. 
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Tllo Prop ... d Rule lnfrin&•• on State and Local Go .. ramtab' Ablllly to t • rorc• Tihdr 
L•WI aad PolldH and Connlcto will, Patient Prettttiona 

The p,opoted rule may impld the ability or State and loul go..,mmenll to enforce the lull 
scope of their with- and insuran<»relatcd law~ and policies by ronditioning tho roceipt of 
fcdcnl 11:mding on comp~ance with the rule. Similarly, it may leave provlden 01u1Jh1 between 
conllicring IIIIMIIH. The New Volk City Human Righu Law ("City Human Rlghis Law"). ror 
cxample, like many state and local nondiscriminati-0n laws, protec1s patients from di>crimination 
based on sexua I orientation, gender ( including gender identity), marital llabll, and disability. 

Protecting vulneniblc populations from discrimination and mi,infonnation if of parcncw,t 
imporw,ce to New York City. Tho City Human Risbts Llw is ono of lho most comprd1eruri•• 
civil rial>«• laws In the nalioo, prohibitina discrimination m health c ... oettinp baaed on, aruona 
other lhinga, a patient's race, age, citiUMhip flatus, and religion. A provider'• refusal to &erve a 
patient p11rsuant to the proposed rule may be a >ialation or Slate and local l1w1, oome of which 
are cnfon:ed throuah the Imposition of il\lunctive relief and I/Ubslantial financill peml!liea. 
Violation.a of the City Human Rlgbta Llw, for example, e&n teed to the impaiilion or panallleo of 
up to $2.5<0,000 per violatloo. 

We oppose regulations that allow per,oool belief, to trump science ot the e,q,e111e or vulnerable 
populations' """"" 10 health care. We oppose systems that compromise our duty to proleel and 
Improve the health of City realdenu. We oppose ac:(ions that •nc:(ion diactiminalion agllinlt 
patlenu l>ased on who they are or whac health ronditions they have. 

We urge HHS to ~ind the proposed rule. 

Sincerely,. ,;/ 7 , 

/(/ ~ /4~'},»ani:a_ ) 
Coinmissionu 
New York City l>eper!ment of 

sjyi~ 
Mitchell Katz, MD 
Preaidcnt and Chief F.xecutive Officer 
New York City Health and Hospi11l1 

• S--,-Abouk _, MllfflllHuliakrriua Ad•l•••-.oll.1iadifltC..M!11.io1 ,,.,...,,, S.~1 • ~111111/ntlO&TQ l'o11!11. HHS 
P11Uutio• No,. (SMA.J U••ill, ll.0¢l '111f, MO:: Subli!ias, ANw 90d MCNI.IHeellh Str1k:u AdelirNINliDn, ,OIS, 
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